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PREFACE

The project described
with
in

my own

education

secondary English

in

left

in this dissertation

becoming a teacher.

me

grew

out of a dissatisfaction

The methods courses

that

I

took

unable to face real problems in the classrooms.

was given such things as gimmicks for teaching poetry and

I

instructions for

maintaining discipline by not allowing more than one student to sharpen his
pencil at a time.

Later, in working with student teachers in secondary English,
noticed that they wanted ready

curriculum.

I

made

solutions to classroom matters and

however, that the answers

felt,

I

had for them would only

cripple their ability to solve problems for themselves.
of not

knowing how

to help the students without helping

Upon the discovery

my dilemma came

into

work done

in the

Thus

I

was

in

human

potential

sharp focus, and a framework for solving

sufficient and able to solve

made answers
I

of so

many

resolved to try

methods course

clarification theory

it

movement,
slowly

other approaches.
to

seemed
it

self-

problems for themselves, without supplying ready

incorporate personal growth theory and practice

for future

and productive way that

a dilemma

them.

The personal growth movement helps people become more

evolved.

into a

of the

I

secondary English teachers.

to be especially appropriate

The values

because of the easy

combines with subject matter content.

11

Thus a course

was conceived combining

the subject of English methods and the processes of

values clarification, attempting
better teachers.

This dissertation

The course was
Tyler model.

to see,

(This

is

problem

in fact, the students

built using a

systems approach, based on the Ralph

explained in detail

in depth.

According

Chapter Five.) Basically the

in

The

to the

first

chapter explores the nature

Tyler rationale, the

dealing with a course design to solve the problem

is

concerns

of

The goals

work, and the course objectives, out
explained in chapter five.

administered

to give

An

frame-

These are stated and

feedback on the effectiveness of the project.

in

in

chapter six.

The feedback

Finally, the implications

chapter seven.

interesting to note that the techniques developed for this course

might readily be restructured
This

of the

evaluation of the course was developed and

and recommendations are suggested
It is

course grew out

of the

of the goals.

techniques and the results are reported

approach.

is

teacher education methods courses, secondary English, and third

force theory and psychology.

areas.

This framework

This framework includes the

chapters two, three and four.

in

first step in

the development of philo-

sophical and psychological framework for the course.

presented

might become

a case study of that attempt.

is

dissertation design follows the model.
of the

if

is

to apply to a

methods course

in

other subject

true because of the universal nature of the personal growth

Also, the techniques suggested for secondary English might just as

easily be incorporated into other secondary

(

or elementary) subjects.

Ihere

has been

much curricula developed by

the Center for Humanistic Education,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, for

was chosen as

many

subjects.

However, English

the focal point of this project because of the universal and important

function of English as the basis for all

human endeavor.
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CHAPTER ONE
AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

now

’’And

I

come

to a

red hot question:

How

about these terrible

methods courses, which waste a student's time?"^ asks James Bryant Conant
and so do L

Certainly a major trouble spot in the preparation of secondary

teachers the methods courses have been heavily criticized even
questioning whether or not they serve any useful purpose.

methods courses vary with the particular type
of

methods course, each with

seem

to suffer

its

from a common

of course.

The problems with
There are many types

own strengths and weaknesses,

fault.

Their scope

unrelated to either other learning or the problem

is

to the point of

yet they all

both single-pronged and

at hand,

namely learning

a classroom teacher as Charles Silberman points out.

The wasteland

of teacher education, virtually unrelieved

is the course work in "methods of
'Those terrible methods courses, as Conant
calls them, tend to be both intellectually barren and
professionally useless. Some are so abstract as to have
no contact with reality; what passes for theory is a mass
of platitudes and generalities. Some courses focus
entirely on the "how to" of teaching, presenting a grabbag of rules of thumb, unrelated to one another or to any

by hopeful exceptions,
.

teaching. "

'

conception of teaching. Still other courses are glorified
bull* sessions in which teacher and students exchange
anecdotes. Rarely do any of the courses make any
effort to relate the discussion of teaching methods to
what the students may have learned in their work in
^
ps3^chology, philosophy, or anything else.

to

be

2

Further, the unconnectedness of methods courses to the field of
teaching and other educational concerns

is

only one problem,

Koerner raises

a question underlying a second reason for the failure of methods courses,

might fairly ask
use

in their

of experts in teaching

own classes, when

Silberman adds

"More

that,

often than not, the professors teaching the .(methods)
- for

on the importance of not lecturing.
stration of the irrelevance of

methods

methodology just what methodology they

the results are as poor as they normally are.

courses contradict their own dicta

professors teach,

example, delivering long, dry lectures

Indeed, there can be no greater

most methods courses than

Methods courses usually

of teaching, thus employing the

fail to

the

The

way

demon-

the

methods

use new and effective

very model which they advocate changing.

Another problem that plagues the methods course
ends rather than means.

’’One

emphasis

effect of this

is

is that

the concern with
the student-teachers

are supplied with "right answers" to educational problems, rather than processes
for problem solving.

The methods courses which are

thumb" variety teach specific rules
in specific situations.

that the

and generalities" variety.
in real

"grab-bag rule of

methods teacher believes

will

work

Should the situation or conditions be different, the

specific methods are of no practical use.

teacher ean use

of the

There

classroom

The same

is little in

is

true for the "platitudes

these courses that the student-

situations.

By concentrating on ends rather

than means, the student has no chance to develop problem solving skills,
decision making skills., and the ability to distinguish between alternatives.

The

3

result of not supplying decision making opportunities

methods courses

in

is

the

reduction of the potential for the student to learn to take responsibility
for
himself.

because

Teachers especially need
of the

teacher needs

number
to

to feel the

power

of their

of critical decisions they face

own responsibility

every day

in teaching.

The

be able to make decisions and believe that the choices made are

effective and responsible.
In order for students to learn

must be given

to

make responsible

choices, they

the opportunity to experience taking responsibility for themselves.

George Issac Brown, a director

of the

claims”one must begin with learning
for oneself.

how

From here

Ford project

in Affective Education,

to feel responsible

to take responsibility

one can move meaningfully into the experience of taking

responsibility for others, and can recognize when this

Because the kind

should be avoided,

and

is

.

important and when

of decisions that teachers

decisions concerned with the responsibility of others,

it is

make,

critical that they be

given the chance to develop a feeling of being capable decision makers.
too

many methods courses, by

it

However

giving "right answers" rather than helping student

teachers discover answers for themselves, are of

little

benefit to the future

teacher.
Clearly, then, prescriptive methods courses

on the development

of teachers.

approach goes deeper

yet.

a harmful effect

However, the problem with the prescriptive

Educators are

a good teacher and good teaching.

may have

still

uncertain as to what constitutes

There have been many studies attempting

to

4

find factors that describe good teachers.

For example, Koerner reports

studies at the University of Wisconsin have revealed

describes good teaching behavior,

More current research
has

little

more

to offer.

or nothing that

^

about teacher effectiveness and related questions

For one thing the kind

that can be agreed upon is so general that

preparation course.

little

that

it is

of definition of the

good teacher

unusuable as a goal for a teacher

Arthur Combs, for example, defines

it

this

way,

genius of good teaching lies in the capacity to fire the imagination.

’’The

the

It is

satisfaction of search and discovery that motivates learning and provides

new

n

knowledge, ”

Koerner,

in

speaking about the generalities used

in

describing

good teachers, notes:
Educationalists, at the end of

fifty years of mountainous
labors on the problem of what makes a good teacher,
bring forth the commonplace conclusions that teachers

ought to be bright, well balanced, well educated people
who like youngsters and who are interested in intellectual
and cultural matters. How far does this take us?^

Such vague, general information offers

methods courses

in

little

specific data of use to prescriptive

directing their educational goals of developing and training

good teachers.
Further difficulties arise when the relationship of subject area

methods course

is

considered.

to the

Basically there are two types of methods course

organization, the general secondary methods course and the specific one.

General methods courses teach methods

that

can be applied to any subject.

Too

frequently these courses end up dealing primarily with classroom management.

5

The

specific type of methods course

academic discipline,

i,e,

,

is

predominently concerned with one

English, math, social studies, or science.

The

evidence and consensus of opinion heavily favor the latter type of course.

While solving some

problems of the general methods course, the

of the

single subject type has a few problems of

its

own.

Because various subject

matter areas require somewhat different classroom treatments and therefore
different

methods courses

(for

example the techniques

of teaching a formulistic

subject such as algebra would not be appropriate for a discursive subject such

as American history) the remainder of this study will consider the specific
subject matter area, English.

The choice

as a secondary school subject,

is

be taught? Redefining English

broad and such a variety

To begin

not an arbitrary one.

undergoing serious revisions.

is

English,

Questions are

What's worth teaching? and how should

being asked as to what's important?
it

is

further confused because the subject

is

so

of things are taught under the rubric of English.

is perforce what English
what
have they been teaching?
teachers teach; and

with, English

answer must include a fantastic
hodgepodge, ranging from journalism, play pro-

In

America

the

duction, business letters, research techniques,
use of the library, and proper study habits to
life, career counseling, use
advice on dating - almost anyand
telephone,
of the

orientation to school

thing beyond toilet training. ^

Although there are reasons for teaching each of these topics
situations, the result is that there

goals toward which the curriculum

is

is

in

particular

no central unifying purpose or generalized

working.

6

One possible model
English curricula

is

thnt can be

used as an overall unifying force for

the personal growth model.

However,

secondary methods, English courses per se tend not

to

like the

courses

in

encourage personal growth,

decision making, finding alternatives, and incorporating personal experiences.

The personal growth theme became a major concern
(held at

Dartmouth College

Britain, Canada, and

it

recurred

in

many

where over

in 1966,

America met

to

fifty

at the

Dartmouth conference

English educators from

consider the state of English), because

of the sessions,

There

is little

question that the study

of English should help the student have a better, richer life in

how

this is to be

accomplished is widely debated.

is failing in this goal,

There

is

some way,

evidence that English

Harold Gardiner working with students

found that "their English teaching was failing

in its

but

of English

primary purpose,

the

heightening of that ’tension’ of experience, the arousing of awareness through
the

power

of language,

English should be a

presented as a means to a fuller and richer

The personal growth approach

selection

living experience,

life,

to teaching

ducive to developing a "richer and fuller

from

life,

’’

English appears to be con-

Another paper

at the

Dartmouth

conference emphasized this approach by advocating the proposition that English,

seen

in this

be taught

case

to consist

primarily of literature as subject matter, should

to help students clarify their values,

necessarily concerned about human
values, constantly forced to make judgments in
everyday living as we go about trying to get the
most out 01 life, English teachers may therefore
Everj^ one

is

put in a further claim for the importance of

7

litGraturGo

may

It

help pGoplG to

makG valuG judgmGnts

morG

SGnsitivGly, in a fullGr awarGnGss of rangGS and
choicG, Today it may opposG tho notorious dohumanizing

tGndGnciGS of a massivG, mochanizGd, commorcializod
sociGty, In this viGW tho sominar also agrood tacitly
that English toachors should noithor imposG thoir own
pGrsonal boliofs on thoir studonts nor indoctrinato thorn
with convGntional boliofs, but rathor should go out of
thoir way to offor maturo studonts works prosonting
divorsG visions of lifo, a wido rango of choicos that
may bottor onablo thorn to docido for thomsolvos,
Yet, in spitG of tho rovivod intorost in affoctivG concorns and goals,

English Gducation
cognitive domain

is still

is

vory much limited

very important

to the cognitive

to the education of the

domain.

The

whole person, but

exclusive attention to the intellect can deaden the whole educational process,

George Isaac Brown claims

As
to"

that:

the process of deadening persists,

we are no longer aware

the extent that

We

really do feel.

we

lose touch
of what

we

eventually reach a point where

we have

little choice about how we behave, for,
deprived of feelings to tell us what we want or don't
want, we react primitively, compulsively, ritual-

istically.

It is

not surprising, then, that without

access to their feelings a large number
really do -not know what they want.

Because the cognitive domain
conceptualize.

The

English strive for,

is

dominant

in

of people

English courses the main goal

is to

skill of conceptualization is the highest that teachers of

Jerome Bruner, one

of the leading advocates of conceptual

teaching, says that "the best way to create interest in a subject

worth working which means
thinkhig beyond the situation

to

in

make

the

is to

knowledge gained usable

which the learnmg has occurred.

render

it

in one's

Being able

8

merely

to conceptualize in a subject does not

Nor does Bruner advocate conceptualization
rather he notes that conceptualization

is

make

the subject "worth knowing, "

for the sake of conceptualization;

important insofar as

it is

ingested into

the total thought process of the individual to be used at will in a variety of

encountered situations which

ment

in

which

it

may be

was learned,

The teacher

far

removed from

the formalistic environ-

Silberman adds further to

in the

present age

is

this point,

asked to undertake

the rigorous task of enabling students to develop

concepts in a range of subject matter fields. Only
as they learn to conceptualize, he is told, can they
deal effectively with the complexities of the world.
And why must they conceptualize? Why must they
learn to function effectively? So that they may make
when they confront the
competent choices,
They are to be educated, in
situations of 'real life,
other words, to make their own way as persons.
they are to be educated so that they may create
.

.

'

.

.

themselves,
If

learning

may

be called growth, then English education must be con-

cerned with the inner being as well as the subject matter,

for as H. Otto tells

us, "growth is a process of fulfilling, realizing, emerging, and becoming.

Fundamental changes can and do occur

proceeds outward from within.

age in personality, inner motivation,

life style,

at

It

any

and ways of coping with the

world,

Emphasizing affective concerns

mean

ignoring the cognitive.

normal learning pattern

It

in the

teaching of English does not

would be just as harmful and disruptive

to eliminate the cognitive as

it

of the

has been to stress

it

9

exclusively.

According

to Billy

Sharp "conceptual education and choice-

centered or affective education are not two different things.
allow our language conventions to deceive us, we must

cycle

is

Berman,

a unified process in which

all

So that

remember

we

don't

change

that the

facets permeate the whole.

Louise

writing about the need for including the valuing process as part of

in

public education says.

The place

of the teaching of valuing in the curriculum
needs reexamination for several reasons. First,
man's intellectual and emotional qualities are so interwoven that the two must be studied simultaneously.
Much of the curriculum, however, currently found in
elementary and secondary schools places a heavy
emphasis upon intellectual development to the exclusion
of other kinds of growth.

Or, putting

it

another way, Silberman says, "What tomorrow needs

of intellectuals, but

masses

of educated

men

-

men educated

to feel

is not

masses

and to act

as well as to think.

.

The problem

for a

methods course

new teachers who are capable

of

in

secondary English

is to

prepare

making responsible choices, who have grown

and learned about themselves both personally and professionally, and who are
capable of teachmg English for the personal growth of their students.
description of the teacher

is

not offered as an

descriptions criticized earlier in this chapter.
differs little

from those mentioned;

the traits that

Combs

make

a good teacher.

it

is

answer
It is

to the

This

"good teacher"

realized this description

not the purpose here to operationalize

No one can quarrel with

the sentiment of

description of a good teacher (see earlier description) but rather

it

was

10

pointGd out that the descriptions are not specific enough
to be of use.
definition offered here is directly related to the teaching

model

to be

The
developed

in this dissertation.

Raths, Harmin and Simon have developed a model
of teachino-

that can successfully

accommodate these goals.

The process

of values clarifi-

cation used as a basis for a secondary English methods course

combining the affective and cognitive domains.
is

The model

is

one way of

of values clarification

especially useful because the problem of unclear values reappears so
frequently

as the root of the problem of teacher preparation and English education.
clarification, as defined

by Raths, Harmin and Simon

processes of decision making and choosing.
to supply a

by them.

A

human
value

freely, (2) choosing

(4)

also related to the

of values clarification is

process for students to discover their values, such as political

beliefs, religion,

live

One goal

is

Values

is

relationships,

from alternatives,

By using

style preferences and so on, and

defined as the collective processes of

prizing and cherishing,

repeatedly.

life

(5)

(3)

(1)

choosing

choosing after heavy thought,

publicly affirming,

(6)

acting, (7) acting

the theory and techniques of values clarification

it is

hypothesized that an English methods course can help student -teachers develop
skills in

making decisions, recognizing and making choices, and taking re-

sponsibility for themselves.
functions.

The

Such a methods course could serve two

first function is that student-teachers will learn a

process for

clarifying their values, as related to teaching and English teaching.

will

be capable of facing, without a sot of "right answers,

" the

vital

Thus they

multitude of

11

decisions that constantly confronts every teacher.

The second function

students learn the process of values clarification by
going through

it

is that

thus pro-

viding a firm basis for using that method when teaching secondary
English.

By

learning a j^rocess instead of a fixed content t he methods students will
be better
able to

meet

the needs of the changing

and intangible subject, English.

To

help

the student accept his feelings, attitudes, and values, the methods course will

not try to inculcate him with a prescribed set of conclusions.
will attempt to avoid the pitfall of

Thus the course

methods courses described earlier

in this

chapter.

Because experiencing
course

is

such an important part of learning the new

will put the students in an active role.

In

order for them

to

change their

behavior they must experience values clarification rather than simply read or

be lectured about

it.

As Arthur Combs says:

not a question of telling the student what he must
and
do to become an effective teacher. People do
be
not change themselves that way. They arrive at a way
of seeing themselves and the world as a consequence
of experience. One kind of experience, to be sure,
is what we hear and what we read about, but such
experience will have very little effect until it is made
It is

a part of the self through

some experience

of one's

own.

As

the students experience the course, a very useful and important effect will

occur and one
fulfilled.

theme,

of Neil

Postman's goals for the education

"Following the 'medium

it is

is

the

of teachers will be

message' or 'you learn what you

do'

obvious that teacher education must have prospective teachers do

12

as students what they as teachers must help
their students, in turn, to do, ”22

By experiencing
better

the values clarification techniques,
the student-teachers will

know what

to

expect from them, and thus be able

effectively as teachers.

In fact

it

to utilize

them more

might be a good idea for prospective teachers

to experience everything that they will do with
their students, including tests,

quizzes, readings, homework assignments and various other tasks.

Because the methods course

will be experientially based,

it

will help

solve one problem that hindered the effectiveness of the passive type course.

The new course
produce.

will be an effective

model

of the kind of teaching

it

This goal should be accomplished in an education course.

methods course

will reflect the successful

School of Education at North Dakota.
suggests,

is to

The students

teach

of the

its

students the

students of the

new course,

not

of,

The new

for example, the

New

"The answer, the New School faculty

same way

new methods course

values clarification learning process.

model

hopes to

it

would have them teach,

”

2a

will experience for themselves the

Furthermore, the hope

is that

armed with ready made answers,

will

the

know what

the questions are, and will be able to find out what the real alternatives are,

thus acting in a way that

There

is

and the one which
course

to be

one

is

more

will be

consistent with their beliefs.
difference between the ordinary methods courses

presented in this dissertation.

Rather than a required

passed for certification and looked upon with displeasure and dis-

dain by most students,

it

is

hoped that the new course will be an eagerly anti-

13

cipated one of true enjoyment.

rewarding experience.

True learning should be a pleasurable and

self-

As George Leronard says,

If education in the coming age is to be not just a
part of life, but the main purpose of life, then

education's purpose will, at last, be viewed as
What, then, is the purpose, the goal
of education? A large part of the answer may well

central.

be what men of this civilization have longest
feared and most desired: the achievement of
moments of ecstacy Not fun, not simply pleasure
as in the equation of Bentham and Millj not the
libido pleasure of Freud, but ecstacy, ananda,
.

the ultimate delight,

This dissertation relates the development and evaluation of a values clarification

approach

to the teaching of English

methods.
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CHAPTER TWO

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND ENGLISH
METHODS COURSES
The previous chapter made

argument

the

that

methods courses are,

generally speaking, one of the weaker aspect of teacher education.

education

in

general

is

Teacher

suffering from what Charles Silberman calles "this

general mindlessness - the failure, indeed the refusal, to organize teacher
education around any conceptual or conceptions of what education could and

should be,

This chapter will attempt to give a conceptual base for teacher

education by first, examining

some

of the plaguing

problems

education and defining good teaching, second, looking

research about English methods courses,

more

third, looking at

in

teacher

specifically at the

some

affectively

oriented suggestions for teacher education, and finally, implications for an

English methods course.

Problems
Charles Silberman notes that

in

Teacher Education

’’the

teacher typically changes the focus of

his concern about 1,000 times daily, with

less than a minute.

Because

many

of this great

decisions with which the teacher

is

lasting only a few seconds,

need for rapid and important

constantly faced, a teachei education

most
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program must help
and be aware

new teacher

the

to

make

those decisions,

of his different priorities as a

thinly

teacher and person.

creatively,

Further,

teacher education programs should reflect the goals of
divergent thinking and
alternate routes to encourage the

new teacher

to think in these terms.

generally speaking, most teacher education programs are failing

important regard.

The

in this

effect of this failure can be seen in the rigidity of the

teachers that these programs are producing.
this

However,

James Koerner comments on

problem;
Professional education suffers greatly from a lack of
congruence between the actual performance of its
graduates and the training programs through which
they are put. There is what can only be called an
appalling lack of evidence to support the

wisdom

of

this or that kind of professional training for teachers.

This does not mean that professional training has no
value.

It

means

that,

until a reliable

method

is

developed for connecting training programs with the
on-the-job performance of teachers, there should be

much

less rigidity in these

modest claims made
there should be

programs and much more
It also means that

for them.

many

routes, not just one.^

This researcher suggests that the alternative route system need not be scrapped

even when the suggested connections are made.
alternatives that will help cure rigidity.

It is

precisely the use of

In a related study of teacher effective-

ness, Springthall, Whitely and Mosher demonstrated that apprentice teachers

who were deemed

rigid

were

less able to change their behavior than apprentice

teachers who were deemed flexible,"^ In this researcher's opinion, the
alternative route system produces that flexibility

which

will help

make teachers more

in

teacher education programs

flexible and therefore

more

lilvely to

be
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able to change behavio s in

onfronting the

many

decisions of teaching.

Koerner has charged education programs with more than mere

He has

rigidity.

listed fourteen charges against teacher education which pinpoint

many

of its underlying problems.

1.

The charge that many competent teaching candidates
are being forced to take formal professional courses
which they don’t need,

2.

The charge

that education

courses in some colleges
are being proliferated beyond the warrants of valid
information, concepts, ideas, and in some instances,
beyond the abilities of their instructors,

3.

The charge

that the study of education in too

many

predominantly missionary, sentimental,
and tenderminded in nature, and that research has not
validated methods being iwidely promoted,
institutions is

4.

The charge

that

some teachers are misusing concepts,

generalizations, and methods of inquiry in the be-

havioral sciences which are valid only in terms of the
constructs arranged by behavioral scientists in unique

experimental situations,
5.

The charge

that

some teachers

lack specialized

of the subjects they are teaching, and that
their students thin and truncated
are
offering
they
copies of the courses they have taken themselves,
without reference to the needs and problems of their

knowledge

students.

6.

The charge

that prospective teachers through practices

can learn to analyze, criticize, and control their own
teaching behavior, but

programs

fail to

many teacher preparatory

make systematic provision

for the

development of this important ability,
7.

The charge

that school

systems are playing a laggard

role in the development of functional, continuing
training programs for the beginning and specialist
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teachers, and that wide opportunity exists for much
greater collaboration between school systems and
universities in increasing teacher competence.
8.

The charge that the schools are lacking
numbers of trained supervisors capable

in

adequate

of guiding

the practice teaching of beginning teachers. The
analysis of teaching behavior requires highly

specialized skill, knowledge, and training which

many

supervisors lack. As a result, much practice teaching
for beginners amounts to little more than uncritical

9,

immersion

in

The charge

that

tasks of the school.

many teacher

education programs are

deficient in the extent to which they aid beginning

teachers to carry on inquiry into the educational
process - the act of teaching - and in the decisionmaking which must both procede and follow the teaching
act.

10.

The charge that professional educators have not yet
developed an adequate unifying theory and that until
such schema are available the design alternate programs
of teacher education must go begging.

11.

The charge
education

is

that

no respectable basis for professional

likely to exist until studies in depth are

undertaken by responsible scholars
12.

to validate content.

The charge that teacher education programs are not
based on a clear and consistant theory of teacher education
that rests on clear-cut assumptions about secondary school
teaching as distinct from elementary and college teaching,

13.

main efforts of teachers to upgrade
thus far been devoted chiefly to
have
their profession
improving the conditions under which they perform their
traditional functions but rarely have they tried to improve
the profession through changes in intrinsic structure or

The charge

that the

content of the teaching job
14.

that teaching, unlike other professions, has
not only in employing ingeuity and inventiveness

The charge
been slow

itself.
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extending the effectiveness of its practitioners, but
also in rewarding those who possess unusual skills and
in

competence

in teaching, ^

This scathing appraisal of teacher education suffers from the flaw that
applies to other aspects of college education about as equally as

schools of education.

it

it

does to

Also, most of the claims are really overstatements of the

condition and, in fact, not totally applicable to the majority of teacher education

programs.

However, the general theme

sideration.

Aside from the claim that a unified body of pure knowledge

of the criticism is

worthy

necessary for successful teacher education programs, there
fourteen charges that, in a general way, reflect

teacher education programs.
is

is that

lems

is that

way

to teach.

that afflict all education

is

that

in the

problems

in

teaching

is

not a "pure" activity.

This subject will be discussed

What useful information can be extracted from these charges

teacher education programs suffer

problem

is

impossible to find "pure" research that leads to a

it is

single answer for the right

further below.)

of the

much

con-

(The reason that "pure knowledge" about teaching

not necessarily an important priority

In dealing with people

much

is

of

many

to

some degree from

from kindergarten

to

the

same prob-

graduate school.

The major

education courses are taught mindlessly without thought

as to the nature and purpose of both method and content.

Further, there

is

use and the methods they
for

classroom teaching.

a dichotomy between the methods the instructors

recommend

An

to the students they

are helping

to

prepare

interesting study done by William Evans foi the
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Ns-tiona,!

Council of Tcnchcrs of English committGC on secondary methods

courses points out

to

some degree

this contradiction,

A

questionnaire was

sent to different English methods teachers asking them to respond to the type
of

methods they used

in their

methods course

(see Table 1), and the types of

methods the instructors advocated or emphasized
(see Table 2).

The two tables indicate an incongruity between preaching and

practice, although the discovered discrepancy
this study does not

is statistically

small.

While

prove conclusively that methods teachers do not teach the

way they recommend

is

it

indicative of this trend.

Another problem pointed out
is

for their students to use

in

Koerner's

not built upon sound educational principles.

list is that

teacher education

Silberman speaks about

this

criticism:

The educationist's outspoken eclecticism and empiricism
and their failure to develop any conceptual apparatus their failures even to develop any criteria by which the

mounds

of data they collected could be organized -

made

it impossible for them to develop any coherent conception
of what education was all about. More important, it
destroyed the normative orientation - the sense of what
education can and should be, the concern for ends as well
as means - that had distinguished the early study of

education at the University level nfrom the technical
approach of the normal schools.

One problem

that has undoubtedly led to the failure to find underlying educational

concepts and principles
established

it is

is that

difficult for

so

many

diverse findings and theories have been

any overall belief

to

be used.

This difficulty

should model
relates closely to the previous problem that teacher education

1
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Table One

Frequency of Methods Employed in Teaching
Courses®

of English

Methods

Percentage!S

Methods

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Informal group discussion

70, 8

25.6

0.00

Source readings

54.5

28.5

5.6

1.2

Current materials study

57.4

28.5

6.1

1.2

Lecture

42.7

34.6

17.0

2.0

Unit method

31.6

28.5

11. 8

9. 8

Pupil -teacher planning

26.0

33.7

16.3

8. 1

Independent reports

25.6

48.4

17.9

1.6

Recitation

19.9

32.

20,7

9. 8

2.0

Group reports

9.3

37. 8

24. 8

10.6

Core practices

4.9

11.4

21.5

28.9

Sociodrama

2,0

5.3

19.5

42.9

1
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Table

Two

What Emphasis Do You Place on the Following Methods
Which You Discuss In Your Class

of

Teaching

Percentages

Method

Much

Some

60, 6

32,5

1.6

56,9

37, 8

2.0

52,4

38,6

4.5

40.2

46.3

6.9

26, 8

61. 8

4.5

21, 5

56.9

12.2

21,

56.9

13.0

44.7

28.9

None

How

to construct and teach
a unit

How

conduct classroom
discussion

How

to

to

prepare a lesson

plan

How

to conduct

classroom

recitation

How

to organize, conduct,

evaluate individual reports

How

to organize and use pupilteacher planning

How

to organize, conduct,

and evaluate group reports

How

to lecture

8,5
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itself

along the lines

it

good teacher and there

advocates for
is

its

students; there

teachers.

is

no clear picture of a

no clear picture of how to develop a good teacher.

Another concern inferred by Koerner’s
education

is

list is that the role of

teacher

dichotomized into the professional and liberal arts training

Koerner claims

of

that the liberal arts aspect is far superior to the

professional aspect and, in fact, questions the necessity of

professional education courses.

Koerner adds

much

of the

to this point:

who have been exposed to
such a series of courses become better teachers than
people who have not; indeed, that people who have not

It is

assumed

that people

had this orthodox training are incompetent to teach.
The trouble is that so little evidence is available to
support any of these assumptions. Considerable
^
evidence exists to refute them.
This statement can be interpreted to mean that any liberal arts’ student who

wishes to teach can be successful without professional education courses.
basic underlying assumption in this thinking

is that

the liberal arts and the professional courses.

view of the current status

of

teacher education might be.
into accepting

s

there

While this

is

is

a difference between

a fairly accurate
it

is

not what

damaging because

it

draws one

most teacher education programs
The statement

is

A

limited conclusion based on a limited vision.

The New School

based on the integrating
of Education at North Dakota has developed a model
of the professional

on

it:

and liberal aspects

of education.

Charles Silberman reports
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In the conventional teacher education

program, the
curriculum institutionalizes the dichotomy between
liberal and professional education by distinguishing
sharply between subject matter, which students
study in the college of arts and sciences, and "method, "
which they study in the school of education. The New
School is trying to erase that distinction by integrating
content and methodology in most of the courses it
offers. Students gain a deeper understanding of a
subject, Perrone (the Dean of the New School) argues,
when they pursue the question of how it can best be
taught to children,^

The separation

of content

and method has

its ill

effects in the

classroom and

graduates of teacher education programs translate this division as the natural

way

things should be,

comments on

the

ill

Koerner's complaint was similar and Postman also

effects of the separation.

To our knowledge,

all

schools of education and teacher

training institutions in the United States are organized
around the idea that content and method are separate in

manner we have described. Perhaps the most
important message thus communicated to teachers

the

in

training is that this separation is real, useful, and

urgent, and that

The separation
fact, the

of content

it

ought to be maintained

and method

is

in the

schools.

unhealthy as a concept because, in

two are actually part of the whole teacher preparation experience.

The process

of learning includes both content

and method as an integrated entity

rather than one or the other, or the two added but not combined.
clarify this statement a parallel

may be drawn from

difference between chemical and physical change.
the joining of sugar and salt, is quite different

A

To

better

an examination of the
physical change, like

from a chemical combining

of
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the two elements.

them)

is

far

The joining

more meaningful

Another dichotomy

in

of content and

than joining them physically (adding them).

many teacher

receiving a great deal of attention.

from

the feeling process.

In

number

The thought process

is

is

is of

is

currently

being separated
special concern

predicated by feelings and, considering

of decisions daily facing the teacher, the feeling dimension

An example

cannot go ignored.

ignored by methods teachers

Along with

study.

education programs

teaching this dichotomy

because so much of human action
the

method chemically (integrating

is

of

how

the affective (feeling) needs are generally

demonstrated

in the

previously cited Evans

the other information previously cited, the English

methods

instructors were asked to rate the future needs of their future teachers (see

Table

3),

Note that "development of subject matter strength" and "development

of teaching techniques, " two cognitive categories,

"development of self-confidence, and poise,

This study

is

A

categories were rated

indicative of a general trend to consider the cognitive

needs more important and immediate
needs.

" feeling

"Understanding human development" rated only slightly over

between 50%-40%.
29%.

were rated over 70% while

good teacher

is

in

teacher education than the affective

able to recognize both thoughts and feelings as forces

in the

decision-making and acting processes

Isaac

Brown claims,

"it is

of teaching.

However, as George

impossible when a teacher's methods and curricuhjm

are bounded by limits that ignore the student as a feeling-thinldng human being.

Apparently a general

pitfall of

teacher education

in

general

is its

tendency

to
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Table Three

Degree

of

Needs

Teachers (As recognized by English
methods teachers)^^

of Future

Percentages

Much

Some

None

72. 8

20,3

2.0

70.7

24,4

1,2

61.0

28,0

2.0

Development of professional
attitudes and ethics

57.7

35, 8

2.0

Development of effective
speech ability

52.0

35,4

8.5

Need

Development

of subject

matter

strength

Development of teaching
techniques

Development

of professional

skills

Development

of self confidence

49.6

38,6

7.7

Development

of poise

42.7

42.7

9.8

Development

of energenic

manner

38,6

43.9

10.6

Understanding human development

20,3

54.9

8.9

Knowledge of community factors

13,0

63.4

13. 8
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separate and dichotomize in various dimensions,
especially, right now,

between method and content and thought and feeling.

There
cause of

its

is

another problem facing teacher education that

philosophical and pragmatic ramifications.

of the philosophical position that

That
it

if

seems

to

answer

the

is

complex be-

The problem arises out

problems

of dichotomizing.

content and method are one and thought and feeling are also
one, then

makes sense

presently do

that

in the

process and feeling have a much larger place than they
teacher education program.

This implies that future

teachers should be able to take more responsibility for themselves.
giving future teachers

choose

to

more

control, a real

dilemma arises.

ignore the fudamental changes that will

and content-oriented with their students? This
the experiences they have had in their

is

make them

What

Yet, by

if

they

less directive

a real possibility considering

own education.

Postman comments on

this situation:

It

starts almost immediately because the students

have been victims - in this case for almost 16 years of the kind of schooling we have described earlier as
producing intellectual paraplegics. The college students
we are now talking about are the ones who were most
"successful" in conventional school terms. That is,
they are the ones who learned best what they were
required to do: to sit quietly, to accept without question
whatever nonsense was influcted on them, to ventriloquize
on demand with a high degree of fidelity, to go down only
on the down staircase, to speak only on signals from the
teacher, and so on. All during these 16 years, they
learned not to think, not to ask questions, not to figure
things out for themselves. They learned to become totall^'^
dependent on teacher authority, and they learned it with
dedication.
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The question

that

must be answered

is:

what kind of structure can lead

to both independence and self-control and, at the

same

time, not impose a self-

riteous answer that is as harmful as the old structures,
to this

dilemma

remainder

is

forwarded later

of this dissertation.

in this

A

suggested solution

chapter and experimented with

in the

Paul Goodman refers to the process described

above as brainwashing, not education:
At a childish level, all this adds up to brainwashing.
The components are (a) a uniform world-view, (b) the
absence of any viable alternative, (c) confusion about
the relevance of one's own experience and feelings, and
(d) a chronic anxiety, so that one clings to the one
world-view as the only security. This ^brainwashi ng.
Like the brainwashed children with one world-view and one alternative, most

teachers have been brainwashed by the very system they are now about to enter.
Just

how

helpful would a teacher education

program be

that allows these future

teachers to stay the way they are ? At the same time isn't a S3^stem of teacher
education that

is

committed

to

changing them

just another

form

of

brainwashing?

Charles Silberman comments on this dilemma:

The dilemma

is

real:

how

directive can or should a

teacher -training institution be if one of its goals is
to turn out nondirective teachers ? Putting it this
way, however, suggests that the answer is not, and
cannot be, either/or; it is a matter of degree, of
"how much" or "how little. " There is no such thing
as no structure; there are different kinds of structure
which provide different kinds of choices.
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Good Teaching
One of
is that

there

the

is

more perplexing problems

facing teacher education programs

uncrtaincy as to what a good teacher

education program cannot help create good teachers

what a good teacher

By demonstrating

is.

teacher competence, the notion
psychological theory

The need

is

if it

does not actually know

that there is little

known about

validated that a sound philosophical and

needed for a teacher education program or component.

is

These topics

will be amplified further in this chapter.

S.

J.

D. R. Tiedman^^ have put together an annotated bibliography listing

over 1,000 articles which attempt
or

Obviously a teacher

also indicated for non -prescriptive methods for teachers’ use in

the classroom.

Demas and

is

is.

more aspects

in

some way

of teacher effectiveness.

and persistant problems, confusions, and

The bibliography offers no clear

A

defining a good teacher,

to discuss or investigate one

Throughout the material are constant
difficulties

which recur repeatedly.

cut, unquestionable conclusions

further study by Jane R. Martin

17

towards

attempts

discover universally applicable criteria of good teaching but she found

to

that,

at this time, none are known, although she does feel there is reason to believe

that

some

criteria will eventually be developed.

Rabinowitz and Travers looked
of

view

of pupil

growth

approach that led them
teacher effectivness.

in

at

teacher effectiveness from the point

a 1953 study.

to believe that pupil

They found six problems with
growth

The six problems are

is

not a reliable

listed below:

this

measure

of
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1.

Problem

of context:

The same behaviors

settings have different meanings.

in different

Teachers using

identical techniques in different classes are not likely
to obtain identical results. The same classroom

techniques used by different teachers will usually
produce different results. This is a thorny problem
for research which has always been oriented in the
study of the figure and not the ground,
2.

The problem

of a single teacher for many pupils:
obvious that a single teacher will have a different
effect on the many children that the teacher has in the
It is

classroom.

Some students

will

show growth and some

It might be recognized that variability in
growth from pupil to pupil presents a serious difficulty
in assessing teacher effectiveness,

will not.

3.

The problem

of time:

One of the most troublesome

factors in using the criterion of pupil growth

is

time.

Ordinarily tests are given immediately before and after
a period of instruction. It seems obvious that the
practice of assessing the pupils immediately after a
period of time is defensible only on practical grounds.

ample reason to assume that there may be
effects not immediately measurable. The probability

There

is

of long range consequences in teaching

seem

real enough

and cannot easily be ignored. On the other hand, some
growth which is immediately measurable will rapidly
disappear.
4.

few linear relationships between teacher
and student behavior: A particular type of teacher behavior
may have as a consequence a type of pupil growth.
Nevertheless, it would be unreasonable to assume that
an increase (or decrease) in this teacher behavior would
result in a corresponding increase (or decrease) in

The problem

of

pupil growth.

5.

The problem

of teacher behavior being influenced by

We seldom

consider the behavior of the
teacher as a function of the behavior of the pupils. Yet
such relationships seem likely. In actual classroom
practice a kind of reciprocity is encountered which makes
pupil behavior:
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unprofitable to search for simple functional equations.
The facts of school life suggest that the interaction of
it

teacher and pupil
and unilateral.

The problem

of exercising controls;

can readily be seen that studying pupil growth will not lead

a set of criteria that

measruement

not simple

Probably the most
serious difficulty encountered in research employing
pupil growth criterion is exercising the necessary
experimental controls. Our experimental procedures must
be free from sources of contamination. But pupil behavior
is obviously determined by a large number of variables,
and it is virtually impossible to control them all.

6.

It

complex and reciprocal,

is

make

to

discovering

a "good” teacher or at least the pupil growth

tools are not accurate enough at this time to give any substantial

clues towards solving the mystery.

Yet the problem of teacher effectiveness has a direct bearing on teacher
training methods.

as difficult to determine what good teaching

It is

is at

college level as at the elementary and secondary levels, and therefore
difficult to

assess the ideal make-up of a teacher training program,

mentions that "professors
a

common body

of

Conant

all feel

should be held by school teachers

time job.

Koerner harshly chides

knowledge that they
full

it is

have not yet discovered or agreed upon

of education

before the student takes his first

the

a good
educators for their failure to discover the elements that go into making

teacher.

He claims

educating
that "all the important questions one can ask about

few
teachers must be answered on essentially suasive grounds; very
exist on the best

them.

way

Conant

is

to

a

prepare people

little

kinder

’data'

to teach in public schools or to

in his

appraisal of this situation.

administer
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Far from reflecting unfavorably upon the professors
of education, their inability to reach consensus
concerning the material to be universally required
might be considered, by a friendly

critic, an

indication of their respect for evidence ,

well aware that to date there simply

is

They are

no conclusive

research proving beyond reasonable doubt the
superiority of one pattern of teacher education
(including general education and areas of specialization) over another,

The

fact

remains

that until solid data is available that indicates which

type of teacher and teacher education program

is

most

effective (and one

must

consider the alternative that such data might be impossible to get) defining good
teaching and teacher education programs must rely mainly upon philosophical

and pragmatic considerations.
and there

is

much

that has

Keeping

in

mind what

is

known about teaching,

been studied, teacher educators can formulate

programs based upon sound philosophical

principles.

then be tested for psychological soundness to
with a correlated theory of learning and

These principles can

make sure

human behavior.

they are in agreement

The program can be

evaluated by determining what goals the program wishes to produce and seeing
if

the

program has met these

goals.

While this

model for a teacher education program,

it is

is

not the only acceptable

one that appears to be logical

in

light of the evidence, or lack of conclusive evidence to date, about teacher

education and teaching.

course described by

This model was used in the development of the methods

this dissertation

and

is

further developed in Chapter Five.

'
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English Methods Courses

English methods courses are a microcosm of teacher education programs.

They have much

of the

same problems and concerns.

However, English

methods courses have some unique problems and concerns as
be examined
It is

in this

well.

These

section.

hypothesized that a specific English methods course will be more

effective than a general one.

The reason

for this hypothesis is that general

methods courses have not been viewed favorably by English educators,

Postman says, "The 'course' may be described
which

is

will

as a 'general methods course,

the bane of all education students and which

contempt by everyone

in the

Neil

is

held in the greatest

school from the custodian to the president,

Conant explains some of the reasoning behind the claim that the general methods

courses are ineffective.

The general methods course assumes

the existence of

a body of predictive generalizations valid wherever a

teaching-learning situation exists. It follows from
this assumption that these generalizations are not
dependent on variables inhering in the specific material
to be taught, or on the characteristics of a particular

body

of students.

That

is to

say, the material offered

French,
mathematics, and all other subjects, I fail to see where
such generalizations would differ from those developed by
psychologists concerned with the study of classroom
learning, and taught in the general psychology course or
is

assumed

to be equally relevant to history,

course in educational psychology, I conclude,
therefore, that such general methods courses are
unnecessary and duplicate material already studied.
in a basic

A

study done by Jean Harris for the Illinois Study on the Preparation of
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Secondary English Teachers (ISCPET) suggests strongly

that, in the

preparation

of English teachers, a specialized methods course be taught rather than a

general one.^^

Further, both the National Committee on Teacher Education

and Professional Standards (TEPS) and the National Interest and the Teaching

of

English, a subcommittee of the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE),

have strongly recommended the use

of a specialized English

methods course

eliminating the general type methods course,

Yet with such a strong endorsement of English methods courses, very
little is

known about them.

An example

of the current information reported

about secondary English methods courses

Teachers

of

”A History

of the

Preparation

In the entire

work

the one

is in

English” by Alfred Grommon,

that could be connected with a proposal for
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methods courses was

mendation that practical methods include the topics

of reading,

English methods courses

is:

,

comment

recom-

grammar, usage,

advanced composition, contemporary literature, and psychology.
Education of American Teachers

the

In the

by Conant, the only specific reference

"Obviously, what

is

”
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to

essential in a close cooperation

between the professors of English and the clinical professors

methods course and practice teaching,

Even though there

in

charge of the

is

not a great

deal that has been reported on English methods courses specifically to date,

some

of

useful studies have been reported that are pertinent to this study.
In a 1960 California study on the usefulness of education courses to

1,391 English teachers the teachers answered the question, "How important
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were your courses
results

42.

J.

2%

showed

of little

N. Hook

in education in

that

ISCPET

7.

were

the

of no importance. ^9

some importance.
a related study by

and other related data were used to
arrive

to

meet

that the English

methods courses.

of

The

methods courses and education courses

have not changed rapidly enough

Hook found

1%

this data

at the conclusion that English

preparmg.

effective teacher?''

6% found them most important, 44.7%

importance and
for

making you an

This

is

in

general

the needs of the teachers they are

courses were adapting much faster than

another example of the content being given

greater emphasis than the process.

Hook's findings, along with the recommendation for a
separate English

methods course, lead one
methods for the teaching

However,

to believe that there are specific, correct

of English that

can be passed on

this implication contrasts with the idea that

time what good teaching

is.

Are there any methods

and proper

to future teachers.

it is

not

known

at this

that can be given to the

teachers -in -training that will ensure good teaching of English? Roland Harris
gives his views on this subject:

A

recent article in an educational magazine was
entitled "The Knowledge Gap. " It carried the
implication that somewhere in the researchers'

minds or in their unpublished theses - there lay,
like the croch of gold, a treasure of definite
knowledge about teaching. Somewhere else the
deprive teachers wander, thinly garbed in chalk
dust and ignorance. Only connect and rational
progress in teaching would ensue.
In the

aims and methods

of the teaching of English,

unfortunately, the major premises there

is

untenable.
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Definite knowledge, established by experience and
capable of application to the classroom situation,

hardly exists.

programs are

The majority

of

experimental research

more

than descriptive landscapes
enlivened with figures, in which important variables
have not been nor cannot be, controlled, and which
seldom or never, be replicated,

This

is

the

same basic problem

education programs

approach

to giving

in

was encountered when looking

that

general earlier in this chapter.

teaching methods

teacher education program
is

little

is

inadequate

at

teacher

The prescriptive

in the

same way

a prescriptive

making good teachers.

Not enough

known about effective methods and the prescriptive approach as

will be seen

later in this dissertation,

One process

is

is

that has

inadequate

in

a harmful process in the development of teachers.

shown a positive

is the

emphasis on critical thinking

in the

same volume

skills.

effect on the training of teachers

In

another

as the previously cited Hook study)

ISCPET
it

study (reported

was found, although

not statistically significant, that.

Teachers desire and need knowledge about the

skills

required for critical thinking. Further, the comments
on the course evaluaticn (course based on critical
thinking skills for English teachers) indicate that
instruction in the critical thinking skills and their
integration in the language arts curriculum should
not only be taught in in-service education courses
but should also be included in the curriculum for the
prospective teachers of English,

The study

of critical thinking skills,

if
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these skills are thought of as a process

rather than a content, becomes a descriptive activity.

away from prescriptive content

orientation.

This

Thus, the

is in line

with

shift is

some

made

of the
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previous conclusions concerning teacher education made
earlier

chapter.

in this

Another study reflects the need for more process and a
feeling emphasis
teaching of English methods.

in the

William P. Viall,

English Teachers Preparation Study:

Teachers

of English,

Final Report,

''

in

a study entitled,

Guidelines for the Preparation of

makes recommendations based on

the

following two assumptions: That to teach content of a subject effectively one

must be able
and to

to

communicate

his

knowledge and appreciation

to students (process)

prepare English teachers a program must include background

in

liberal arts and in psychological needs and considerations (feeling).

While

the feeling and process dimensions were not mentioned directly they were

implied as necessary and important

Gayer and Reedy studied

York

State and found that 78,

8%

Only 50% said the course was

of

to the

education of English teachers.

the preparation of English teachers in
of the teachers took

some

course was of no help whatsoever.

help and 25,

secondary English methods.

6%

of the teachers said the

The two researchers concluded

that the

courses did not meet the needs of the teachers because they were too
bound, ” They

felt that ’’the

in

language. ”

This finding

is

literary periods and

in

English.

it

indicates

Literary

(content) while language, in the broad sense of

communicating, was deemed inadequate (process).
of

in

interesting because

further the dichotomy in the processes and contents

themes were deemed strong

’’tradition-

vast majority of secondary school teachers of

English in the state have strong academic preparation

peer preparation

New

Gayer and Reedy’s research was

to

make

The major recommendation

the study of English and

methods
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more responsive

to the students.

Other recommendations included more

emphasis on adolescent literature, mass-media, oral interpretation

of literature,

and creative writing.
Another problem that was mentioned

programs and also by Koerner

is

in the analysis of

fragmentation.

and methods as well,

is

That

separated from the ground.

is, the

Snider, for

figure

is

Much

of teacher education,

divided and fragmented so that the gestalt

An

is

broken.

interesting study by June

ISCPET, compared three methods courses

for the preparation of

The three courses represented three

English teachers.

teacher education

different aspects of

teacher preparation; they were senior internship (practical experience),

advanced composition (academic thought
teaching English (specific methods).

weakest,

in

The study found

need of the most improvement.

the study, however,

and classroom methods

in English),

the last course to be the

The most interesting aspect

was the recommendation

of

that the three supposedly different

The researcher

courses should be combined into an integrated whole.
all

of

felt that

three were necessary components in a methods course for the preparation

of English teachers.

’’the

hypothesis.

program
teachers,

in

.

.

In a related study

conducted by Michigan State University

that unifaction of certain aspects of the teacher preparation

Michigan State University would improve the qualifications

of student

the aspects included language, writing, and both process and

content concerns, was not substantiated.

were some improvements

However,

in the quality of the

it

was noted

student teachers

that there

who had taken
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a unified program as compared to those
students who were

program.

in the

regular

The improvements were:
A.

Supervising teachers tended to rate the student

teachers who had taken the unified course higher

seven aspects
B.

of teaching

and lower

In self-evaluations students rated

more

Unified course students

C.

in

felt

about language and linguistics

in the

at

Penn. State University

confident

in their ability to

use concepts

in 1957, the following

Both lecture and discussion are useful

In

in the

recommendations

the education of teachers.

is

in

an education

a combination of both.

comparing student versus teacher centered teaching,

student centered was found
3.

more

Mckeachie, 'Improving Teaching

course and the best method
2.

in only one.

which was based on the research done by Carpender

were made concerning
1.

in 8

teaching of writing.

In a different study by Wilbert

Pyramid Project

themselves

teaching writing and evaluating writing.

The unified course students lacked confidence

Effectiveness, "

in none,

frequently as a higher evaluation

aspects of teaching and lower

in

Teachers need

much

superior.

to learn the skills of listening,

democratic decision-making, and conflict-resolution.
4.

Simulations are effective.
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These recommendations go along with the need

for process concerns and

especially with the need for teachers to learn different processes
for making
decisions.
for their

It

also suggests allowing

own education, with

The

final study to

more

student control and responsibility

the guidance and help of a teacher.

be considered in the review of English methods, "An

Experimental Program for the Education of English Teachers,

"

conducted by

Stuart Wilson^^ raises an added dimension to English methods which will be

discussed further throughout this dissertation.

In this

study the researcher

looks at the effects of studying literature, and concludes that "the study of
literature not only imparts Imowledge of one of the
of

human

most important expressions

ideals, character, and values, but also fosters the practical skills

which the successful teacher
study because

it

of English

must possess,

This

is

an important

introduces the concept of literature as a means for the study

of affective concerns and values.

It

also introduces the idea that the English

teacher can benefit from the practical skills of the study of literature
a fashion.

However, the study does not mention that

used, only that

it

is

this

approach

is

in

such

being

recommended.

Some

Affective-Oriented
Suggestions for Teacher Education

John Johnson and Arthur Seagull have examined teacher education from
an affective point of view.
education program:

They suggest

the following goals for a teacher
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1.

Teachers should learn emotional security
A.
B.

C.

D.
E.

2.

Awareness
Awareness

(as defined by)

of self

of process of relating to people and the
environment,
Taking personal risks involved in being creative,
critical and independent,
Learning to be flexible,
Learning to communicate one's needs and desires
unambiguously rather than engage in maladaptive
and/or defensive behavior.

F.

Committed

G.

Learning

to

and involved

in the

process of learning,

problems through discussion so
structured that solving the issue is primary and
evaluation of the discussants minimal.
to solve

Mental health skills

[affective] should

be taught

in

schools

just as reading and writing.

same

3.

Teachers need to be taught

4.

Suggestions for improvement of teacher education programs
A.

The form

the

skills,

program should be
program is try

of the teacher education

consistant with the values the
to promote.

B.

C.

Training of teachers must encourage creativity and
experimentation.
Teacher Education must emphasize technical and
emotional processes of teaching.

E.

Teachers must learn how to learn (with enjoyment).
Teachers should engage in regular non-evaluative

F.

or non -judgmental discussion.
Teachers must be taught the reality of classroom

D.

management.
G.

H.

Supervision should be an enabling rather than authoritative
process,
Teachers need to be taught not only affective domain
but such cognitive stuff as learning theory.

These recommendations
raised earlier in this chapter.

in

some way resolve some

They suggest an inclusion

of the

dilemmas

of the feeling
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dimension without the exclusion of the cognitive realm.
stronger emphasis on process.

Further they indicate that teachers need to be

taught in the

same way

that they

encouraged,

to teach.

This recommended program

that has

They also suggest a

themselves will be expected, or
is

at least

reflective of the teaching

been unified by a philosophy and psychology of education.

A

report by MacDonald suggests a similar emphasis on the affective

needs of teacher education.

MacDonald

cites three

premises or prepositions

upon which an in-service teacher education program might be

premises are also appropriate for a pre-service program as
1.

Teaching

is

a

complex integration

of

built.

These

They are:

well.

behaviors and

single behavior claims cannot profitably be grafted

onto the teacher’s behavioral system.
2.

It is

morally wrong

to set out to

change teacher

behavior unless the change sought has been
rationally selected by the teacher from

among

a

range of known alternatives.
3.

Learning
thing

is

is

an individual matter and how some-

learned

is

determined primarily by the

internal structure of needs, perceptions, readiness

motivations, and so on of the individual - not by the

external conditions of an outside person desiring

change.
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MacDonald also notes four conditions required

for professional growth;

1.

Creating a positive and stimulating social setting
for change,

2.

Developing positive and supportive interpersonal
relations.

3.

Providing reality testing procedures,

4.

Developing rational thinking and valuing through the
clarification process.

The

shift in

emphasis from the external

to the internal is supported

further by a study of motivation by Jere Brophy,

He

found:

An

extrinsic rewards approach is not in the long run
in the best interest of children (and this researcher

believes of anyone). People who respond solely to
external and material motivations do not tend to
achieve the rewards available in society to the

degree that people who are characterized by such
things as achievement motivation, curiosity, or
creativity, do,

Implications for an English Methods Course
In

First of

summing up

all,

there

is

the material in this chapter

some

not a great deal of information

nature of English methods courses.

things are fairly clear.

known about

Secondly, there are

the specific

some very

real and

confounding dilemmas not only for an English methods course but for any part
of a teacher education

recommendations
offer

program.

Thirdly,

many

people have suggestions and

that cannot be empirically proven.

some threads

that can be applied to English

Yet the research does

methods courses.

These

threads are used as a basis for Chapter Four, the theoretical framework, and
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later incorporate,
into the actual
course

desi^

Pretatlons and
assumptions of the
research

fhr>

n
the review ot
this

nd other material.
andoth
1.

inese threads are

These threads are
included

in the following
list.

A

teacher education
program and each
component of it.
including the methods
courses, should
be unified by a

sound philosophical
and psychological
theory.

This
does not mean that
there should only
be one alternative

w.thm the program.
offer

many

On

the

contrary the program
should

alternatives, but they
should

make sense

under the unifying
theory.
2.

The goals

of the

program and course
should be clearly

stated and any
prospective teacher who
does not want

these goals for
himself should have
the option to choose

another course or
program.
3.

Within the program
there should be care
given so that
the kind of teaching
done by the teacher
trainers is

similar

to the

kind of teaching that
the theory recommends.

Thus the course or
program

will serve as a

model tor the

prospective teachers.
4.

The course or program
should
on process as content.

be actively engaged

in

include as

much emphas IS

The prospective teachers
should
various processes which
lead to
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their professional growth as teachers.

The process

concerns and content concerns should be carefully
integrated to achieve the

maximum

learning oppor-

tunities for the students.

5.

The

affective and cognitive

equally integrated for the

domains should also be

maximum growth

As much consideration should be

students.

of the

spent,

for example, on perceptions of self as a teacher and

how personal

feelings, beliefs and values affect

teaching, as on development of subject matter

strength and methods for teaching.
6.

Pupil considerations are as important,

if

not

important, than instructor considerations.

more

This

is

true because the purposes of the learner have a greater
effect on

him than

assumption, used

the purposes of the teacher.
in a unified

This

program, includes

its

being followed by the instructors and administrators
the

program as

of

well as by the prospective teachers

taking the program.

7.

The goals
so that

of the

(a) it

(b) it will

course or program should be mentioned

will be

known

if

they are being met, and

be known when the goals are no longer appropriate
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and new goals are needed.
should provide

much

The teachers -in-training

input into this process as

it is

their

needs that must be met.
8,

Because so

little is

known for sure about teaching

effectively, a course or

methods

program should

not teach specific

that are the result of a simple desire to transmit

strategies for handling specific contents and situations.

Rather a process should be taught

new teacher with

that will provide the

the ability to solve for himself various

problems, conflicts, and content and curriculum needs

when he

is

faced with them in the classroom.

This process

might include decision-making, creative behaviors,

awareness

skills, interpersonal skills,

clarification skills.

English: methods

These become

and values

the basis for the

program discussed

in this study.
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CHAPTER THREE
ENGLISH AND PERSONAL GROWTH
The English methods course documented

in this

dissertation

upon a particular vision of English as a
secondary school subject.

grew

out of the researcher's

based

is

This vision

own background and experience as an
English

teacher and teacher and supervisor of future
English teachers in the traditional

classroom

For obvious reasons

setting.

this dissertation does not attempt
to

define all of the dimensions of the current
turmoil of the secondary subject of

English, nor does

with
of

in this

it

chapter

try to give the ideal answer to this turmoil.
is

is

dealt

an explanation of the researcher’s conception of
the state

secondary English and a possible model for English based
upon the personal

growth theme

(further explained in Chapter Four).

this chapter is that this view of English

course described
in

What

in this project

The important element

was used as the model upon which

was based.

Thus

it is

understanding this case study to have an overview of

impossible task

to define

of

the

of historical significance

this vision.

English as a secondary school subject,

mean by English?" asks Dorothy Livesay,
The word itself is deceptively ambiguous. We use
it to mean a teachable and examinable subject - an
advance course subject in the secondary schools,
an honors subject at the Universities, But we must

It is

nearly

"What do we
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never forget that English is something vastly
greater
than that. It includes and transcends all
subjects.
It is for the English people
the whole means of
expression, the attainment of which makes

them

articulate and intelligible human beings, able
to
inherit the past, possess the present, and
confront the future. It is not merely one occasion

for the inculcation of knowledge, it is a part
of the
child's initiation into the life of man. ^

Arthur Daigon, answering the question 'What
it is

t hing

that requires disciplined

writer or listener or reader.
English

in the

classroom

employment

is

English?' suggests that

of the language

by the speaker,

Finding a comprehensive, specific definition of

is difficult

because nearly anything

falls

under the

rubric of English;

For the teacher

of English, as for no other subject
teacher in quite the same way, the whole world can
be his oyster. If the statement that 'a wide and
generous course of English should do much to
prepare.
children for life in an adult society; it
.

.

vocational in the best possible way' has any truth
in it at all, and if 'the overriding aim of English
teaching must be the personal development and social
is

competence

of the pupil,

then the teacher of English
should welcome the fact that his subject is in a sense
amorphous and all-embracing. ^

Because of

'

the 'all-embracing' nature of English, the boundaries between English

and other subjects

is

largely indistinguishable.

Harold Gardner furthers

point.

The boundaries of our subject have never been marked;
nor could they ever be marked. They exist only within
the triangle formed by the teacher, the children he
teaches and the language they share as the means of
communication. This cannot be reduced to a body of
knowledge to be mastered, stage by stage, because

this
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English is happening to children, as to
throughout all our waking hours.

How

important

symposium documented

is it to

in

all of us,

have a definition of secondary Englisy? One

The Practice

of

Teaching English came

to the following

conclusion:

The contributors to this S3rmposium have made no
attempt to work out a cut and dried method of
English teaching. Without doubt this is good; for
ours is the one subject which must be dependent
on the individual teacher's relationship with
individuals. It would merely mislead if we had
suggested that there could be a simple answer which
would be valid for every teacher. We can do no
more than show that there are paths, ^

One of
agreement

the goals of the

Dartmouth conference was

of the subject of English, but as

to

develop a working

Herbert Muller reports;

To my mind the disagreements were as fruitful as
the final agreements. They at least clarified the
basic issues and the reasons why these can never
be resolved for good. They demonstrated that
there

is still

plenty of

life in

the subject and in the

English in some confusion,
they recalled the ferment of recent times, the widespread, often imaginative, sometimes exciting efforts

profession.

If

they

left

improve the teaching of it. And the confusion itself
recalled changes in education that have been going on
for a long time now, to some welcome effects,^
to

The conclusions from these two conferences and others

indicate that

useful to define conclusively what the subject, English,

is.

Dartmouth conference were not bothered by

No dismay

'

not

The members

this conclusion.

expressed over the statement in one
report that 'thinking about the aims and methods in
English is still very fluid, and that 'if anything, our
w^as

it is

of the
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discussions will have the immediate effect
of making
current views more fluid, not less' - which
was to
say that the seminar left English in a state
of

confusion. ^
Yet,

seemmgly

for English to be taught successfully, the
nature and purpose of

English must be more clearly outlined than they are now.
Surely the state of English teaching
points out, "to those of us

is

far

who teach English and

from perfect.

reflect,

however briefly, on the

suceess of our teaching and the nature of our students, one
truth

how we are

failing.

the failure itself

is

The reasons

lucidly evident.

conform with

the goals and

is

Some-

clear.

for this failure is less clear, but the fact of

goals and methods of teaching English.

from outgrowing

As Rousseau

methods

Much

of the failure is a result of unclear

M. M. Lewis sees
of the past, without

the

problem stemming

changing them to

the present needs and those of the future.

This means that much of what passes for the teaching
of English is out of date. The pattern of communication
of our day cannot be satisfied by the maintenance of a
pattern of fashioned to satisfy the needs of the past.
The emphasis upon the written word, the study of grammar,
the comprehension and appreciation of literature certainly none of these can without danger be excluded
from modern education in the mother tongue; But the
manner in which they are approached is often irrelevant
in that it may contribute little or nothing to the basic
ability to communicate. It is not too harsh to say that
the teaching of English may even hinder the mastery of
communication by diverting the time, energy, and
attention of the pupil from the business of how to make
himself understood and how best to understand what
9
others have to say to him.

Other critics

of the

current state of English believe that the

are acceptable and worthwhile, but that they are somehow diverted

txist

in the

goals
actual
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classroom,

James Moffett gives two examples
One

of this

problem.

failure of English teaching has
been to consider

only messages, or consider them
before or without
in the whole context of the
communication
frame wherein the student can see the
operation of all
relations.
The second, and more grave, reason for
their (English teachers) failure is
that they appear to
place the emphasis on 'writing' rather
than on writingabout-something-for-someone. You cannot write
writing. 10

placing them

.

,

As these examples show, English teachers are
for

them

to teach their students

example, more specifically,

communicating and writing,
the students.

how

to

to write).

told that

communicate

it is

good and worthwhile

(and, as in the

They translate

second

this goal into an action,

that has no foundation in the reality of the
needs of

The goal has become an abstraction

of the original

purpose of

teaching the specific content and the methods of teaching
the abstractions have
lost their original intent.

Evidentally a new framework, a restatement of the goals,

The new framework must be loose enough
subject needs to stay alive.

to allow the

same time

At the

there

is

is

needed.

growth and freedom the
needed a statement of

ultimate ends, a master purpose of purposes that assures that the curriculum
is

moving

in

a positive direction.

As Muller says,

between anarchy and regimentation.

some order

out of chaos, at the

for teachers.
to state.

"H

It is

"the ideal then, is a

a flexible curriculum that will bring

same time provide some freedom

Where these ultimate goals should come from

There are many questions

mean

still to

of choice

is

not as easy

be raised about this framework.
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Muller continues, "But the

difficult questions

order? How much freedom? Not

to

remain: What order?

mention the further problem

How much

of providing

for the different needs of different regions,
kinds of schools, kinds

of students,

and the individual student.

The vision mentioned
tive

framework

at the beginning of this chapter, is for
an alterna-

for the subject of English, that is both flexible
and yet provides

direction for the English curriculum.

The framework

growth and values clarification models suggested
for individual differences within

personally meaningful.

The method chosen
components taught
composition.

common

in the

is to

break English

is

might be examined.

still

Because

in

many new curriculums

use these three categories

this

chapter

is

more concerned

and what changes can be made within the existing frame-

work rather than creating a
It

allows

into the three largest

Although these divisions are arbitrary, and

with the way English

It

secondary schools: language, literature, and

determining the English curriculum.

maintained.

in the first chapter.

that English

are being disregarded, most secondary schools
in

based on the personal

goals, as well as making the curriculum

There are many ways

for this study

is

totally

new approach, these subdivisions

will be

will be recognized that they are arbitrary and they overlap to the

point that they are nearly indistinguishable at times.
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Language

The subdivision

encompassmg
(a

is

subcommittee

of English that is the

most important and

all-

language; in a report written by The Commission
of English
of the College

Entrance Examination Board) language was

called the basis of English.

What

is

the school and college subject called

The answer rests on the unstartling
assumption that language, primarily the English
language, constitutes the core of the subject; and
on the further and equally unstartling assumption
that the study and use of the English language is the
proper content of the English curriculum.
'English'

As Muller

.

.

.

points out that "language

thing that English teachers teach -

it

is

necessarily involved in every-

can never be separated from composition

or literature. " ^ James Moffett adds that language

is

central to every subject.

Because one discourses in his native language about
all matters and at many abstraction levels, there is
really only one subject (aside from art, music, and
physical education), and that subject is discourse
itself, of which science and social studies are subclasses, The latter are currently viewed either as
bodies of content (symbolized) or as a way of processing
information (symbolizing). As content, they are what
one discourses about; as process, they are acts of
Either way they are not subjects separate
from and coordinate with the native language, but
discoursing.

Specialized examples of the functioning of that language.

With language such an important part of the English curriculum,

makes sense

that English teachers,

knowledge and understanding
tion and the

narrow sense

of

if

it

not all teachers, should have a thorough

language

of structure.

in

both the broad sense of communica-

Unfortunately this

is

not true of most
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English teachers.

Muller points out the severe problem:

Plainly,
then, teachers ought to have a proper
understanding of their language. In fact most of them
do
not.
They are still carrying around and passing on
discredited, false notions about "correct" English,

Their misunderstanding of the structure and operation
of language is more dangerous because they
are sure
of the correctness of their notions, ignorant
of their
ignorance; their whole attitude toward language needs
to be changed. ^6
Thus, far and away the largest problem with the teaching of language
schools

is that it is

not usually taught at all.

as

grammar, vocabulary,

of

language.

"

It is

image forming.

spelling,

word usage;

rare that language

is

punctuation,

with

little

is

all

taught, the

emphasis

is

such things

are taught under the heading

studied in relation to thinking and

All too often the subject of language

"The problem runs deeper, however,
language

In its place is taught

in the

is

" says Silberman,

reduced
"for

to

language usage.

when writing or

almost wholly on mechanics - spelling,

grammar, sentence structure, width

of the margins, and so on -

attention to development, organization, or style, i.e,, to anything

larger than a sentence,

There are

As Neil Postman says,
ways

of studying language which
have no connection with life, and these we need to
clear out of our schools. But a deeper and more
thorough study of our use of words is at every
point a study of our ways of living. It touches all

trivial

modes

of interpretive activity - in techniques,
social
and in
intercourse - upon which civilization

the

depends,

What

is

rich,

broad interpretation of as a means

lost

by the focus

of teaching language usage rather than language

of studying ideas

is its

and abstractions.
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However

emphasis on teaching grammar continues
from the elementary

the

grades through high school, even though there
supports the notion that teaching

grammar

is

is little,

it

any, evidence that

useful.

Far too many English teachers still assume
that
learning the parts of speech, memorizing the
rules, parsing or diagramming sentences,
and
doing all the exercises that engrain such learning
automatically improve the students' speaking and
may even believe that good grammar

writing; or they

makes good writing. Recent studies have confirmed
what should have been plain enough from the results
over the generations, that the connection is negligible.
Apart from its possible value as a mental discipline
or as knowledge interesting for its own sake, the
teaching of

This type of teaching

is

grammar

has been chiefly a wast of time,

worse than producing negligible results.

cause harm by undermining the childrens' confidence

It

can even

in their use of language,

as Muller goes on to point out.

Meanwhile they have fallen into the routine ways
that were deplored in other discussions. They
weaken children's confidence by stressing their
errors,

stifle their interest by making correctness
main end. They set them to doing grammatical
exercises from which they can get no intellectual

the

satisfaction except the achievement of correctness.

Pride in good grammar scarcely leads to pleasure
in good writing,
In spite of this evidence the teaching of language is still taught this

same way
new

in

most English courses

studies in language.

in the face of conflicting

Brittan, et al,

,

evidence from

paraphrase the findings

studies and their implications for children.

of

many

many such
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Modern grammatical studies have been primarily
concerned to provide more exact descriptions of
the language than are provided by traditional
grammars, and attention has been directed first
to the spoken language and to its relation
with

phenology.

With

emphasis on description

all

of

the language, the traditional pedagogic prescriptive
modes of teaching grammar are in disrepute. Further

uncertainty about this area of work in English has
been created by studies in the effect of formal grammar
teaching on children's speech. All the evidence

suggests that

it

has

little

or no effect in modifying

their actual usage.

With so much against

grammar and

it,

one would think that the traditional

wa}”^ of

language would never have been able to persist

for so long, but as George Leonard points out,

When you come

right

down

to

it,

it

in the

teaching

classroom

certainly has persisted.

the

amount

of

learning that goes on in high school, even in the
simplest and most explicit techniques of our
civilization, is minuscule. Look, for example, at
the English textbooks from seventh grade through
twelfth.

They are basically

the

same book.

To

quote the recent president of the National
Council of Teachers of English, Dr. Alfred
Grommon; 'Forty years of teaching traditional
English grammar to American students of varying

backgrounds has
speak it or write

failed to

There are two basic changes
enough

The

to have a positive effect.

first

ability to

in the

teaching of language that are worthy

Both grew out of the personal growth model.

change mentioned by Muller

descriptive one.

improve their

it,

is

from a prescriptive grammar

to a

The prescriptive grammar

that laid down the law
for generations of students has for linguists
long
since been superceded, first by historical

grammars
some idea how language developed, then
by grammars that attempted only to describe the
that gave

present state of Er^lish, stirring up
versy over usage.

This new direction coincides with the aims
as

was noted, emphasized

aims

it

of English no one

was always 'appropriately,

dared
'

Dartmouth Conference which,

importance of language

that the

‘'effectively" not necessarily "correctly. "

of the

of the

is

Muller goes on,

to include speaking

'effectively,

contro-

all the

'

in

The aim

be as effective as possible.

etc.

of a personal

This

is

part of the experience that

the process that is important not

comes

is

for the student the teacher takes

making by

the student.

from alternatives

if

A

growth approach

is to

the

to

learn how to

choose from,

Making poor choices and evaluating

growth producing.

merely

a stigma to making faulty choices.

essential to

is

done by having alternatives

is

and evaluating the effects of each alternative.

them

various statements

and writing 'correctly'

The difference between description and prescription
personal development.

communicate

to

outcomes.

In other

words

By prescribing

it is

the out^-

away many alternatives and attaches

This, in turn, destroys the process of choice-

student cannot learn to

his options are controlled

make choices and

by the teacher.

distinguish

Most evidence

of childrens' learning of language indicates that they are able to learn effectively

without prescriptions by the teacher.

After

all,

Muller points

out,

"most people

do not realize an elementary truth that was repeatedly brought up at the seminar.
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The child masters

the basic structure of his language

he enters schooL ”25

Thus the school

is

by the age

of five, before

not needed to teach language, only
to

aid in the further development of language for
the child.

The second basic change
previous suggestion.
the teacher

do?

If

is to

First of all, language

but a unified whole.

program

language

in the teaching of

language grows out of the

be aided rather than taught, what should

must

not be considered isolated structures

Moffett says that "the point

is that

a specially devised

of isolating these structures and issues for the
student

necessary and probably misguided, since those very things
mental succession anway

and stages of growth

is

if

true. ”26

experience of the learner.
other Postman says.

the correspondence.

The center

The

"Obviously, a word and

Thus,

'

fact is that

the experiences of the user,
the awareness that

meaning

its

and experiences.

He

in

approach

of discourse

is

the

referent that are beyond one's

to talk about

what words mean rather than

the relationship

between language

words and language are both dependent upon

"First, and probably central to all the others,
is

not

'in'

words.

Meaning

ever meanings words have are assigned or ascribed

Postman goes further

will arise in develop-

between levels

.

of the unified

what people mean obscures rather than clarifies
reality. ”

very un-

Language and experience are not separate from each

experience are 'meaningless.

and

.

is

to

is in

people, and what-

them by people. "26

describing the personal relationship between words

defines all language as a metaphor.

English teachers usually defined a metaphor only
in a 'literary sense.
But all language is metaphor
'

is
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to one degree o

The only

another.

not metaphorical

'reality' itself.

is

reality that is

All

human

symbolization, therefore, is metaphor, an
abstraction, an 'as if,
The word is not the thing
Korzybski insisted. Whatever you say something
is, it is not.
Saying something about the world is
not the world (except perhaps to those whom we
'

call psychotic).

The rest of us always wrestle
with the question 'what words shall we use to
represent 'things

Because the use

of

language

is

so complex and tied to the intent of the

user, the study of language cannot be divorced from the study of
experience.
If

language

metaphor, as Postman suggests, then

is all

of language is understanding our

own metaphors and

the

This can only be done by examining the experience that
hpr.

The study

of

how language works

is

it

follows that the study

metaphors
is

of others.

the heart of the

a part of this overall shceme.

learner understands more deeply the idea he

is

meta-

As

the

trying to communicate and how

effectively he transmits the communication, the better he will imderstand the

way
need

the language works.
to

improve

internalized.

is

In other

words, language usage will improve as the

perceived, and the understanding of how to improve

Postman describes

the success of a language

program based on

the previous assumptions.

The grammar and spelling of the students improved
in the process of communication with the instructor,
as a function of what the students had to say, and not
in the vacuum of a workbook.
The situation was
congruent with reality. The curriculum became the
stuff of curiosity, the threads of a fabric two people
weave when they talk to each other. Not all the
students wrote about themselves. Some didn't need

to.

But

all

began

to

see some special quality

is

in
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some magic in words, that they had never
seen before. And the teacher became aware
of a
writing,

special dimension in education that, on a large
scale, has never been explored or studied;
what
the teacher has to say of a personal and
compelling
nature to students.
In other

words, the goal of the teacher of language should be,
to use

Moffett’s words, ’’structuring English curriculum
according to the relations of

apeaker-listener-subject as the ultimate context within which

all

our other

concerns may be handled functionally and holistically. "31 This
approach
congruent with the goals of the personal growth model.

is

Brittan adds further

support to the personal grwoth model.

The central

idea,

which

supported by a steadily
growing body of fresh evidence, is the interdependence
of language and thought in the growth of the individual.
New levels of language achievement as children grow
is

lead to new levels of thought. In its earliest stages
language is so much part of the situation in which it

occurs that

from
Language
tell

it is

According

is

I

it

is difficult to

very early stage becomes a

Moffett adds further ammunition to this argument:
it,

student aware of how

much

separated

the experience and the experience influences the

to Brittan, "language at a

take

it is

such an integral part of experience that

regulator of actions.

"The purpose

meaningless when

the context.

how much words influence

words.

quite

of teaching linguistics

much

and semantics

is to

make

the

people’s words are about people and words and how

they truly recapitulate outer phenomena.

04

Eventually discerning the difference between language and experience

becomes impossible,

if

any such difference actually exists, because, as Moffett
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says, "ultimately, we cannot free data from the
symbols into which they have

been abstracted, the message from the code.
teaching language through experience, avoid

methods

of teaching language.

By using

will use Britton's "theory which

individual and the social

human

some

of the dangers of the current

the personal growth model, the teacher

embraces

and public uses of language, the role

Thus, the teacher can, by

the relationship

between personal

of language in the shaping of the unique

being, and a concept of language as an organizer

of experience,

Literature
Literature, the second subcategory to be discussed,

study of English,

be answered,

However, many questions about

Muller points

is

important to the

the study of literature

must

out:

English invariably includes literature, which many
teachers regard as the very heart of their subject.
All English departments in the college and universities

make

the study of literature their

main business.

Nevertheless the ordinary citizen regards it as only a
kind of elegant pastime, not really essential to an
education. Those who think otherwise are therefore
under more pressure to decide on the critical questions:
What kind of literature should be taught and for what
purpose ? Sliould the primary aim be proficiency in
reading, a basic skill all students should have? Or
the enjoyment of good literature, which too many lack
in an age of television? Or knowledge of our literary
?^"^
heritage, which the colleges put first
Charles Silberman further questions the classroom activities
study of literature:

in the
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The

point is that in most schools, the
English
Curriculum has not changed for a long, long
time.
Whether good, bad, or indifferent, the curriculum
is simply taken as given with
no questions asked.
Students are expected to be able to summarize
the
plot, list and describe the major
characters and
events, and so on. They rarely are asked
or even
taught, to look for

meaning or symbolism or style;
They even more rarely are asked to think about,
or
discuss, the ways in which form affects content
or
the ways in which literary forms change from
one
period to the next. As the authors of the National
Study of High School English Programs reported,
'too

many teachers seem

end of instruction

to think that the ultimate

in literature is

about Macbeth or Silas Marner

knowledge

of

and

rather than refinement of the processes of learning to read Macbeth
or Silas Marner with insight and discrimination,

The question

isn’t

whether or not

the purposes of teaching

it

objectives and activities

come

,

to teach literature, but

be perceived by the teacher and student.
out of the perception of the purposes.

perception about the uses of literature can be seen

which

is

the approach of

literature courses.

and

its

many courses which

In other

are

in

in actuality,

words the historical context

important than the content and implications of the work.

is

literary history, but on this matter they had

Americans with them,

history of

At the Dartmouth

usual frowned on the traditional teaching of
knowledge about literature, in particular

that the schools

typical

seen as more

As unconvention a conclusion emerged from a
familiar theme of discussion. The British as

of the

One

which a work exists

in

conference this approach was criticized.

most

The

the historical approach

respective position in the order of ’’great works”

agreed

how should

Americans

have been teaching far
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much

too

The

point

made

or useless.

However, approaching the ultimate purpose

from

in

that point of

view

is

highly questionable.

an intimate way what the work

Postman
from which

dates,

not that historical knowledge about
literature

is

have students learn information about a work.
stand

names and

Obviously such knowledge can add significantly

of the work.

literature

inert knowledge, such as

in

is

is

to the

unimportant
understanding

of the study of

It is

not enough to

They must go beyond and under-

and what

it

means

to

them.

discussing Richard's work describes different perspective

the study of literature could be viewed,

Richards has been insisting for over forty years
that the 'study of literature' is a rather pointless
and, in fact, nonexistant activity. What one can

study are the meanings readers assign to literary
works. What people call "literature" does not exist
on paper. The only thing you will ever find on paper
are black marks. The meanings assigned to these
black marks are what we may call the "literary
experience, " and that is what Richards has studied,

What

this

means

of the reader.

from

is

that literature cannot have a

Varying perceptions might vary

meaning outside the perceptions
in their

closeness or distance

the author's intention, but the perception exists, nevertheless.

To go one

step further, the major function of literature could be said to be the relationship
of the perceptions of the reader with his perceptions about his life.

words the reader uses

his life

In other

experiences to better understand what he

reading and his readings to better understand his

life.

is

He can accomplish

this

goal by making the study of literature the study of his awareness and perceptions.

^

,
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T::u

Of Uterature is

reaUy Just another
aspect

sontebody else's language.
3

language can.

,t

of the study of
,a„,uage.

can be taught

to

promote personal

E. G. Lewis discusses
this point of view:

But for ail the promise of
the work to which
reference has been made 1 feel
tha: we have
hardly begun to appreciate
the contribution
which these disciplines can

make

to the teaching

hardly been glanceo at, to say
nothing of explored.
Take for instance the place of
language in the
development of personality. Surely
both greater
competence in the use of language,
and the
experience of literature are
justified ultimately and
mainly be their contribution to
the development of
he child s personality. But
how can we know what
iterature to teach and what
aspects of literature to
emphasize at various stages of
development and
what contributes to it? This
branch of psychology is
receiving more attention, and the

r*

problem of relating
the teaching of the mother
tongue to the developing
personality of the child has been of
foremost concern
to the teacher: but it is no

exaggeration to say that
up to the present our understanding
has been intuitive
rather than conscious, a matter of
views and opinion
rather than of accumulation of fact
upon which we can
construct testable hypothesis to
guide teaching
practice.
'n. ''fl.

is

an

are;i

i,

the integration of the personality
with the subject of literature

.

'"d requires

in

various

'’What

i,

"ms,

.

but

more

thought and study.

This

is

now being undertaken

.

Its

use

is

related to the

way

that literature is perceived.

nil'll.

literature and art so useful, " says
Charles Silberman, "is that

'

they coni)
the probln,,

nnd experience of

,

I

i

reader

4

,

students with the concrete; the genius
of the artist

I

'

,

e.\.„,,

,

life in

personal, concrete terms, to

present

make

the

.9

,

h'nce them,

•

is to

if

only vicariously.

It

might be added that the

't

:
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experience of the reader must be brought to the
literature as well.

The need
essential.

for psychological concerns in the
teaching of literature is

As Muller

states about the study group on literature
at the Dartmouth

conference

The

literature study group discussed chiefly "affective"
responses, since they were wary of knowledge, explicit

demands for "formulation" of response, etc.
They nevertheless assumed, at least tacitly, that
literature itself is a significant way of "knowing" about
analysis,

life.

To

put this argument another way, the literature study group
concluded that

personal experience and literature must be interrelated for the study of
literature to have any significant

meaning

in the

reader's

life.

As they said

it,

The group

that focused on it was at first somewhat
uneasy over the assigned topic, 'response to
literature, which might suggest a passive, merely
verbal, or immediate response; but they decided
that their concern was an active response, with deep
'

lasting effects.

became
ment of

Specifically their

main concern

the contribution of literature to the developthe child on essentially the

premise stated

by Frank Whitehead in The Disappearing Dais "All
children, whatever their ultimate role in life is to
be, need experience of literature.
if their
personalities are to expand and flower into a capacity
for fullness of living, " The immediate object of the
:

.

.

teacher should be to get the child actively involved
or "engage" - a favorite theme at the seminar. In
simpler terms, the teacher should make or keep
literature alive, as

One way

to

values clarification.

keep the study

it

naturally

is

of literature alive is

The three broad processes

choosing, prizing and acting.

for little children,

in

Literature offers the

through the use of

values clarification are
life

experiences of others
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as alternatives to choose from,
and gives a deeper understanding
of the

consequences

of the choices.

The reader does not have

to

commit murder, or

suffer insanity or travei to the Far
East to consider the consequences
of these

He can vicariousiy experience them through
reading,

actions.

his ability to

make appropriate

decisions.

If

thus bettering

the teacher is able to

make

the

experiences of the reader the ultimate study
of literature, then such learning

becomes possible

in that in literature the

reader can view the whole gamut of

emotions and experiences and how others cope
with them.

enhance

his perceptions about his

the author

is

bringing true

own

life to the

life

Using literature

to

through the thoughts and feelings of

study of literature.

Composition

The

third

subdivision of English to be discussed

Like literature, composition
in this

in

is

really just another

form

is

composition.

of the study of language,

instance the study of the student’s written language.

Thus the problems

teaching composition are very similar to the problems already discussed

the first two sections of this chapter.

in

These problems come from viewing too

narrowly the mechanics of the subject rather than the more important, broader
life

goals of the subject.

The emphasis generally

audience of only the teacher,
writing

is artificial in

than writing for

its

in a topic

the sense that

own sake.

it

is

on writing correctly, to an

unimportant to the writer's

life.

The

does not serve any useful function other
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The problems with
teaching composition
were discussed
Dartmouth conference;

seem more

wasteful because the
farther

becomes

that

many

of

at the

them are

Ln-wrUe^ “xhe‘

arhirxron:;;;::"
®

on as

if

they agreed with in

is

-b-iutelyessentiai;mul^Zl’Tm‘p^^^^^^^^^

™P°«ant and
practical than literaturevet on
in English is taught
less’eLctivet.'Sd m"or'e“"
confusion and conflict
of theiry, or hunch.

«

t

IS

or any help ,n solving

-y oonrirm.

so..

,

some

of Ihe problems.

p,*!,..

The balk

ot ihe researoh

g„„,„

of language;

As

for methods of teaching
composition, research
has been of little help.
A study made oi some fh

e

"

gram
nt Of
of $13,
g
$irMfh‘’''trf
345 by the U.

Thtc?^

w7re

of tradit
^
traditional

S.

" munificent
Office of Education)
>"°st of the findings

agreement was again

grammar

that the study

had a negligible effect on
the
improvement of writing, or even
a harmful one

since

wmtLg.
One
problems

of the

been spent

«

main reasons

is that it is

taught in a

important to the student.

in

poetical

that composition has
been the subject of

way

that

makes

it

trivial, boring,

As Muller notes, composition

that

is its

many

and un-

own end

-

not creative of something
that is meaningful beyond
the activity - is a large part
of the problem;
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In the first place, children

need an audience other

than the teacher.

They write most easily when they
write for the class, are entertained and stimulated
by one another’s fancies. English teachers forget
that with older children an audience is no less
important. As Wendell Johnson has complained,
teachers fail because they appear to emphasize
"writing” instead of writing-about-something-for
someone; "You cannot write writing, " Too often
they assign the youngsters literary topics for which
there can hardly be a live audience except the teacher
himself.
This perception of composition by the teacher

composition of the student.

Muller notes

is

related to the perception of

that:

Most students regard the "paper" as a chore, which
they perform more or less conscientiously in order
to get a decent grade, but too seldom with their
hearts in it or their whole mind on it. In too many
papers they go nowhere in particular to say and no
real desire to say it. They know well enough that
writing well

hard work, but not

is

that the effort

can

be exciting.

What are

the laternatives to the traditional methods of teaching

composition? One alternative

is

writing for personal growth.*

the students write about subjects that are important to him.

In this

approach

Journals, and

other writings including prose, poetry, and dramas, are used to chronolog and

document personal experiences, choices, problems, and other kinds
about the self.

and people

The audience

in the

is

not the teacher only, but the other

school, community, or home.

of writing

students

However, the subject

of the

*See Composition of Personal Growth Simon, Brittan and Hawley for
an example of a personal growth model of teaching composition.
,
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writing

nctunl niGssngG for thG nudiGncG instGUd of

is 3.n

ThG corrGCtions come from

all

imnginEry GXGrcisG

thosG sourcGS but aro intondod to holp tho writor

SGG whGn thG audiGncG has had troublG
hG has GmployGd incorrGCt usagG,
rathGr than prGScriptivG.

a,n

in

dGCoding thG mGssage, rathGr than whGn

Thus thG Gmphasis on corroctions

ThG studGnt iGarns

dGScriptivG

is

thG effect of his writing as a

moans

of communication, as well as an opportunity to learn about himself.

Thus,

writing can improve from the natural desire to communicate better.

As Kenyon

Calthrop says of one result of using this kind of approach:

More imaginative

kinds of writing will evolve

naturally from this.

Once children are able to
write sincerely about what they do know and feel,
they can begin to write about people and situations
not actually experienced.

They may write about

themselves in imagined, not experienced, situations
and this in turn can lead on to imagined characters,
first of all in experience and then in imagined
situations.
In other words, the writer

about reality.

can move more easily

to

fantasy by writing first

This enables the writer to better understand the nature

creative writing and thus, possibly, he

Such an approach

is

may be

able to write

a big improvement over the

more

more

of

creatively.

typical kinds of composition

writing.

On

the other hand critics of this kind of writing insist that

proper for children

in

school to write about personal subjects.

it

is

not

Proponents of

the method, however, note that anything worth writing must, in essence, be

personal.

If

the writer has no personal

committment

to his writing then

more
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than likely

it

will not

be perceived as useful to him.

privacy for the writing that a student feels
then there

is little to

is

As long as

the right of

too personal to share

is

maintained,

be worried about.

Another perceived problem

is

that the teacher himself might feel less

creative or imaginative by having the students write about themselves, rather
than assigning teacher formulated topics.

Calthrop discusses this fear:

The biggest danger

in all this kind of writing lies
are fraid that, in asking children
to write about themselves or other people at their
own level we are not being very exciting, original,
or creative, or not doing anything that has not been
done a thousand times before. We are not. But
we are giving our particular children something they
have not had before.
in

This fear

is

ourselves.

We

not widespread nor important enough to

be more creative, not less,

if

worry about.

Students will

given the opportunity to write about meaningful

and personal topics.

However assigning

topics in the aforementioned

lated problem, teachers do not

they correct them?

know what

or read them?

of the writing is to be better able to

If

to

manner

leads to a re-

do with personal papers.

or grade them?

communicate

this

However,

if

Should

the purpose

need not be a problem.

a student has succeeded in communicating well, he has achieved his goal.

No grade

is

necessary.

No corrections

in the

common

sense are necessary.

Feedback about how well the message was communicated
evaluation for the sake of evaluating

is

irrelevant.

is

important but

Peers, teacher or whoever
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is the

is

intended audience of the writing can give feedback on how well the
message

being communicated.

With the ultimate responsibility

of the

teacher being

descriptive rather than prescriptive the kinds of feedback will become more
useful to and meet the needs of the student.

General

What have we,

The

then, for the study of English?

possibility of

teaching English with a focus on personal growth and values clarification has

been pointed out by examining the three main areas
education

from an

in this context.

Now

affective point of view,

of

secondary English

the teaching of English in general will be

examined

E. G. Lewis, in looking at the possibilities

for the future of English, sees the connection between English and psychological

education:

"What, then, are the directions

teaching of English are likely to proceeed?

doubt that there will be

in

which new developments

In the first place there

much greater awareness

of the contribution
c:

be expected from developmental and genetic psychology,
this shift to psychological

concerns for English

The mother tongue

is

is,

"

can be no

which can

1

The reason

as Lewis continues:

unlike every other subject

in being not only a body of knowledge and a set of
related skills but above all a way of life or at least

a clue to a way of life. We cannot teach a way of
This is the inner and
life; it must be exemplified.
possibly the only justification that counts in regarding
the teaching of English as a responsibility no other
teacher, save perhaps the religious teacher, can
ro

hope

to qualify for,

^

in the

for
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The British

at the

Dartmouth conference were much more willing

to

agree that the affective concerns for English are important than w'ere
the

Americans.
life,

’’The British preference for focusing on the personal and
the inner

helping the child to order, extend, and enrich his experience instead of

imparting a body
his

of

knowledge or merely techniques,

knowing and knowing how as well as

How

still

required attention to

his feelings,

can English help with these two vital areas, thought and feeling,

and with the integration of the two? Arthur Daigen explains:

The

first is a reawakened interest in the humanities
as an occasion for forays into issues and concerns
of interest to learners. As we make these issues the

focus of instruction,

we provide

opportunities for a

whole spectrum of communicative activities to be
performed, scrutinized, modified, and learned. They
are learned because the student finds that these
activities are logical means of inquiry into worthwhile subjects. At the same time we demonstrate
the validity of English-of Englis hing as a way of
comprehending increasingly complex persona, social,
and intellectual dilemmas, otherwise ignored by those
who decide what is important to learn,
,

These issues come from
’’the

the lives of the students,

experience of our own lives can also act as starting points - illness, lone-

liness, love, adolescence and family life.

would be a far more
’lang'

life

Harold Gardiner say^ that

and

there

’lit’,

is

fuirtful

In the fifth

theme for work than

quite divorced

from each other,

”

form (grade) adolescence

the present general practice of

By using issues from

real

a better chance that the education of the child will have a greater

effect on his life.

Education,

if it is

to be successful,

must have application
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beyond the classroom,
life in the

Gardiner continues by explaining

from

that the issues

English class can have a more profound effect on the student.

The more

of this sort of thing we can do in English
lessons the more surely can our subject claim a
central place in the whole educational experience.

And

seems to be a real possibility
of "Transfer of training,
If we can ejq^erience one
situation richly, we may be able to do the same with
other situations; we thereby endow with value the whole
process of living; and the living mind with awareness.
Once aroused, this awareness can come more
here, surely, there

'

'

James Moffett
would

spontaneously, to the enrichment of the whole growing
personality, "Life" and "lessons" may even, gradually,
cease to be separated from each other, as they too
often seem to be now, 56
adds, "As

it

bears on curriculum,

tap, successively, their inner

ideas, as

streams

this

means

of sensations,

that

students

memories, and

raw material for recordings, narrative reports, and essays
What

generalization and theory,

is

needed, then says Gardiner, "is to
This can be done, he

bring a new and living unity to English teaching,

continues, by moving "on to consider what might be done

minds firmly on the aim
suggested.

Is

it

of

if

we could keep our

of heightening the tension of experience that

not possible to imagine a

number

of

I

have

work-sequences, so

imaginatively handled that they remain 'alive' inside the classroom, and can

enrich living outside of it?"^^ These classroom activities must be established

and incorporated
of today will

into the

curriculum because "the most important things children

need to know when they are adults are how experience

communicated, and

utilized,

is

abstracted,

whether the data are reoccurring phenomena of

:
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nature and society or the private truths of the heart.

The
that

activities of values clarification

accomplish these ends.

with affective concerns.

Values clarification

The study

curriculum because English

seem

is

is

to

be the kinds of exercises

a cognitive process dealing

of values has a natural place in the English

a value laden subject, Muller

reports,

James Miller concluded,

that teachers of literature
should select books embodying diverse visions of
life and beliefs about values, and then question,
discuss and explore them with the students; this
would lead to an awareness of moral complexity,
ambiguity, and paradox. The seminar expressed
no objection to this conclusion,

The described process
at alternatives

of a confusing

be useful

is

very similar

to that of values clarification:

and the complexities of choice, then working through the diversity

number

in oral

of choices,

Muller notes that values clarification

Group or panel discussions

will naturally involve

but they can do

promote
democratic principle

much more

to

"multiplicity, fertility, choice" - the

language.

can

expression and group activities as well as literature

some controversy,

James Moffett

looking

too,

of the open

market

f*

O

of ideas,"

sees the principles of values clarification

in the

He says

The

is contained in
"
is to select
abstract
"preference,
To
the word
and ignore; to value is also to give priority to some
things over others, to prefer. Among the claims

relation of abstraction to value

various stimuli make upon us, we must choose.
Among the alternatives for action that we associate
with these stimuli, we must choose. Though our
conditioning

is

so potent as to

make "choice"

a

mere

use of
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irony at first, I believe it is possible to open up
for the young the repertory of options among what

can be seen, what can be made of what
what, consequently, can be done.®^

As Moffett suggests, language can help
different stimuli and thus be better

aware

seen, and

a person sort through the

of options

One must be aware

first step in clarifying values.

is

and choices.
of the choices.

by becoming aware that there are choices, the learner will begin

more

effectively as he

becomes aware

This

is

the

Further,

to

use language

of the effect of different language stimuli.

Thus, the two processes, valuing and languaging, are really very much intertwined

if

not actually facets of the

One other aspect

same

ultimate process.

of English should be mentioned, and that

connection between mass media and English.

The mass media

biggest resources available to teachers of English and,

past

is

and so

what most English courses are concerned with,
on.

However, English

is

is

,

the

one of the

in fact, the

e. g.

is

media

of the

dramas, writings,

beginning to realize that the mass media of the

present, television, movies, radio, popular music, and so on as well as the

mass media
place

in

of the future (perhaps

the curriculum.

mass produced video

tapes)

must have

its

Muller mentions the problems of the mass media.

The mass media

-

moving pictures,

radio, television -

not only present a great deal of narrative and drama but
typify the "communications revolution" that can hardly

be ignored by teachers of language and literature.
They have a profound influence on the interests, sentiments, attitudes, and tastes of youngsters, whom the
teachers are trying to introduce to literature.
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However

the effect of the media, on the attitudes and beliefs of youngsters

is all

too often that of taking away options and choices and encouraging conformity.

The English teacher could use
using

it

the

as the "new literature, "

media

to point out this

Muller continues

in his

danger as well as
discussion about mass

media:

Those who were repelled by

the

mass media could

agree that the teacher should help youngsters to be
less passive in their choices, to reflect on them, and
to develop more discriminating tastes in a source of
entertainment they were sure to feed on anyway, 65
English classes are an excellent place to study mass media, focusing on decision-

making by studying

the effects of certain kinds of language.

classes today are beginning to

move

in this direction.

That valuing can and should have a place
cannot be denied.

As

Many English

As one English teacher

put

it

in the

at the

English curriculum

Dartmouth Conference:

am

disposed to introduce this whole
issue of diverse, conflicting values quite explicitly
meeting it head on. With students in the last two
years of high school, whom I do not think of as
"children, " it seems to me desireable to link the
issue with democratic theory about the individual
and the pluralistic, open society, and with some
a teacher

I

effort to give a historical imagination.

The

"philosophy" that is being sought to guide teachers
of literature might well include more specific consideration of the relations of the individual and a

democratic society, I would have seniors read, for
instance, De Tocqueville's classic Democracy in
America - a kind of work that no study group considered
But for this reason I repeat that in
in its report.
general the seminar dwelt on what most needs to be
said today. It was seeking development of the
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individuality that

threatened by the pressures to
conformity in mass education. It was concerned with
aesthetic values that do not seem like a real human
need in a commercialized industrial society where a
vast deal of tawdriness, drabness, and ugliness is
is

accepted as natural and normal. This is not the time
or place for an essay on what modern technology is
doing to people, as well as for them; but the study of
literature as

a better idea

recommended by the seminar might
why a people with by far the highest

standard of living
happiest people,
In conclusion,

clarification

is

in all

history

is

give

not clearly the

Muller gives a perfect reason why the process

so closely allied with the teaching of English.

The preservation

of these values

is

by no means

the responsibility of English teachers alone; but
the gist of the seminar's recommendations

is again
study
of
language
can
the
and literature
and should

contribute

more

directly than any other major

subject to the realization of both our

humanity and our personal

identity,

common

of values

I
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CHAPTER FOUR
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The problem facing modern man
problems of

his forebearers.

and education’s goal was
however,

man needs

new dangers.

Rollo

a

May

man was concerned

from

set of skills to survive, to

the

with physical survival,

pass along the skills necessary to survive.

to

new

Earlier

are, in a sense, different

meet

Now,

the challenge of

states.

The chief problem
twentieth century

of people in the middle decade of the

is

emptiness

.

By

that

I

mean

not

many

people do not know what they want; they
often do not have any clear idea of what they feel. When

only that

they talk about lack of autonomy, or lament their inability to make decision - difficulties which are present

decades - it soon becomes evident that their
underlying problem is that they have no definite experience
of their own desires or wants. Thus they feel swayed
this w'ay and that, with painful feelings of powerless ness,
because they feel vacuous, empty. ^
in all

Mario Fantini and Gerald Weinstein
defined the problem by claiming that

connectedness, and power.
Identity -

By

man

These three

is

in

Making Urban Schools Work

suffering from the lack of identity,

entities are defined as:

identity issues,

,

we mean those aspects

aim at providing him
These areas include all the

of a person’s behavior which

with a sense of worth.
questions pertaining to the process of self-evaluation
and the consequences of these evaluations. It is
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referred to by such terms as self-image, self-concept,
self-awareness, self-esteem, ego, ego-strength, and
the like. All of these surround the basic questions:
Who am I ? What am I worth ?

Connectedness - By connectedness issues we mean
those aspects of a person's behavior which aim at
providing him with a sense of positive affiliation with
others. This is the relations
with others domain,
ranging from the primary face-to-face relations to
secondary relations with less direct groups. Connectedness issues involve the questions: To whom does the

To whom does he feel
him? Who are the

individual feel an allegiance ?

he belongs

?

What are people

significant others ?

does he intergrate

Power

-

How

to

does he relate ?

With

whom

?

By power issues we mean

those aspects of a

person's behavior which aim at providing him with a
sense of control or influence over what is happening
and will happen to him. Does the individual feel that
he has a significant part to play in the construction of

him? If he does, does he
act in accordance with these feelings ?^
situations that will affect

Raths, Harmin and Simon

Values and Teaching describe modern man's

in

basic problem as a lack of clear values.

unclear values as having a
to their surroundings

common

which has led

Some are

They further describe people with

confusion about how to relate their lives
to quite different patterns of behavior:

1.

They are listless and uninte rested,
willing to let the spinning world carry them along
whichever way it will.

2.

Others are flighty

apathetic

for fleeting

,

.

interested in

moments.

They

many

things but only

often are involved in

something with high spirit, but with equal spirit and
in short order, they abandon it for another favorite.
3.

Some are very

uncertain

,

seemingly unable

many choices

up their minds about the
world continues to face them.

to

make

with which the
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4.

Then there are very inconsistant ones, persons involved in many things that are mutually inconsistant
if not mutually destructivOo
Unlike their flighty
compatriots, they have patterns in their lives, but,
if

5.

so, the patterns tend to be incompatible.

Others might aptly be called drifters
For these
persons there is a pattern of behavior characterized by
planless and unenthusiatis drift from this to that,
.

like

6.

humans without power or rudder

in the

sea

of life.

A

large number are overconformers. Not havina: a
clear idea of what they want to do with their lives,
many take the road of conformity, accommodating

themselves the best way they can to what they perceive to be the dominant viewpoints of the moment.
Other-directed with a passion, are those in this
subgroup.
7.

Some are overdissenters,

not occasional and
reasoned dissenters, but chronic, nagging, and

irrational dissenters.

8.

Finally, we note a group of poseurs or role players
persons who cover their lack of clarity about what
life is for by posturing in some role or other that
is no more real for them than a made-up cardboard
image. ^

,

All these descriptions are similar, in that they all are concerned with different

aspects of the same basic problem.
is

Man

is

not reaching his full potential.

not fully functioning, to use Carl Rogers' expression.

Somewhere

He

in his

education, not necessarily the formal education of schooling but rather

in the

natural evolutionary process, he stops growing, stops fulfilling and stops becoming.

The reasons why

the process stops are

very complex but, generally speaking,

the forces of society, including the family, the schools, the peer groups, and

other institutions, tend to give the individual answers and make him blindly accept
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and conform so that he feels helpless.
unable to

make

Our society tends
because of

He

decisions.

James was one

his options are

minimized.

He

is

unable to relate in a growth-producing fashion.

to stress its negative aspects

Human

it.

is

Thus

and the positive

potential is not reaching the capacity

of the first to notice that the

average

it

is

usually lost

might,

man uses

William

less than about

ten per cent of his potential. ^

What

is

the potential that

mankind can hope

question that humanistic psychology

psychology has

Freud studied

his neurotic clients

result of his studies.

He found

origins.

himself and society.

?

This

the great

Humanistic or third force

that

man's basic genetic and

He believed

that

man was

constant conflict with
his impulses,

Moral behavior, good behavior, and un-

was unnatural but could occur when

the individual learned to

5
id.

Behaviorism developed out
and more recently B,

in

instinctual drives

The virtuous person was one who repressed

suppress or redirect his

F. Skinner,

of the stimulus-response theories of Watson,

The emphasis

in

behaviorism

environmental influences or stimulus -response learning,
that there is no scientific basis for morality,

Man

is

man

to be

shaped

in

is flexible,

almost any direction.

on external,

Behaviorists believe
malleable, and

a psstive victim of his environment which determines his behavior.
therefore, for

is

and made generalizations about mankind as a

while a sinful person enjoyed them.
selfish behavior

exploring.

reach

roots in both analytic or Freudian psychology and behaviorism,

its

were from animal

is

to

It is

possible,

Skinner states that the
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purpose
is

of

any action

is in

the consequences that follow

not an issue; the purpose

design. ^

is in

it

and the prior intention

the process of selection, not in any prior

The behaviorists studied mostly

in

laboratories and used animals as a

basis for their generalizations about man.

The third force psychology grew

out of the roots of both these seemingly

exclusive schools in which humanistic psychologists found

Maslow, one

some severe problems.

of the leading pioneers in third force psychology, has said of

Freudian theory:

And so

official, orthodox,

Freudian psychoanalysis
remains essentially a system of psychopathology and
of cure of psychopathology. It does not supply us
with a psychology of the higher life or the "spiritual
life, " of what the human being should grow toward
of what he can become. ^
,

Freudian theory denies teaching a way of

life

or a system of values.

In fact,

Freudian theory does not accept that values spring from human nature but must
be passed on or inculcated, given from the past.

As Maslow

states:

Observe here the unwitting acceptance of the unexamined belief that values are taught, in the
traditional sense of indoctrination, and that they

must, therefore, be arbitrary, and also that they
really have nothing to do with facts, with truth,
with discovery, with uncovering the values and
"value-hungers" that lie deeply within human nature
itself, ^

The most serious deficiencies
researcher's opinion,
the

common

of the Freudian school of psychology, in this

is that it

gathered data from a small population that had

factor of being psychologically "sick. " Because Freud

made

his
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studies from the data gathered from his patients
the conclusions derived
of

man

reflect the limitations and unhealthy aspects

instead of his potential.

The problem

were

from them

who were admittedly neurotic,

that the third force psychology found with the Freudians

not as great as those problems they found in behaviorism.

Mas low

says:

must be said

to Freud's credit that, though he was
poorest with all the questions of transcendence,
he still is to be preferred to the behaviorists who not
only have no answers but who also deny the very
questions themselves, ^
It

at his

Because the data upon which

come mostly from

the theories of

behaviorism have been

built has

laboratories and animal experiments, the use of theories

are suspect to the humanistic psychologists,

The use

Maslow says:

animals guarantees in advance the neglect
of just those capacities which are uniquely human, for
example, martyrdom, self-sacrifice, shame, love,
humor, art, beauty, conscience, guilt, patriotism,
ideals, the production of poetry or philosophy or music
or science. Animal psychology is necessary for
learning about those human characteristics that man
shares with all primates. It is useless in the study of
those characteristics which man does not share with
other animals, or in which he is vastly superior,
such as latent learning.
of

Arthur Combs sees some problems with behaviorism
directly related to education.

that are

He says:

Despite its contributions, however, stimulus-response
(or behaviorism) psychology has three serious inadequacies which prevent it from making the larger
contributions educators need:

more
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1.

essentially mechanistic rather than personalistic. That is to say, it provides us with

It is

important information about what people in
general are like or what people in general may do
but often leaves us in the dark with respect to
understanding the particular person in a particular
setting,
2.

diagnostically rather than treatment oriented.
tells us, often very effectively, how people get

It is
It

what forces caused a given behavior to
occur but adds very little to helping us know what
needs to be done about the matter,
like this or

3.

It is

often inconsistant with

philosophy.

modern educational

Traditional psychology

is

essentially

mechanistic and manipulative whereas modern
educational philosophy calls for a growth or
facilitating approach to teaching,

Combs mentions

in his

appraisal above, that behaviorism

Both Freudian theory and behaviorism suffer from
explains

why

this

If

inadequacy

is

is

not growth oriented.

this inadequacy,

Maslow

intrinsic to the first and second force psychology.

the motivational life consists essentially of a de-

fensive removal of irritating tensions, and

if

the

only end product of tension-reduction is a state of
passive waiting for more unwelcome irritations
to arise and in their turn, to be dispelled, then
how does change, or development, or movement
or direction come about? Why do people improve?
Get wiser? What does zest in living mean?^

Third force psychology gre out

of the

concerns of the Freudian and behaviorists.

whose work grew

out of Freudianism,

need

Two

who began

force were Carl Jung and Alfred Adler,

to

answer some

of the

of the earlier psychologists,

the

development

of the third

Adler believed that Freud stressed

the sexual aspects of personality too much.
"style of Life" and "inferiority complex, "

He was one
He

felt that

of the first to consider

man had

a drive for
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superiority,

Jung also considered the aims and aspirations

animal instincts.

of

man

Later Gordon Allport pointed out the weaknesses

over the
of

studying

sick people and averages as do the Freudians and behaviorists
respectively.

suggested that healthy individuals be studied for psychological theory.

based

his

work on the study

He found what

He

Mas low

of not only healthy, but highly successful people.

he called "self-actualized" people and based his psychology on his

observations of them.

(See Figure 1 for a description of the characteristics of

a self-actualized person as seen by Maslow, Rogers and Combs,) The following

are some conclusions based upon the study
1,

We

of self-actualized individuals:

have, each of us, an essential biologically based

inner nature, which

is to

some degree

"natural, "

intrinsic, given and in a certain limited sense, unchangeable, or, at least, unchanging.

2,

Each person's inner nature
and

3,

It is

and
4,

in

is

part unique to himself

part species wide.

possible to study this inner nature scientifically
discover what it is like (not invent - discover).

to

This inner nature, as much as we know of it so far,
seems not to be intrinsically or primarily or
necessarily evil. The basic needs (for life, for
safety and security, for belongingness and affection,
for respect and self-respect, and for self-actualization),
the basic human emotions and the basic human capacities
are on their face either neutral, pre-moral or
positively "good," Destructiveness, sadism, cruelty,
malice, and so on seem, so far, to be not intrinsic
but rather violent reactions against frustrations of our
intrinsic needs, emotions, and capacities.

Anger

is

nor is fear, laziness, or even
Of course, these can and do lead to evil
behavior, but they needn't. This result is not
in itself not evil,

ignorance.

Figure

The Characteristics

1

of Selt-actualiziog

Persons as Seen by Abraham Mas
low,

Carl Rogers and Arthur

Mas low
clear perceptions and
resulting accuracy of

Combs

Rogers
open to experience

reference

judgment and prediction

lives in existential fashion:
self and person emerge

humble and

from experience

of self understanding

trusts in self and organism

non-judgmental, contemplative; but also

Combs
internal irame of

people oriented
internally motivated

dependable
clear perceptions of
experience

decisive; fair
thrives on

maximum

dedicated

feedback

creative, flexible, open,

flexible to changing

spontaneous, courageous,
expressive, natural, self
confident

environment

integrated, congruent

independent

actualization motivated

positive self-per-

ceptions

accurate perceptions
of self and others

open
acceptant
identification with

others
respectful of self

self understanding

independent

deep relationships

psychologically free

acceptance of others

moral

normative values

well informed
confident

independent
creative
actualization motivated

courageous
self disciplined

tolerant

deep friendships
joyous
objective and problem

cente red
theoretical and practical

acceptant

normative values
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intrinsically necessary. Human nature is not nearly
as bad as it has been thought to be. In fact it can be
said that the possibilities of human nature have been

customarily sold short,
5.

Since this inner nature
bad, it is best to bring

is
it

good or neutral rather than
out and to encourage

it

rather than to suppress it. If it is permitted to guide
our life, we grow healthy, fruitful, and happy,
6.

essential core of the person is denied or
suppressed, he gets sick sometimes in obvious ways,
sometimes in subtle ways, sometimes immediately,

If this

sometimes
7.

later,

This inner nature is not strong and overpowering and
unmistakable like the instincts of animals. It is
weak and delicate and subtle and easily overcome by
habit, cultural pressure, and wrong attitudes toward
it,

8.

Even though weak, it rarely disappears in the normal
person - perhaps not even in the sick person. Even
though denied, it persists underground forever
pressing for actualization,

9.

Somehov/, these conclusions must all be articulated
with the necessity of discipline, deprivation,
frustration, pain, and tragedy. To the extent that
these experiences reveal and foster and fulfill our
inner nature, to that extent they are desireable
experiences. It is increasingly clear that these
experiences have something to do with a sense of
achievement and ego strength and therefore with the

sense of healthy self-esteem and self-confidence.
The person who hasn't conquered, withstood and

overcome continues

to feel doubtful that he could.

true not only for external dangers; it holds
also for the ability to control and to delay one's own
impulses, and therefore to be unafraid of them,

This

is

There have been many influences

that helped shape third force psychology

two of them deserve mention here, gestalt and phenomenological psychologies.
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Gestalt psychology, developed in large part by Fredrick
Peris, stresses that
the

organism works as a whole and

that all of the parts, physieal, psyehological,

and intellectual, psychomotor, emotional and so on, do not account for
the entire

human

being, that

therapy

is

is different

the whole

is

greater than the

from analytical because

the different parts rather than analyze them.

balance of the coordination of

psychology

is

much

It

Health

what we are.

way

to the

it is

is

closely associated

of looking at the individual.

The perceptual approach

way

it

in gestalt

Humanistic theory has

Phenomenological or perceptual psychology
gestalt.

Gestalt

defined as ”an appropriate

is

The emphasis

stresses the here and now.

of the gestalt

of its parts.

the purpose is essentially to integrate

on being rather than having and, thus,

with existentialism.

adopted

all of

sum

is

is

closely linked with

based on the belief

that he perceives the world.

Man always

that

man

acts according

acts in his best interests,

thought, based on his perception of what he needs at any given time.

healthy individual has perceptions that are

phenomena than

the unhealthy individual.

more congruent

awareness leads

to

with inner and outer

One important connection between

phenomenology, gestalt, and humanistic theory
In all three

is

the importance on awareness.

greater understanding and self-regulation,

Fredrick Peris says of awareness:
Self regulation versus external regulation.

The anarchy

which is usually feared by the controllers is not anarchy
which is without meaning. On the contrar}^ it means the
organism is left alone to take care of itself, without being

And I believe that this is the
understand; that awareness |3cr se - by and of

meddled with from outside.
real thing to

The

:
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itself -

can be curativep Because with full awareness
you become aware of this organismic self-regulation,
you can let the organism take over without interferring,
without interrupting;

we can

rely on the

wisdom

of the

organism, 15

Now
psychology,

that

we have taken

we can

a look at the different elements of humanistic

look at what the humanists call the fully-functioning man.

Given a growth-producing environment where man can reach

might he become?
of being.

It is

the good life

is

Carl Rogers describes the good

a direction, not a destination.
that

which

is

as a process

,

in

The direction which constitutes

direction,

Rogers

An Increasing Openness

to

Experience

the polar opposite to defensiveness. Thus,
one aspect of this process which I am naming

It is

"the good life" appears to be a

from

movement away

the pole of defensiveness toward the pole

of openness to experience,

2,

Increasingly Existential Living
This is an increasing tendency to live fully

in

each moment. One way of expressing the fluidity
which is present in such existential living is to
say that the self and personality emerge from
experience, rather than experience being trans-

preconceived self-structure.
It means that one becomes a participant in and an
observer of the ongoing process of organismic
experience, rather than being in control of it.
lated or twisted to

3,

fit

An Increasing Trust

In

is

characteristics

lists the

of the good life as follows

1,

what

not a state

selected by the total organism, when there

move

psychological freedom to

life

his potential

His Organism

Another characteristic appears to be an increasing
trust in his organism as a means of arriving at
the most satisfying behavior in each existential
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The person who is
experience would have access
situation.

fully

open to his

to all of the avail-

able data in the situation, on which to base his
behavior; the social demands, his own complex and
possibly conflicting needs, his memories of similar
situations, his perception of the uniqueness of the
situation, etc. The data could be very complex

indeed.

But he could permit his total organism,
his consciousness participating, to consider each
stimulus, need, and demand, its relative intensity,
and importance, and out of this complex weighing
and balancing, discover that course of action which
would come closest to satisfying all his needs in
the situation,

4.

The Process
It

of Functioning

More

appears that the person who

free

moves

in the

psychologically

direction of becom.ing a

fully functioning person.
fully in

is

Fully

and with each and

He

is

more

more

able to live

all of his feelings

and

He makes increasing use of all his
organic equipment to sense, as accurately as
possible, the existential situation within and
without. He makes use of all the information his
reactions.

system can thus supply, using it in awareness, but recognizing that his total organism may
be, and often is, wiser than his awareness. He is
more able to permit his total organism to function
freely in all its complexity in selecting, from the
nervous

multitude of possibilities, that behavior which
this

moment

of

in

time will be most generally and

genuinely satisfying.

He

is

able to put

more

trust

organism in this functioning, not because it
infallible, but because he can be fully open to the
consequences of each of his actions and correct
them if they prove to be less than satisfying.
in his

Maslow sees
described below.

is

the fully functioning person as the self-actualized person

He further adds

that:

Healthy people have sufficiently gratified their
basic needs for safety, belongingness, love, respect,
and self-esteem so that they are motivated primarily

:

:
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by trends

to self— 3,ctu3.1iz3.tion (defined ns ongoing
actualization of potentials, capacities and talents,
as fulfillment of mission, as a fuller knowledge of,

and acceptance

of, the person's own intrinsic nature,
as an unceasing trend toward unity, integration or
synergy within the person).

He

further states that healthy people are defined by the following
clinically

observed characteristics
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Superior perception of reality.
Increased acceptance of self, of others and of nature.
Increased spontaneity.
Increase in problem-centering.
Increased detachment and desire for privacy
Increased autonomy, and resistance to encultration.
Greater freshness of appreciation, and richness
of emotional reactions.
Higher frequency of peak experiences,
Increases indentification with the human species,

Changed

(the clinician

would say, improved) interpersonal

relations,
11.

More democratic character

12.

Greately increases creativity,
Certain changes inftie value system,

13.

structure.

Raths, Harmin and Simon have noted that one aspect of the fully
functioning person

is the

possession of clear values.

They describe

this

as follows

As we look closely, each person at this end (at the
clear values end of a continuum) does seem to be
clear about what the relationship

and the society that he

is

between himself

Each seems

be
dealing with life in a consistant and purposeful way.
We talk to a few and each appears to know what he wants
in life and how to work for it. Although in somewhat
different styles, each person in this cluster seem to
relate to the forces and events and persons around him
is in.

to

with considerable verve, purpose, and pride. It's not
at all as if these persons have "adjusted" to their

person
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environments in any passive sense. In fact, maany of
them have important misgivings about large parts of
their surroundings, but there is a strong intera*st in
dealing with those displeasing elements constr’uctively,
usually by seeking ways to improve things. If we

seek words to describe the persons who live thieir lives
extreme point on the relations hip-to-scu iety
continuum, we think of positive, purposeful, enthusiastic,
at this

proud.

Thus

the fully functioning

becoming more

man

He has certain

fulfilled.

abilities

functioning

man

and has self-respect and self-esteem.

He

to all

men, yet

to use his

and yet he
producing,

describes,

in the fully

awareness
is

in

a state of growin g, a process of

is in

skills 'which are

is

He

confident.

such a way as to benefit himself.

able to use relationships with others in a

general, third force theory.

list of

aware and

ns

He

common
He

they are highly de^ e loped.

Barbara Furhmann has compiled a
in

and

is

manner

is

is

proud
able

self-sufficient

that

is

growth-

characteristics that

Humanistic theorists tend

to

agree

on the following observations concerning the nature of man:
1,

Man

is

a whole system, including psychonrotor,

affective, cognitive, aesthetic, moral, bi: logical

and spiritual domains. The total effect of these
as represented in each human individual is greater
than the sum of its parts. Therefore none of the
contributing systems can be understood ac;art from
the system as a whole,
2,

Man

capable of growing toward self -acrualization
1 earlier in this chapter for a comparison
of the characteristics of self-actualizatioa as seen by
three theorists); growth is both natural ar. d necessary;
and growth is the satisfaction of increasingly higher
levels of psychological needs. Of particu.ar interest
is the extent of agreement among theorists concerning
is

(see Figure

the nature of the self-actualizing, fully-fimctioning person.

)
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3.

Actualization, in fact, growth of any kind, is
possible
only in an atmosphere of freedom, in which
the individual
is free to choose emergent goals and
purposes. Threat
of any kind hinders growth and development.

4.

Knowledge about man
is

(or about anything, for that matter)
inexact and can only be a matter of degree,

Man

5.

has two sets of basic needs, the deprivation needs
which he must satisfy in order to survive in a healthy
state, and the motivation or actualization needs, which
create the drive toward fulfillment (see Figure 2,
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs).

6.

There are, among all men, a commonality of potential
absolute values, which are the ver}' absolutes philosophers have consistently identified throughout the
history of mankind - truth, beauty, justice, and so on.

These normative values are supracultural, but

means

the

may vary both
culturally and individually, although they always
contribute to the survival and continued evolution of
of attainment

and expression

Man's progress toward self-actualization
can be viewed as a process of achieving these absolute
states,
(See Figure 3 for the normative values as seen
by Maslow, Rogers, and Gestalt therapists.
the species,

7.

10,

The ultimate creative capacity of the human organism,
so far as we now can project, may be infinite, Man
presently functions at only a small proportion of his
potential,

8.

The

individual's perception of any phenomenon, internal
or external, rather than any objective measure of that
phenomenon, is the basis for his behavior. Behavior
is

9.

a function of perception.

Self-perceptions are the single most important influence
affecting a person's behavior,

Man

strives to

become

the best that he

is

capable of

becoming; he is always motivated in terms of his
personal perceptions, of himself, the situation, and
the interaction between the two. Each individual acts
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Figure 2

The Deprivation and Growth Needs as Defined
by Mas low

Truth
Goodness
Beauty

Growth needs: (Being

A live ness

values) (Metaneeds) not
hierarchical; all of equal

importance and

all

Individuality

Perfection

inter-

Necessity
Completion

related, although any one
individual may express

Justice

his growth needs through/

only one or a few most
favored values.

Order
Simplicity

Richness
Playfulness

Effortlessness
Self-Sufficiency

Meaningfulnes s
Self-esteem

Esteem

of others

Love and Belongingness
Safety and Security

Physiological
air, water, food, shelter, sex,
sleep

The external environment: Preconditions for need satisfaction:

Freedom, Justice, Orderliness,
Challenge (Stimulation)

Basic needs:' Hierarchical
lower level needs must be
satisfied first.
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Figure 3

The Cross-cultural, Normative Values as Seen by Maslow, Rogers
and Gestalt Therapists

Abraham Maslow: wholeness,

perfection, completion, justice, aliveness,

richness, simplicity, beauty, goodness, uniqueness, effortlessness,
playfulness, truth, self-sufficiency.

Carl Rogers: those objects, experiences and goals which contribute to his

own survival, growth, and development, and
development of others, arrived

at through an

to the survival

and

organismic valuing

process.

Gestalt therapy:

spontaneity, awareness, responsiveness, expressiveness,

enjoyment, ease,

flexibility,

closeness with others, intimacy,

competency, creativity, self-support, immediacy.
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to

maximize

his possibilities, given all the

stances of which he

Man

circum-

aware.

is

11.

responsible for himself, and has the power
to change himself.

12.

Goals and purposes, as they exist pragmatically
and
as they determine the direction of human
behavior,
are not objective. They depend upon the individual’s

is

subjective evaluation of his perceptions.
13.

The natural growth process is effective to the degree
that the individual is open to the experiences
within
and outside himself.

Numerous observers of human behavior, including
Mas low, Rogers, Combs, Peris, Theobald, Leonard,
Illich,

and Huxley, have noted evidence of the above

characteristics.

The crucial question then
fully functioning

man?

modern classroom
1.

is

there an education that leads to the

Clearly, the education of today

the antithesis of this kind of
the

is,

human

being.

Combs

is in

lists ten

many ways producing
characteristics of

that are growth-hindering rather than growth-producing:

Preoccupation with order, categorization, and
classifying

2.

Overvaluing authority, support, evidence, and the
"scientific method" - all the good answers are

someone

else's

4.

Exclusive emphasis upon the historical view,
implying that all the good things have been
discovered already
Cookbook approaches, filling blanks, etc.

5.

Solitary learning, with

3.

its

discouragement of

communication
6.

7.

The elimination

from

classroom-only
what the book says is important, not what I think
Emphasis upon force, threat, or coercion; what
diminishes the self diminishes creativity
of self

the
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8,

9»

10.

The idea
The idea

that

mistakes are sinful

that students are not to be trusted

Lock-step organization,

Silverman sites another

common

situation in the classroom that

is

growth-

hindering, namely, keeping control at any cost.

Avoid emotion-charged topics. Discussing them may
lead to an argument so explosive that fighting can
result. Until a group has achieved enough maturity
to keep itself under control,

it

is

better to risk

boredom than pandemonium.
But how can a group "achieve enough maturity to
keep itself under control" if its members never
have an opportunity to exercise control ? Far from
helping students to develop into mature, selfreliant, self-motivated individuals, schools

seem

to do everything they can to keep youngsters in a
state of chronic, almost infantile, dependency. The

pervasive atmosphere of distrust, together with rules
covering the most minute aspects of existance, teach
students every day that they are not capable of
regulating their own behavior.

Goldhammer
view

looks at another aspect of this

same problem from

the point of

of the student.

In connection to ritualism,

we ordinarily expect

tasks to be defined as rites rather than rationally, for

example, we ask, "How long should this paper be?"
and "Do I have to use footnotes ?" Our means for
expressing love and hostility are grossly inadequate,
as are our means for dealing with expressions of
love and hostility by other people, although we are

more successful

coping with their anger
require considerable
structure in order to operate comfortably but frequently
complain that we are enslaved by other people's
structures (for example, the teacher by the curriculum)
generally

than with their affection.

in

We

and have too little freedom. In this connection, we tend
^
to construe autonomy as license.
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As bad as education seems
all too

many

The irony

to be at

endangering growth,

it is

no wonder that

students are not responsible, self-sufficient and
purposeful people.

of the situation

is

that

many

Silberman points out "the tragedy

students accept this condition as a given,

is that the

great majority of students do not

rebel; they accept the stupifying rules, the lack of privacy,
the authoritarianism,
the abuse of

power

- indeed, virtually

The greater tragedy

things are.

is

every aspect of school
that there is so

wonder as

the process of

to

why these behaviors are produced

becoming fully-functioning,

even recognized as a school priority.

is

What

as the

much carry over

characteristic behaviors into every aspect of the child’s
little

life -

life.

at all.

There

is

way

of these

really

Growth, defined by

not encouraged, promoted, or

is

needed

is a

new model

for en-

couraging growth as part of the learning process.

The humanistic psychologists have come

agreements as

to

help create an environment

in

Although the characteristics are different

in

what conditions are learning-oriented, that

which learning may take place.

some

aspects, they are basically similar.

is,

to certain

Consider the two following

lists,

the first, ten factors that effect learning by Carl Rogers:

Ten Factors That Describe Learning
1.

2.

Human

beings have a natural potentiality for learning.
Significant learning takes place when the subject matter
is perceived by the student as having relevance for
his

3.

own purposes.

Learning which involves a change
in the

perception of oneself -

to be resisted.

is

in

self-organization -

threatening and tends
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4.

Those learning which are threatening

to the self are
easily perceived and assimilated when external
threates are at a minimum.
When threat to the self is low, experience can be

more
5.

perceived
proceed.
6.
7.

8.
10,

9.

in differentiated fashion

and learning can

Much

significant learning is acquired through doing,
Learning is facilitated when the student participates

responsibility in the learning process,
Self-initiated learning which involves the whole
person of the learner-feelings as well as the intellectis the most lasting and pervasive,

Independence, creativity, and self-reliance are all
when self-criticism and self-evaluation are
basic and evaluation by others is of secondary importance,
facilitated

The most
is the

socially useful learning in the modern world
learning of the process of learning, a continuing

openness

to the

experience and incorporation into one-

self of the process of change,

Maslow’s Growth Factors
1.

The healthy spontaneous child, in his spontaneity,
from within out, in response to his own inner being,
reaches out to the environment in wonder and
interest, and expresses whatever skills he has,

2.

To

the extent that he is not crippled by fear, to

the extent that he feels safe enough to dare,
3.

4.

5.

In this process, that

which gives him

the delight -

experience is fortuitously encountered, or is offered
to him by helpers,
He must be safe and self-accepting enough to be able
to choose and prefer these delights, instead of being
frightened by them,
If he can choose these experiences which are validated
by the experience of delight, then he can return to the
experience, repeat it, savor it to the point of repletion,

boredom,
shows the tendency to go on to more
complex, richer experiences and accomplishments in
the same sector (again, if he feels safe enough to dare).
Such experiences not only mean moving on, but have a
satiation or

6.

7.

At this point, he

feedback effect on the

self,

in the feeling of certainty

)
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("This
8.

I

like; that

I

don't for sure "); of capability,

mastery, self-trust, self-esteem.
In this never ending series of choices

of

which

life

may generally be schematized
(or, more broadly, defensiveness)

consists, the choice

as between safety
and growth, and since only that child doesn't need
safety who already has it, we may expect the growth
choice to be made by the safety-need gratified child.
9.

Only he can afford to be bold.
In order to be able to choose in accord with his own
nature and to develop it, the child must be permitted
to retain the subjective experiences of delight and
boredom, as the criteria of the correct choice for

The alternative criterion is making the choice
terms of the wish of another person. The Self is
lost when this happens. Also this constitutes restricting

him.
in

the choice to safety alone, since the child will give up
trust in his own delight - criterion out of fear (of losing
protection, love, etc.).
10.

11.

12.

If

the choice is really a free one, and

if

the child is not

crippled, then we may expect him ordinarily to choose
progression forward.
The evidence indicates that what delights the healthy
child, what tastes good for him, is also, more frequently
than not, "best" for him in terms of far goals as perceivable by the spectator.
In this process the environment (parents, therapists,
teachers) is important in various ways, even though the
ultimate choice must be made by the child:
a. It can gratify his basic needs for safety, belongingness, love, and respect, so that he can feel unthreatened, autonomous, interested and spontaneous
and thus dare to choose the unknown
b. It can help by making the growth choice positively
attractive and less dangerous, and by making the
regressive choice less attractice and more costly,^'^
(See Figure 4.

Maslow says

that these

growth facotrs apply

to children of all

as well as adults for these principles hold true at any age.

ages
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Figure 4

Maslow’s Growth Diagram

Enhance the dangers

Safety

2R

Enhance

4

Minimize the attractions

PERSON \

/

^

the attractions

Growth

Minimize the dangers
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One further important factor stressed by both Rogers and Maslow
and

gro\vi;h is the

in learning

need for trust.

in

learning

Herbert Otto discusses some aspects

of trust

and growing:

Trust

is the central process of growth and the resultant
central value. The inevitable correlates of trust are
openness, integrity, and freedom. Growing people

prize for themselves and for others the processes of
open, honest, spontaneous communication in depth; the
integrity that accompanies congruence of motivations,
feelings, and behavior; and the love that can occur

among people who are
Out of these needs

truly free to live in interdependence.^^

Herbert Otto and John Mann see the

(as stated above)

group as a significant vehicle for learning.

They see two kinds

growth, personal growth and group growth, that lead
individual.

Each kind

of

to

complete growth

growth has four aspects as shown

Figure

in

Figure

1.

2.

is

Group Growth

toward

Trust and love of self and others
Communication in depth with self
and others (awareness and

of the

5.

5

Herbert Otto's Four Primary Aspects or Growth
Personal Growth

of learning or

1.

2.

Full

A

is

30

toward

membership

in

love and trust

functional feedback system per-

mitting consensual decision making

spontaneity)
3.

4.

move-

Integration of a self-determined
goal system into creative action

3.

Integration of and creative

Emergent freedom

4.

ment toward group oriented goals
Spontaneous, participative and

in

creative

emergent structure and function

interdependence

Another model of learning that

is

based on the same foundations as

those shown in Figure 4 is offered by Billy B. Sharp,

This model

is

more

Ill

oriented to the environment of the school.

He has

outlined three basic

components to learning.

The

existential

moment.

The behavior which

is

helpful allows students and teachers to see the
present movement for what it is. All learning
is present-tense in the sense that it is an
activity which is subject to our behavioral control

only now.

Past activities are already determined;
future ones are not now available to be performed,
2.

Responsibility for choice
Another characteristic
of the new educational discipline is the burden or
blessing (depending on how you look at it) of facing
alternatives. The present moment is not a point in
a single channel, one-way rut; it is a jumping-off
.

place for travel in any one of many possible
directions,
Now education presents alternatives
and defines discipline as intelligent and responsible
decision making followed by committed action. The
.

existential

expands
3.

.

moment

is

rich in possibilities.

It

in all directions,

People-emphasis replaces fact-emphasis, A schooling
discipline based on what we know about the present
generally places great emphasis on human being.
We know that people and their desires play a bigger part
in the existantial moment that impersonal facts or
rarified concepts. Behavior which allows us to understand others as well as ourselves is good conduct from
the perspective of a present-tense educational
ejqDerience,

Sharp has organized these three principles around a six phase learning
cycle (see Figure

amount

6).

The learner moves from phase

of risk he is willing to take.

to

phase depending on the

Thus, the learner moves through the cycle

as his needs for safety are met and satisfied and the need for gorwth becomes
strong.
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Figure 6
Six Phases in the Learning Cycle

1.

Rapport: Three features of the activity of establishing
rapport emerge:
(1) Rapport is possible only in the here and now,
(2) Rapport is
reciprocal, involving both contributions to the environment
and the
receiving of benefits from it. (3) Rapport includes the
establishment
of satisfactory relations with other people, especially
with one’s
peers.

2.

Value-Assertion (goal establishment): This type of behavioral change
which we call learning involves changes in our perceptions about what
is

As we have seen

right for us.

fundamental and,
skills or the

in the

long run,

memorization

this type of

more

change

in

values

is

more

influential than other

of information.

hand-eye
Value assertion involves

setting self-goals.

Selection and ownership of his own goals raises the
student’s self-concept in two ways:

3.

1.

He can

2.

The material

is mastering important material.
already connected with its application.^^

feel that he
is

Cognitive understanding of the experience of others: Cognition one
aspect of the learning process, involves utilizing symbols to provide
,

opportunities for comparing

my

experience with that of the person who
discovered or reported a fact or principle. Note that a cognition
demands seeing how two or more things are related.
4.

Personal experience.

5.

External evaluation of personal experience: If we want a corrective
experience to be positive, there are two requirements:
The doer helps establish the objective,
1.
The doer perceives that the corrector can help him.^^
2.

6.

Reflective recycling:

There are four fundamental factors in a learner's
What he wants to learn. Where he wants to

selective environment;

learn

it.

From whom

four factors

is

enough

he wishes to learn.
to provide, for

Control over any of these

most learners, a sense

of

power

and responsibility sufficient to allow the virtuous circle of motivation

management

to begin.
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In this phasing of learning the concept of external
(cognitive) material
is

introduced as well as the benefits of external evaluation (under
certain

conditions).

In designing a learning

classroom these two concerns are

more general

model

of

that is appropriate to the actual

more importance

learning theories discussed previously,

the role of subject matter in learning, claims that

goals of the learner.

matter

is

In other

important for him

subject matter

is

become personally involved

Arthur Combs,

it

he

is

will

going to learn

it,

in

analyzing

that subject

”No matter how well

have no effect upon the student

in the learning

in the

cannot be separate from the

words, the learner must perceive

if

presented,

it

than they were

process.

until

he has

The subject matter has

intrinsic and important connections with the purposes of the learner.

Combs

7.

lists

some questions

to

which the student must find personal answers before

learning can occur

Learning will come about as a consequence

of the students

finding personal answers to such questions as:

3,

What is really important?
What am I trying to do?
What do school and society want

4.

Is

1,

2.

5,
6.

what

I

want worthwhile

of

me?

?

Are the things I am doing fulfilling my purpose?
Are there better, more important purposes that
I

might turn

my

attention to?

38
Whose purposes are most importent here?

What has been described up

to this point is learning in general as

relates to the growing, actualizing process that

psychology.

However, as was introduced

another kind of learning that

is

is

it

the basis of third force

in the ehtory of Billy Shapr, there is

typical of the

classroom and

that is learning about

:
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a specific subject

(in this

Jerome Bruner, who
concerned with

is

case English) which has a cognitive, intellectual
base.

one of the leading proponents of conceptual education

this aspect of learning.

He says

act of learning, over and beyond the pleasure

serve us

in the future.

more

a generalized abstraction that

ful

more
way.

as well.

may

give, is that

it

should

is

Thus not only does
is

beyond the learning
it

it

is

A

of only facts.

includes the using of facts in

should
a concept,

concept

some meaning-

the learner receive information, but processes

then able to learn

of future usefulness is met.

What should be learned

easily.

useful than a fact because

The learner

that "the first object of any

Learning should not only take us somewhere;

allow us later to go further

is

it

how

He continues,

is

to learn and

"it is

it

Bruner's condition

indeed a fact that massive

general transfer can be achieved by appropriate learning, even to the degree that
learning properly under optimum conditions leads one to learn how to learn.

He

defines conceptual learning as follows
In essence,

consists of learning initially not a
skill but a general idea, which can then be used as
a basis for recognizing subsequent problems as
it

special cases of the idea originally mastered.

This type of transfer is at the heart of the educational
process - the continual broadening and deepening
of knowledge in terms of basic and general ideas.

The conceptualists have

in

common

with the third force theorists the idea that

mere

facts or

a meaningful

way and

learning must be personally useful and at a higher level than
skills.

Both believe that learning must benefit

the learner

must perceive

it

in this

fashion.

life in

The difference

is that

that

the conceptual-
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ists

are more interested

in

about the self specifically.
fact,

learning about a subject, a body of
information, than

However, the two are not mutually exclusive.

perhaps the most meaningful and probably most
realistic model

learning can follow

in the

schools as they now exist

There are many models based on
domains.

In fact this

is

In

that

a combination of the two.

the combination of the affective and cognitive

combination makes much sense considering that the third

force theorists do not wish to separate or fragment the tasks
of the learner.

The

gestalt of the learner

means

that the combination of the two

domains

is

greater than their sum.

One interesting model
by George Isaac Brown,

of this

combination

"Confluent education

is

is

the

confluent education developed

term

flowing together of the affective and cognitive elements

for the integration or

in individual

and group

learning sometimes called humanistic or psychological education,

domains cannot really be separate

for effective learning to occur.

The two

Brown adds

that "it should be apparent that there is no intellectual learning without

sort of feeling and there are no feelings without the mind's being
involved, "

The following diagram

is

somehow

an example showing the relationship of

the two domains for the study of Columbus' discovery of America,

classroom experiences have been developed and related

Human Teaching
comes from

the

for

Human

work

of

The learner must learn

Learning,

some

in the

The

actual

Ford-Esalen book.

All of the activities have the goal that

Rogers and Mas low,*

all

learning should lead to growth.

to be free and responsible so that he feels that he has
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Figure

7

Relationship Between Affective and Cognitive Domains
Education

Cognitive

in

Confluent

Affective

(subject content)

(emotional content)

V
straight

abstract

V
abstract

straight

cognitive

cognitive

affective

affective

I

V

V

Columbus

beginning of

visited the

the

New World

age

in

V

what makes
men seek the
unknown

modern

what have I
discovered
about myself

1492
(

History

I

is

1

man’s endeavors

What

i

)

I
EDUCATED HUMAN

What

I

men

is in all

discover about myself makes history

is in

me
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power over

his learning

A

and ultimately over his

life,

we were

striving for in our

to help students

become both more

goal

more responsible

.

We

work was

free and
believed this could

be done by increasing the student's sense
his

own power

behavior.
that

made

of

to take responsibility for his

Further, by providing experiences
available ways to

become

free,

followed by the actual experience of increasing
freedom, we could help the student attain the
personal satisfaction that is unique to feeling
free.

This last point

of considerable

is

between those who desire

to give total

to give students increasing

freedom

to students

of the debate

and those who wish

freedom through more structured experiences

they are able to use complete freedom
issue will be discussed

importance because

more

in the

most productive manner.

until

This

fully later in this chapter,

Simon has proposed a similar model

of learning that he calls third

level learning:

Level one: taking

in facts,

basic skills, and information

Level two: understanding of underlying concepts,
structures and connections

Level three: making personal meanings, value clarifying,
related to self.

Confluent learning involves moving from level one to level two to level three.

Thus the student learns the

facts and the concepts but also learns

they are personally important to him.

He goes one

how and why

step beyond Bruner's concept

formation described to making personal meanings of the concepts.

It is

this
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description of learning that

the foundation of the English methods
course with

is

a focus on values clarification which

is the

topic of this study.

1. learning theory previously
Out of the
described there are certain

common

features upon which the methods course for the most
effective learning

to occur will rest.

They are extracted and compiled
Trust must be established.

in the following list.

The learner must

trust

his abilities and his environment (including those

who are helping him
2,

learn).

The learner must perceive
changing his behavior.
havior;

if

the

the uses and benefits of

Learning

is

a change in be-

need for the change does not come from

the learner, then there
3,

Fear must be minimized.

is

no reason for him to change.

The learner must be aware
options open to

him and be

of the different choices and

able to

make

a growth-choice.

This choice cannot be made for the learner.

must be structured
alternatives, and

to help the

Education

learner see different

to provide the opportunity to

make

choices that are real, meaningful and significant.
4,

The evaluation

is

important

must be primarily

The only secondary evaluation

evaluation.
effective

of learning

that which is perceived

to

him.

The learner,

self-

that is

by the learner as

in other

words, must

)
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own a secondary evaluation
consequence.
ized so that

The end

it is

for

result

it

is

to

that

be of
it is

internal-

a great part of the total self-

evaluation,

5,

Self-evaluation

is

necessary

to help

maintain the

trusting environment and because the goals of

learning are personal, self-established ones, and
only the learner

is

truly capable of analyzing

how

well the goals are being met,
6,

Learning facts and concepts

is

an important but

incomplete goal for the learner.

must

These two levels

not be the final result of education.

meanings, uses, and

Personal

understandings are the ends

for which the first two levels are means,
7,

Learning must be conceived as

free.

Even

in

structured situations where the activities might be
planned, the outcomes must be
effective learning to take place,

left

open for the most

(There are four

kinds of learning situations in this regard, see Figure
8,

The most

effective kinds of learning are closed,

open or closed, or open.
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Figure

8

Paradigm Describing Open and Closed Systems

ENDS

open

closed

ends are determined by
learnero Goals and
results are not predetermined.

open

ends are determined for learner.
Goals are pre-determined.

closed

means are determined
by learner. The process

means are determined for learner.
The process and activities are

and activities are un-

structured.

structured.

learning can be:

means

ends

C
C

o

o
o

o

c
c

MEANS
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8.

Learning must be growth producing, actualizing, and
therefore enjoyable.

This does not mean that

necessarily frivolous or
true joy that

It

is

should provide the

comes from knowing and being more

complete than previous
is not

light.

it

to the learning.

tension reduction nor

is it

True learning

drudgery.

It is

genuinely pleasurable,
9.

Learning

is

process and people oriented rather than

product and subject oriented.

True education helps

10,

one learn a process for successful living and actualizations so that one can learn about any situation.

Product

orientations are too limited and self-defeating to have

any permanent useful

effect,

Learning must include more than
or affective domains.
artificial

The separation

and unnatural.

of these two is

Feelings and thinking must both

be incorporated for a learning
lasting usefulness.

just the cognitive

One or

to

have personal and

the other exclusively is

incomplete.

The theme
clarification used to

of this project is to suggest that the

promote third

for effective learning, and further,

level learning

is

model

of values

meets these ten conditions

congruent with the theories of learning
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derived by the third force psychologists.

That values might be the focus

of

education can be verified through the beliefs of the
third force psychologists,

Maslow claims,
valuelessness.

as does Rollo May, that the ultimate disease
of our time
In

Maslow’s preface

to ’Tlew

Knowledge

in

Human

is

Values, "

he writes:

This volume springs from the belief, first that the
ultimate disease of our time is valuelessness:
second that this state is more crucially dangerous
than ever before in history: and finally, that something can be done about it by man's own rational
efforts, 46

Can education have a part
for this disease

values.

is

of

obvious.

curing this disease?

We

Maslow says

need a validated, useable system

Values that we can believe

in

and devote outselves

to

"The cure

that

of

human

because they are

true rather than because we are exhorted to 'believe and have faith',

implication of this statement

problem.

is

that values cannot be inculcated to solve this

For the individual's value system

actualization he

must discover

The

to help

him grow and reach

his values for hbnself.

Thus the process

values clarification, or having the individual discover his own values,

is

of

more

effective than either teaching values by inclulcation or by example, the two

most

widely used methods of teaching values.

At
valuing,

which

this point

it

might be a good idea

Kluckholm says, "A value

is felt

and/or considered

to

is

to look at

some

definitions of

not just a preference but a preference

be justified - morally or by reasoning or by

aesthetic judgment, usually by two or three of

all of these.

continues, "A
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value

IS

a conception, explicit, or implicit,
distinctive or an individual or

characteristic of a group, or the desirable which
influences the selection from
available modes,

means and ends

of actions „

Machotka defines a value as

an internatlized set of principles derived from past
experience which has been analyzed in terms of its
'morality.
These principles enable the individual,
during a period of choice, to act with dispatch,
predictability, orderliness, an awareness of the
consequences, and an internalized feeling of
'rightness.
To a degree the individual seeks to
enforce the value and 'sees to it that it is observed
'

'

by others.

Another characteristic

of a value is that

it is

freely chosen.

state this by saying that "a value is 'authentic'

it

when behavior

rather than by external coercive sanctions.

simple concept but, by
Shirk says a value

its

"is not

discriminates), and

(3)

is

and Simon

is

it

rejected,

(2)

(1)

what

it is

is

is

short-

preferred, which
(that is,

of values

The interesting

can easily be

thing about the Raths et al definition

stated in terms of a process, that

more closely compatible

it

and acting offered by Raths, Harmin

tangible fact, but rather as a process or means.

a process,

than one factor.

one who prefers and rejects

of choosing, prizing,

is

more

not a

is

the context within which this activity takes place.

appropriate.

of values is that

sanctioned by

expressible as a simple, sisolated noun but

Out of these definitions and characteristics

seen that the model

is

Finally a value

nature, a complex entwining of

hand for a three-sided relation which includes,
involves as well, what

Jacob and Flink

is

not as an end or a

Because valuing

is

viewed as

with the process of actualizing as
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described by the third force theorists.

Thus the process

as an approach toward fulfillment and
actualization.

of valuing

can be seen

Raths, Harmin and Simon

have further defined the processes of choosing,
prizing and actinv

as

follows:

Choosing

A
A
A

1.

value

is

value

is

freely chosen,

chosen from alternatives,
value is chosen after careful thought
consequences of each alternative.

2.
3.

of the

Prizing

A

value

cherished, being happy with the choice.
A value is prized enough to be publicly affirmed.
One is proud enough of a value to make it public
and not desire to hide it.

1.

2.

is

Acting

A
A

1,

2.

If

value

is

value

is

acted upon, not just talked about,
acted upon repeatedly. It is a pattern of life,^^

a person does not use

a value, then

it is

all of

these processes for what they believe

called a value indicator

rather than a value.

is

Value indicators

are goals or purposes, aspirations, attitudes, interests, feelings, beliefs or
convictions, activities, worries, problems or obstacles.
clarification

is

worth living by.

of values

looking at values and value indicators and determining which are

By setting

a value by choosing
is that the

The process

it,

priorities the individual can

prizing

it,

or acting upon

more important worthy choices begin

it.

make

a value indicator

In reality,

to take

what happens

more time

and, thus.
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have more of an influence on the person's
up less time and energy and begin
life.

This process

is

very similar

growth hmdering choices

As

to

that

The less important things take

life.

have less of an influence on the
person’s

to the health

and growth choices versus the

were described earlier by Maslow and Rogers.

the healthy individual learns to

make more

effective choices he will

amost

automatically choose the growth-choice.

Using the model

of values clarification in education

with subject matter and taught

in third level

can be combined

learning or confluent education.

Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia have put together three
taxonomies of educational
objectives, the cognitive domain, the affective domain, and
the psychomotor

domain.

The valuing process

taxonomy

of the affective domain.

individual

moves up

Thus

it

the

of Raths,

As

Harmin and Simon

all

very similar

taxonomy (see Figure

cognitive domain.

In

in the affective

9).

domain.

It

can also be used

order to make value decisions concepts and

learned as the basis for decision-making.

A classroom

to the

seven of the processes are used the

can be seen that the valuing process can be incorporated

educational objectives

be separated.

is

In reality the

activity can involve both

design be a confluent or third level activity.

in the

facts

must be

two domains need not

domains and by

(There are

into

its

many examples

very
of these

kinds of activities designed for the English methods course in the appendix.)

One aspect
Earlier

it

of the nature of these activities

was mentioned

must be discussed further.

that there is debate about the nature of structured learning
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Figure 9

A
1.

0

1. 1

Condensed Version

of a

Keceiving. The
learner

Condensed Version

of the

Taxonomy54

^ --Uized^to the existence of certain phenomena

Awareness: The learner

will be conscious o°
somelwna '“he“E’ k’’*'”'
a situation, phenomenon,
object, or stage of
affairs

“

1.2

1.3

c«i:o^:rorsri:ct:

aZ::!

\Tr

betwee: r^te:::r:umuii!
2.0 Responding: This level
is concerned with

^
«-

responses that go beyond merelv

sufficiently motivated to
actively

““-"““‘“ent

in“o"v;d

2.1 Acquiescence

to the

phenomena

responding: The student makes
the response without fully
accepting it yet, compliance

2.2
2.3

Willingness

to

in

respond: The

key to this level is in the term
"willingM with
the implication of capacity
for voluntary action
Satisfaction in response: Not only
does the learner want to respond
but
responding is accompanied by
satisfaction, zest, pleasure

enjoyment,
Behavior eategoriezed at this level is
sufficiently consistant and
Stable to have taken on the
characteristics of
’

3.0

Valuing:

a belief or

attitude
Acceptance of a value: Ascribing worth
to a phenomena, behavior,
etc
3.2 Preference for a value: Not
Just accepting at the
3, 1

point of willing to be
but pursuing it, seeking it, wanting
it
Committment: Belief at high cartalnty, conviction
and certainty beyond a
Shadow of a doubt. Loyalty.
Identified by

3. 3

it,

4.0 Organization: As the learner
successfully internalizes values, he encounters
situations for which more than one value
is relevant.
Thus
organization into system, determination of
interrelationships and
establishment of dominant and pervasive ones
are necessary,
4.1
onceptualization of a value: The quality of
abstraction is added to value in
level 3, 0,

4.2 Organization of a value system: The learner
brings together a complex of
values into an ordered relationship with one
another.
5. 0 Characterization by a value or value
complex: At this level the internalized
values have a place in the individual's hierarchy,
organized into
an internally consistant system, and the individual
has adapted

5.1

his behavior in relation to them.
Generalized set: Gives internal consistency to the

system of values. Selective
very high level, A task orientation which enables
the individual to reduce and order the complex world
about him
and act consistantly and effectively in it.
responding

5.2

Characterization:

A

at a

value system of the highest level.
view of life and the universe.

It

concerns one's
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versus unstructured learning.

The values clarification model

designed to

is

begin primarily as a structured means to an open end (see
Figure

however, only
own.

until the student is able to

The classroom,

then,

matter that involves him
and priority making

is

in the

use the processes

where the student comes

researcher's belief that
In the next

it

successfully on his

into contact with subject

The eventual goal

subject area.

processes become internalized so that the system
is

is

processes of valuing and making value decisions

in relation to the

not this transfer takes place

This

8).

undetermined

is

open for

at this time, but

life.

it

is

is

that the

Whether or
this

does occur.

chapter will be shown how the processes of valuing can be

incorporated into a secondary English methods course to promote the

skills of

decision-making, choosing, and priority making that comes from the values
clarification process.

The students

in this

course will be moving

in

a growth-

producing fashion as defined by third force theory as well as considering the
issues that they must face as English teachers.
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CHAPTER nVE
COURSE DESIGN
This chapter will examine
discussion

in this

out of a

English methods course under

dissertation.

A systems
grew

in detail the

approach was used

in the

design of the course.

The system

model developed by Ralph Tyler,
Figure 10
Tyler's Model of Formulating Objectives

INPUT
Philosophical Considerations

SOURCE OF INFORMATION
Psychological Considerations

i
Subject Considerstions

i
General Objectives (Goals)

Operational
^

Objectives

Learning
^ Experiences

Evaluation of

experiences

meeting
objectives
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This model

meet

is

used

to find specific behavioral objectives
and the activities that

the objectives with an evaluation to see
that they are met.

description

it

will

be shown how each of the steps

in the

design the course and how the rest of this dissertation

The objectives
ical considerations.

first

come from

model has been used

fits into

the school, the society, or

psychologically feasable.

Chapter Four.

fully-functioning
in

the model.

The philosophical considerations are those thoughts, ideas

For

this

course both

the actualized

come

will be used.

that the learning or objectives are

The philosophy derives from

man and

This can

whoever decides which philosophy

The psychological considerations make sure

in

to

a screen of philosophical and psycholog-

and reasonings that abstractly and philosphically make sense.

from

In the following

man.

of these

screens were examined

the third force description of the

The psychology was also developed

Chapter Four through the descriptions of learning theory, valuing, and values

clarification.

Secondly, the subject considerations are used to make sure the objectives
include the material

(in

the broad sense, including issues, problems, readings,

contents, and focuses, and so, not just specific information).

dissertation there are two subject areas.

and the considerations for

second subject
are discussed

is

in

The

first is

secondary English methods

this subject are described in Chapter

secondary English, and the considerations for
Chapter Three.

In this

Two.

The

this subject

,
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Thirdly, general goals for the course
are developed.

The general

goals for this course are as follows:

A.

The students

will be able to clarify their values
in

relation to important issues for teachers,
especially

new teachers.
B.

The students
to help

will learn the processes of values
clarification

them with decisions

a richer fuller

more
C.

life in

in their

own

life,

and to

general, so that they might

live

become

fully functioning.

The students

will see

how English with

its

language, communication, and especially
living,

concerns for
its

focus on

can be an appropriate subject for values

clarification.

Hopefully the students will see that the

two are so interrelated that they naturally flow together.
D.

The students

will understand the concepts of affective

and confluent education,
E.

The students

will be able to use values clarification to

teach English confluently, or in other words,

at the

third level.

F.

The students

will be able to design their

own

activities

to teach English at the third level.

G.

The ultimate goal
will be

aware

of the course is that the students

of the relationship of their values and
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their

life;

and be able to help their students do the same.

lives,

They

and thus become more able to live better

will

become both better teachers and human

beings as a result of the course.
Fourthly, the specific or behavioral objectives were developed
out of
the above general goals.

mentioning.

Two

important points about the objectives deserve

First, the list of issues that the course deals with

come from

a

Questionnaire (informal) given to twenty, first or second year English teachers
in the

Western Massachusetts area

this list is far

issues.

is

from inclusive,

Since the process

is

in 1970-1971,

the list does touch on

more important

hoped that the students will be able

that

comes

on the

list

Although

realized that

some very important

at this point than the contept,

to deal with

up, not just those on the list.

it is

it

almost any problem or issue

The second point

are stated in behavioral terms; however

it

is

that the objectives

must be pointed

out that,

unlike the goals, the objectives are in terms of behaviors that the students will
exhibit during the duration of the course.
at for evaluation

purposes to see

hand are for a time
least,

in the future,

away from the influence of

if

Thus these behaviors can be looked

they have been met.

The goals on the other

after the students are out teaching or, at the

the course.

The objectives are called

present treatment" and the goals are called "past treatment,

weaknesses

"

One

"in

of the

of this study is that the past treatment goals cannot be verified.
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(These goals might be verieied
objectives can be evaluated.
then,

most

It

in a further study,

be assumed that

will

likely, the goals will be

met

were developed as possible predictors

The following
1. 0

is

a

The present treatment

)

to

if

the objectives are

some degree,

met

since the objectives

of the future goals.

course objectives;

list of the

The students

will be aware that the following (1, 01-1,
09) are value
rich areas in teaching for them. Being aware is defined as being
able to state what is the conflict and confusion in values for them
in teaching, A value rich area is defined as a topic that is full
of

conflict and confusion,

i, e,
there are many possible beliefs and
behaviors from which to choose, but because of unclear values,
the choices are indistinguishable or extremely difficult to make,
,

1.01
1.02

Teacher/pupil relationships,

1.03
1, 04

Enforcement of classroom rules,
What do I look like, to myself, in the role
What do I look like, to others, in the role

1,

05

1.

06

1.

07

1,

08

Pupil/pupil relationships,

of teacher,
of teacher,

Grading.
Testing,
School rules,

1,09

Relating to non-students, administrators, parents,
in the school,

1, 1

The students
These areas

will find their
will be of

own value rich areas

importance

to the students

(at

staff, faculty,

least one).

and not previously

listed,

1,

2

The students

will state what teaching English

means

to

them by

verbalizing their definition of the following categories of English
(1,21-1,25), The definitions will be in terms of process, content,
activities, and

1.21

Composition,

1.

22

Literature,

1.

23
24

Grammar.

1.

1.25

outcomes,

Creative writing,
Oral expression.
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1.3

1.4

The students

will be exposed to and offer alternative
resolutions
to the positions stated in 1.0-1, 1 and definitions
in 1,2,

The students

will

choose some

test for possible adoption.

of the alternative resolutions to
This will preferably be done in the

classroom, but for those students who are not student teaching,
it will suffice to consider the consequences
and vicariously see
the results through the experiences of others.

1.5

The students

will operationalize the above trial resolutions.

1.6

The students

will,

1.7

The students

will, accept, reject or

if

possible, exhibit the above behaviors.

or through the exposure

to the

modify on the basis of the
experiences of others, the trial

test,

resolutions.

2.0

The students

will understand the theory of values clarification as

defined by:

2.01

The students

will

be able to state the seven processes
Harmin and Simon.

in valuing

as defined by Raths,

2.02

The students
in the

will be able to use the seven processes in valuing
discovery and clarification of their own values as demonstrated

by:

1.

2,

2.03

Stating a time in their life when they used or experienced
each process.
Analyze at least ten of their value indicators in relation
to the seven processes.

The students

will use 2,01-2,02 in helping others (their students)

clarify values.

3.0

The students

will understand the values clarification process in

relation to teaching English as defined by:

3.01

The students

will be able to state the three levels of learning; fact,

concept, and values.

3.02

The students

will

be able

to give

examples

of

each from English,
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3.

04

The students

will teach the lessons stated in
3, 03.

3.

05

The students

will evaluate the effectiveness of the
lessons in 3. 03,

The students

4.0

will develop five lessons, one being totally
original
for teaching English at the third level.

4. 1

The students

will teach the lessons described in 4,0,

4.2

The students

will evaluate the lessons taught in 4.
1,

Fifthly, in the

model

the learning experiences of the course include

the values clarification activities (see appendix for full
description of each
activity used in the course), the group process activities,
and the readings.

learning experiences were developed to meet the objectives stated
above.

The

Some

issues concerning the learning activities will be further discussed below.
Sixth, the evaluation of the objectives is to see

were met.

The information from

how well

the objectives

this evaluation will help in further

course

planning, including use as decision making data in considering what to accept,

modify, or reject.

has more aspects to

course will help

The design
it

in the

of the evaluation is in

Chapter

Six.

The design

than do the objectives for other questions about the

decision making process,

(For example, how useful the

students found the course, how enjoyable they found the course, and what

recommendations they have about future designs
questions that might occur,

Chapter

Six,

)

The results

of the

course are just some

of the evaluation will also be given in
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Finally, the results of the evaluation
will be fed back to the
beginning
of the course design as

symbolized

Figure

in

This means that the course will

1.

be redesigned on the basis of the evaluation
information.

This

the content

is

of Chapter Seven.

An important aspect

Tyler model that bears mentioning
better

word

to

course

of the

is

describe his function

impose
values.

For the

is

facilitator to be a

Carl Rogers term,

This will not be done

if

model

too, has values

is all

of a value clarifyer, he

In

order

and beliefs.

If

become aware

to create an

(see Figure 4,

must be as non-judgmental as possible.

non-judgmental, that does not

mean

be used.

is.

It

.

.

an example

However, there

and even though

might also help

if

must not
of their

its

Chapter Four) the
facilitator

that he is opinionless; the facilitator,

is

going to be truly indicating that

is

it

is the facilitator’s

it

role

a difference between exposing or making

public one’s values and imposing them on others.

opinion

The

enviromnent that

Because the

right to expose values and value indicators, then

to share his as well.

’’facilitator, ”

A

the students are worried about the facilitators

maximizes trust and minimizes danger,
facilitator

for in the

must be non-judgmental, open and

his values on the class, but help the students

evaluation of their stands and beliefs.

is

was not accounted

the role of the leader, or teacher,

first point about the facilitator is that he

accepting.

that

different

Statements such as,

from yours,

”My

that’s all right” will

the facilitator gives his stand last so that others

will not be influenced (either positively or negatively) by

it.
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Another point

be discussed here

to

is that,

because the course

is

structured, the facilitator has a strong leadership
role.

This seems appropriate

and acceptable for the beginning

its

it

also

seems appropriate

of the course

that the facilitator give

for course progress to the students.

need any facilitator

because of

The

more and more

large goal for a semester because most of the

After

all,

much

responsibility

st

However,

this is a rather

udents will not have had past

opportunity in their education for this type of responsibility.

should give them as

However,

ideal would be for the students to not

by the course’s completion.

at all

design.

The

facilitator

responsibility as the students are willing to take.

the purpose of values clarification is to

make

the students responsible

for their actions; the course should be an actual laboratory for them to practice
this purpose.

It

must be remembered

of teacher than that with

He

is

that the facilitator is a

model

which most of the students have come

modeling the kind of behaviors that he hopes the students

themselves.

The importance

of his

of a different kind

into contact.

will adopt for

example cannot be underestimated.

effective in his role then the students are

more

If

he

is

likely to adopt that role in their

teaching or facilitating.

The

facilitator

must be careful about another aspect

Because of the structure

him

of the course activities

to consider his activities in the

plans.

He might

rigidly stick to

same way

them because

it

of the course.

might become very easy for

a teacher might consider lesson
of his

investment

in their

con-

:
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elusion,
that

Daniel Malamud, in writing about a structured
workshop experience

was similar

to the

course

in

many ways,

says:

goes without saying that a workshop leader cannot
conceive of himself as a teacher who pursues a
standard syllabus of experiments in a fixed order.
He needs to think of his syllabus more in terms of
a repertoire from which he will make selections
coordinate with his perception of the group's status
at any given point,
The leader should come to
each session prepared with several experiments
It

.

.

(learning activities) and introduce each experiment
with an experimental attitude. He is not wedded to

an experiment. He does not bull his way through the
procedure regardless of the resistances which arise,
In the

to

same way

the facilitator of the course cannot have a set plan on a

week or semester basis.

order or selection
it

^

is

The

week

activities themselves are structured but the

open to the needs and circumstances of the students.

As

has been stated before, by the end of the course the students become more

and more involved
ful to

them.

in this task of selecting the activities that are

These

most meaning-

activities could include prior discussion and descriptions

of various learning experiences, including their nature and purpose.

There was a general pattern

of activities that

they were not organized into a fixed order.

can be outlined, but

In general the pattern

was as

follows

1.

Trust building activities.

These

activities helped the

students get to know each other better and the facilitator,

and build trust within the micro-community,
2.

Activities dealing with the nine issues.

These

activities
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were designed

to clarify the issues and
to

show how

the process of clarification functions.
3.

Designing the same activities for teaching
English.

The students adapted these same

activities to teach

different aspects of English.
4.

Activities dealing with the definition of
English and

English teaching.
5.

Designing new activities for teaching English.

Using

the above activities as examples the students
created

their

6.

own

activities.

General activities

in

values clarification.

the course the area opened up to

At

end of

the

some general concerns

of the student population.

From

the above description

were almost always doing something.
mental, and activity oriented.

members

of his

maximum.

workshop.

it

can be seen that the students

The course was designed

Malamud mentions

in the

to be

to

^ something.

experi-

this goal as one for the

"The member's personal involvement was

Each member had

course

He had

to

make

at a

a committment,

Like the workshop experiments, the methods course activities were designed

so that each

member

cluded, although

could participate

at all

some discussions approached

times were few and far between.

times.

Lectures were not in-

lecture at times.

However, these
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One further aspect
dissertation

is in

of the course might be
discussed.

many ways

the history of the course

a case study,

some background

seems appropriate.

Because

this

information about

The course was taught three

consecutive semesters, each semester
evolving from the previous semester.

The

first

semester

course was mostly oriented toward
English teaching

There were

specifically.

how

the

activities, but

to teach various aspects of English.

was touched.

more emphasis
Very

on discussions about

little of the

affective

domain

After the completion of that semester, the
purposes and goals

were re-evaluated, and a more confluent approach was
decided upon.

The

second semester was almost exclusively an affective
approach with very
concern about how
this

to teach the various aspects of English,

semester indicated

that

more

of the connections

English teaching be made more explicit.

It

dissertation,

The third semester,

was assumed

was clearly a confluent

were entwined

into one,

explicit.

of

that the students

to an

the one that is

made these connections more

The evaluation

between the activities and

could transfer the nature and purposes of the activities
this did not happen.

little

English class, but

documented

The model

in this

of the

course

one, in the sense that the affective and cognitive domains

rather than

some

of one and

some

of the other.

The

actual design of the course is reported in this chapter and the results of the

course are

in the following

In the third

chapter.

semester

the student population

was twenty-eight students.

Half of the students were student teaching with the other half planning on

it

at a

M
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later date.

The results were

The course met once

a

week

different for each population and
are so reported.

for

two and a half hours per week.

Because

of

vacations and other scheduling problems, only
eleven sessions are documented
in this report.

total class

There were three other sessions with less than
a third

of the

and these sessions are not a part of the report.

The student evaluation was a

pass/fail system.

There were only two

criteria for passing the course, attendance, and the
completion of a final project.

Attendance was important because of the nature of the learning
activities.

They involved a great deal
done

more

at

home.

of interaction with other students and could not
be

No minimum attendance was determined,

but no student missed

than two sessions and so attendance was not considered a factor.

final project

was

five lessons that

were third

component and a cognitive one

affective
original.

The

level teaching, including an

in English,

At least one lesson had to be

All students completed this assignment and everyone passed the

course.

In the following chapter is the design of the evaluation of the course.

Chapter Five Footnotes

1,

Malamud, Daniel, and Soloman Machover, Toward Self-Understanding
(Springfield,

2,

Ibid,

,

p,

147,

III.

:

,

Charles T. Thomas Press, 1965), pp. 203-204,

CHAPTER

SIX

EVALUATION DESIGN AND RESULTS
The purpose

of this chapter is to discuss the evaluation of
the course

which provides information

that will help in the decision

making process

determining what should be adopted, modified or rejectedo

were designed with

purpose

this

in

mind and

of

The instruments

tried to answer the following

questions,

1.

How

useful did the students perceive the course?

2.

How

enjoyable did the students perceive the course?

3.

How much

of

an effect did this course have

clarifying the nine issues
dealt

4.

in

in

teaching that the course

with ?

How many more

alternatives for teaching English did

the students discover?

5.

How much
how

6.

of an effect did the course have in determining

the students might teach English ?

How would

the students evaluate the course on the

following variables ?
a.

The course

in

general
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b.

The instruction

c.

The methods used

d.

The materials used

e.

How

f.

The readings

How

7.

of the course,

in the

well the course
in the

course,

in the

met

course,

their needs,

course,

useful will the activities of the course be in the

students own teaching?
10,
8.

What changes might

9.

How much

the students suggest for the

course?

of an influence do the students believe the

course will have on their teaching?

What features did
worst

of the

the students feel

course

were

the best and

?

These questions were chosen because they seemed

to provide information on

how

well the objectives were met as well as gave indications of what aspects of the

course might be improved.

more

effective

way

to

meet

The improvement could be interpreted
the objectives or formulation of

as either a

more appropriate

objectives.

An analysis
examined

to

see

thus one's being

if

of the objectives indicates that not all of

they are met.

met

Some

of

them must be

them are dependent upon other

indicates that the other

is also.

objectives,

Other objectives offer

little

help in the decision making process because at this time they cannot be measured.

Therefore key objectives and goals will be analyzed and

this analysis will

be the
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basis for further assumptions about
related objectives and goals.

each objective

in

depth, separately and completely,

study and should be taken up

at

some

is

The study of

beyond the scope of

future date in a separate analysis.

sufficient information is generated by
the evaluation instruments to

reasonable inferences and

this

However

make

decisions.

Useful and enjoyable

The

To

first goal to be

considered

is that

the course be useful and enjoyable.

evaluate this each week the students individually
wrote an I-think, I-feel card

at the

end of each session.

one side and a feeling about
thought or

felt

The card contained a thought about
it

on the other.

Anything at

about the session was allowed.

the session on

all that the

student

The cards were dated and signed.

At the conclusion of the course the cards were broken down
by sessions.

Three

independent laters judged each card on the following scale, 1-very
high, 2-fairly
high, 3-fairly low, 4-very low, on the two variables, how the
student

enjoy the session and how useful the session seemed to be.

or

more

was

raters agreed upon were used.

not used.

opinion.

If

course was figured (see Table

As can be seen

Only cards that two

if

there was one disagreeing

out for the two variables and the total

4),

in the table,

very positive on these two variables.

to

no one agreed upon a rating the card

The majority number was used

Each week was then averaged

seemed

the results indicate that the course

The mean

was

of possible scores is 2,50;

not one rating was over the mean, and only one as high.

Table

5 gives the
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Table 4

Weekly Measurement of Students Perception
Use and Enjoyment

of

Two

Variables*

Week

Use

Enjoyment

One

1,68

1.37

Two

1.

82

2.28

Three

1.

80

2.05

Four

1.22

1.58

Five

1,44

1.58

Six

1,00

1.57

Seven

1.58

1,58

Eight

2.04

2.50

Nine

1,47

2,25

Ten

1,44

1,56

Eleven

1.43

1.64

1.60

1.84

Mean

Rankings of weekly I-think, I-feel cards, as interpreted by three independent
raters using the following scale:

1-very high, 2-fairly high, 3-fairly low, 4-very low

Table 5
List of Activities

On A Week

to

Week Basis

Week One

Brainstorming
Uniqueness

Week Two

Twenty things you
I

love to do

learned statements

Fallout Shelter

Week Three

Value sheet
Values grid
Public interview
Interview chain

Week Four

Value sheet
Forced choice
Continuums

Week Five

Opposite quads

Continuums
Rogerian listening

Week

Six

Week Seven

Creative behaviors

Value sheet

Are you someone who,

.

.

?

Picture of ideal teacher

Week

Eight

Tribunal discussion
English on trial

Week N ine

Teaching novel and literature

Week Ten

Auction game
Poetry reading

Week Eleven

Twenty
Flower

things you did in English
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activities on a

week

to

week basis so

that one can see

which activities earned

which score on the two variables, usefulness and enjoymento

answers questions one and two

This instrument

at the beginning of the chapter.

Clarifying the Nine Issues

A

second device used was a semantic differential

that the students filled

out at the beginning of the semester in which they stated how clear they were on

each of the nine issues with which the course dealt (see Figure
differential

was administered

random sampling

it

was checked for

of twenty teachers twice, two

to include teachers

reliability

by giving

weeks apart.

because of the nature of the issues.

Before the

10).

in to

a

The sample had

The two scores were

correlated using the Pearson product -moment correlation coefficient.

The

results of the reliability test are in Table 6 which indicates the measurement

is

adequately reliable as the correlations were significantly high.

On

the differential the students

marked how clearly they understood

each issue before treatment and after treatment.
their understanding

was unclear

state an area of concern that

new teachers.

if

this

was

was confusing

They were asked

the case.

to

to state

why

They were also asked

to

them specifically as prospective

The pre-treatment scores were compared

to the

post-treatment

scores using the formula for finding significance of the differences between two

means

for correlated samples.

were recorded separately

to

see

The pre-student teachers and
if

there was any difference

student teachers

in the

change of
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Figure 11

Pre- and Post-Test Instrument

Name:
Date:

Consider the issues

in

teaching stated below.

honestly how clear you are on each issue.
conflicts or confusions about

related to the issue.

how you

Try

determine accurately and

to

Begin clear means that you have no

think, feel, believe, and act in situations

Show how clear you think you are

at this

time by marking

an appropriate place on the continuum following the
description of the issue.

The

first step in

considering how clear you are

situation or two that are specific and related to the issue.

might do

in the situation

sure what you might do

under both real and ideal conditions.

in

either case, or

if

there

1.

The Relationship Between Teacher and

1

1

!

Extreme

Conflict

Moder-

conflict

and con-

ately

and confusion
Issue 2.

I

Extreme
conflict &
confusion

fusion

1

you are not

that issue.

Pupil.

%

t

Moderately

Clear

clear

f

Very
clear

confusing

f

1

Conflict

Moder-

&

If

a difference between real

is

The Relationship Between Student and Student

confusion

imaginary

Think of what you

and ideal solutions; then you have a conflict or confusion for

Issue

am

think of

is to

ately

confusing

t

in the

Classroom.

t

Moderately
clear

(

Clear

Very
clear
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Figure 11 (continued)
Issue

Enforcement

3.

1.

of

(

Extreme
conflict &

Issue 4.

confusion

Moder-

t

Moderately

ately

clear

Teacher

of

I

Very
clear

consider Myself to be.

t

J

conflict

&

Conflict

&

confusion

confusion
Issue

—

•r

Moder-

Moderately

ately

clear

of

Teacher Others Consider Me

*

?

.

Conflict

&

confusion

confusion

ately

Very
clear

confusing

Conflict

&

confusion

confusion

confusion

Clear

clear

*

Extreme
conflict &

»

Moderately

•

Extreme
conflict &

<

to be,

•

Moder-

Very
clear

Grading

6,

7,

Clear

confus ing

What Kind

5,

Extreme
conflict &

Issue

Clear

confusing

What Kind

ii-xtreme

Issue

‘

i

&

Conflict

confusion

i

Classroom Rules,

Moder-

.

Moderately

ately

Clear

clear

Very
clear

confusing

Testing

4

*

Conflict

&

confusion

Moderately

confusing

t

f

Moderately
clear

Clear

Very
clear

Figure 11 (continued)

Issue

Enforcement

8,

Extreme
conflict &

of School Rules.

^oniiic

confusion

confusion

Issue

confusing
o

How do

9.

f

Relate to Those People In the
School Other Than Teachers.

I

,

Extreme
conflict &

Conflict

&

Moder-

Moderately

ately

clear

confusion

confusion

On
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Clear

Very
clear

confusing

the continuum below follow the

same procedure by

first thinking of an Issue

that is full of conflict and confusion
for you that is not mentioned in
the nine

issues above.
of teaching,

The Issue must be about teaching, although

however abstract.

enough! detail so that

^

—

conflict

&

confusion

Conflict

&

confusion

can be any aspect

Above the continuum describe

the issue in

clearly defined.

f

*

ExtrGiTiG

Now

it is

it

IModop^"

ately

*

t

IVIodGFntGly

r

Clear

clear

clear

confusing

look at the areas above and for each area that you
are not clear

Very

(at least

above the "clear” category) complete the following: Having conflict
and/or
confusion means having either no ideas, beliefs, feelings or actions,
or having

Figure 11 (continued)

two or more that are

in conflict

with each other.

clear state whether you have no idea or two
or
thoughts, beliefs and actions.

If

conflict is, by stating the elements of

grading, the elements might be:
I

must give a grade because

it's

I

know how

more

some way

to

measure

then indicate what the

the rule of the school,

their progress, etc.

if

to judge

time helping students rather than computing grades,

that is not

ideas of your feelings,

For example,

it.

don’t

For each issues

more

there are two or
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I

I

the conflict

is in

work accurately,

would rather spend

think the students need

Complete sentences are not

necessary,
(Use the back to complete this work.

For the next section use another page or the backs

Please state for you what

is

of these pages.

the process of teaching composition.

State for you what is the process of teaching literature.

State for you what is the process of teaching

grammar.

State for

you what

is

the process of teaching creativity.

State for

you what

is

the process of teaching oral expression.

State what

outcomes you hope

to

accomplish by teaching composition.

State what

outcomes you hope

to

accomplish by teaching literature.

State what

outcomes you hope

to

accomplish by teaching grammar.

State what

outcomes you hope

to

accomplish by teaching creativity.

State what

outcomes you hope

to

accomplish by teaching oral expression.

Figure 11 (continued)

State

some

activities you will use to teach
composition.

State

some

activities you will use to teach
literature.

State

some

activities

State

some

activities you will use to teach
creativity.

State

some

activities

you will use

to teach

grammar.

you will use to teach oral expression

State what content you will use to
teach composition.

State what content you will use to teach
literature.
State what content you will use to teach

grammar.

State what content you will use to teach
creativity.
State what content you will use to teach
oral expression.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Table 6
Reliability Correlation of

Each Issue

Issue
Reliability

Correlation

Relationship between teacher and pupil

Relationship beWceen student and student

Enforcement

What kind

What kind

of

.79
in the

classroom

.78

classroom rules

of teacher

I

.

84

.

87

.

89

.

86

.

89

.

88

consider myself to be

of teacher others consider

me

to

be

Grading
Testing

Enforcement of school rules

How

do

I

relate to those people in the school other

than teachers

.90

The correlation is between a ranking of the issues two weeks apart by a
random
population of twenty teachers.
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these two populations.
significance to see
7

if

The

results

the change

were then compared

was greater than

at the 5

%

level of

that due to chance (see Table

).

This data answers question three
data also gives

some

were met. Further

it

indication that objectives

this

1,

beginning of this chapter.

The

0-1. 1 (see Chapter Three)

might be assumed that the students have learned a process

for clarifying value-rich areas

reason for

at the

assurp tion

is

if

they scored high on this instrument.

The

that the students state verbally that they are

more

clear on the issues by moving closer to the clarity pole following a treatment of
I

activities in values clarification dealing with those issues.

might be made

that the students

became more clear on these issues as

at least in part, of the activities.

that

if

Thus one assumption
a result,

Thus a further assumption might be made

^

students use this process for clarifying these issues, then they know how

to use the process for clarifying other issues, however, this assumption has not

been empirically proven

at this time.

Accepting these assumptions to be correct

indicates that significantly high scores on clarifying these issues also indicates
that objectives 1,3-1, 7 (see Chapter Three)

processes stated
the sessions.

in the

weremet.

This

is

true because the

objectives were part of the activities that were done

(See appendix for descriptions of course activities,

)

in

The combina-

tion of experiencing the processes and achieving good results on the differential

indicate that these objectives

were more than

likely met.
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Table

7

Differences Between Pre- and Post-Test Scores on
Nine Issues for Student
Teachers and Non-Student Teachers

Issue

Intern Score

Non-Intern Score

One

2.

91^

3.

87*

Two

2.45^

5,

81**

Three

1,37

0.54

Four

2,40^

0,56

Five

4,

13^^

0.66

Six

2,

234^

3.55*

Seven

2,99^

4.08**

Eight

0. 86

2.68*

Nine

3.21^

0.64

Significant at

Significant

at

.

.

05 level

01 level
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j^umbsr

A

of Alterna.tivGS and Effect of the

Course

second part of the pre-test and post-test was designed to
answer

questions four and five
2“1. 25, and

1.

at the

beginning of this chapter and see

3 (described in

Chapter Three) were met.

if

objectives

This part of the

instrument (See Figure 10) asked the students to define the teaching of
English
in

terms

of the process,

outcomes, activities, and content of teaching

five

aspects of English: composition, literature, grammar, creative behaviors,
and
oral expression.

These aspects

of English

which the nine issues were drived.
English as

it

The

is

explained

first

in

came from

the

They also came from

same survey from
the

A

purpose of this instrument was

to

discover

if

the students had

of the

numerical count was taken of the students’ responses

test and averaged out on a per pupil basis.

treatment

of the

pre-

These averages were then compared

to the averages per pupil on the post-test to see

averages.

of

Chapter three.

learned any new alternatives for teaching English as a result
(course).

breakdown

if

there was an increase

in the

The student teachers and non-student teachers were scored separately.

The difference

in the

two scores was recorded as the average increase per aspect

of teaching English; the higher the averages, the

more

it is

indicated that the

students learned alternatives for teaching these aspects during the treatment

time.

It

can be further assumed that the treatment was a factor

The results

of this analysis is reported in

A more complex

Table

in the

increase.

8,

analysis was also administered to this data.

In

order

Table
Increase

in

Number

Teaching English for Student Teachers
and Non-Student Teachers

pre
is

160

of Alternatives for

Category

What

8

Student teachers
post
ave, inc„

Non-student teachers
pre

post

ave. inc.

the process of

teaching composition

2

3

1

2

3

1

Literature

4

4

0

3

1

Grammar

12

4

1

2

2

0

Creativity

2

5

3

Oral expression

2

3

1

What are

12
13
12
13
13

the

outcomes

of teaching composition

Literature

Grammar
Creativity

Oral expression

What are some

1

2

1

2

2

15
13
13
13
13
12
2

4

4
2

2

2

2

2

1

activities

of teaching composition

3

3

0

2

3

1

Literature

2

5

3

2

4

2

Grammar

2

1

-1

1

Creativity

2

6

4

2

5

3

Oral expression

3

6

3

2

4

2

What

11
11

0

1

is

the content of

teaching composition
Literature

0

10

10

12

1

Creativity

2

5

3

2

3

1

Oral expression

2

4

2

2

4

2
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to see

if

there was significant change

in

the students’ perception of the nature of

teaching English, and to answer question five at the beginning
of this chapter,
the following procedure was performed.

was recorded separately on cards.

Each response

from

in

each aspect of teaching

The cards were then sorted

categories, which indicated possible changes that

teaching described

to

Chapter three.

fit

The following

into different

the philosophy of English

six categories

emerged

the sorting process.

1.

Degree

of activity orientation.

much were

This means how

the aspects defined in

terms

of the

students doing something rather than passively

being exposed
2,

Degree

means

to

something.

of student goal setting.

This category

that the aspects of teaching English allowed

and encouraged the students

to

determine their own

goals for a lesson rather than have teacher determined
goals.

3.

Degree

of values orientation.

how much

This category means

of the different aspects of teaching English

were concerned with values and values
4,

Degree

of allowing for individual differences of

students.

much

clarification.

This category was concerned with how

individual activities or goals

were considered
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rather than one goal or activity for an entire
class.

Degree

5.

at

of flexibility of teacher.

how much

This category looked

of the different aspects of teaching English

allowed the teacher to be flexibile and unstructured as

opposed

Degree

6.

lesson.

to rigid

and highly structured.

of choice for students within a particular

This category was concerned with how much

choice the students had, as opposed to given one
alternative only for any aspect of English.

These categories were chosen because they seemed
changes caused by the expeimental treatment
cards were then resorted according

in the

to pre-test

to reflect positive

teaching of English.

The

and post-test and rated from one

to four (one being a low indication, four being a great indication) by three

indpendent raters.
separately.

The scores were then run through

The differences
significance.

Student teachers and non-student teachers were recorded

in

a chi-square test of independence.

chi-square scores were then compared

The results

at the

5% level

of

of this analysis is reported in Table 9,

Student Evaluation
In order to

answer question sLx

at the

beginning of this chapter, how

would the students evaluate the course generally and specifically
methods, materials and readings used and

in

in instruction,

metting their needs, the following
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Table 9

Degree of Change on Six Aspects of Teaching
English
and Non-Student Teachers

Aspect

of teaching English

Chi square for
teachers

student

Degree of activity orientation

9.62*

Degree

4.88

Degree

of student goal setting

of values orientation

of Student

Teachers

Chi square for
non-student teachers

10.54*
8.

10*

11.76*

12.42*

Degree of allowing for individual
differences of students

6.73

5.36

Degree

9.69*

10.33*

8,74*

11.27*

of flexibility of teacher

Degree of choice for students
within a particular lesson

^Significant at

,

05 level
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TABLE

10

AVERAGES OF RANKINGS BY STUDENTS ON

SIX

EVALUATION

QUESTIONS

1.

In

general this course was.

2.

The instruction

3.

The methods used

4.

The materials presented

5.

How

6.

The readings

in this

1^7

.

course was.

in this

in this

1,8

.

.

course were.

well were your needs
in this

,

.

course were,

met?

course were.

The ranking system was 1-highest or

1.5

.

.

.

1,9

2.0

.

.

best,

2.6

10-lowest or worst
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questionnaire was developed and administered to the students

at the

completion

of the course.

Please rate the following items on a scale from 1-10;
1 - highest or best possible

worst possible

score and 10 - lowest or

Your honesty

score.

is

requested and

appreciated.
In general this course

was

2.

The instruction

course was

3.

The methods used

4.

The materials presented

1.

in this

in this

.

,

course were
in this

.

course

were
5.

How

6.

The readings

well were your needs
in this

The responses were averaged
recorded

in

Table

met?

.

course were

for each question.

.

They have been

10.

This data gives some indication of how the students perceived these
issues, however anytime a complex matter
the results are apt to be overly simplified.

is

translated into a simple score

To

find further indications of the

students’ perceptions of related matters an open ended questionnaire was used.

The questions are the same as questions 8-10 presented
chapter.

To be most

at the beginning of this

useful in decision making about the course

it

the responses to these questions ought to be recorded anectdotally.

anecdotal reports are given

in

Table

11,

was

felt that

These

)
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Table 11

Anecdotal Report by Students on Three
Questions

What changes would you recommend
I’d

1.

m

recommend

for this

course?

more consideration be

that

communication and reading,

given to the teaching of skills

my needs met in that I really needed help as far as the
practical
aspects of instruction goes. I feel a methods teacher
should be able to suo-gest
readings for the technical part of instruction. I also
think that we should have
been more informed of certification requirements. I had
to find out about them
by all sorts of various and confusing means. It would have
been nice, too, to
have guest speakers who are very much against the teaching
of values. I feel
that I’ve been given only one side of the matter - and
not a very detailed or
explicit one at that. What do you do when you bump into a
class opposed to value
questions ? Do extremely advanced kids need values to enjoy a
novel? I found
they’d rather talk straight about the novel rather than what each
one of them
would do if.
When teaching values, the novel seems secondary. It seems
as if one can apply a values exercise to a novel and then turn
around and apply
it to a similar themed short story.
Where does that leave the individuality and
greatness of the work? I don’t know enough about the traditional or the values
2.

I

don’t feel that

.

.

methods

to decide where I stand and I think a lively debate between two
informed
sources would have helped clarify my thoughts a great deal. I am neither all
values nor all traditional at this point but neither do I know where I stand in
between. Is it necessary for kids to reveal themselves in the classroom or can
value evaluation be an even more worthwhile experience done internally after

learning first how to understand a novel ?

work

3.

Field

4.

Can’t think of any.

for non-interns.

.

.

A little more balance between the actual values clarification for us as
5.
teachers and actual lesson and methods we can use as teachers.
6.

None.

7.

Perhaps a

little

more

actual literature such as the Pound Poem.

Less personal discussion

problems when other activities
are in progress. Maybe more time devoted to such discussion so that people will
not interrupt when they do.
More use of humanistic techniques in the classroom.
These are valuable and easily remembered. (Sid Simon’s activity book.
8.

of personal teaching

9.

10.

Table 11 (continued)

More time spent on methods

for teaching specific areas of
English,

Better defined as far as readings
important enough to read,
11.

More

ways
12.
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-

more discussion

on them

solid discussion of such topics as whether
to teach

of teaching novels,

Bring

if

thev are

grammar,

specific

poems, composition,

variety.

This course should help students learn to be
teachers.
every student teach part of a class and demonstrate some teaching device, idea, method, etc.
Anyone taking this course
should be planning to be a teacher so speaking in front of a class
should not be
too great of a problem.

For part

in

of a final project have

,

Basically, this course should remain the same. The only
change I would
is that a couple more classes be spent on
various ways to teach a
poem, novel, play, grammar (Ugh), and other material an English
teacher
might have to teach,
13.

recommend

None

can think of. I loved this course. Maybe we could have found
a better place for the class though, but it's really hard to find a place
everyone
can make it to,
14.

that

I

think the course would have been
terms of atmosphere, but the size had
15.

I

more

effective

if it

had been smaller, in

advantages too.

There did not tend to
be one dominant group of people. There was a place for every one without the
usual stratification which usually occurs.
16.

More discussion

17.

None.

its

of outside readings.

More student-run

was the most interesting, fun, and informative class
Rick combined learning with enjoyment.

It

University.

presentations.

a methods course, so

I've had at the

guess the more methods we learn, the
better. If we had compiled ideas in a folder, we would each have a lot of
material to wall^ away with. I suppose that in a class that size, thereis not
much time for individual consideration of individual problems, and that is what
I needed.
18.

Well,

Time

it's

w'as horrible - although

I

would be too difficult to find another
alot. I think too many people get tired early and are just anxious to leave after
and 1-1/2 - I often felt that way and it was not because class was boring.
19.

I

realize

it
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Table 11 (continued)
20.

None

21.

~ discussion of assigned readings in class.
- having the course meet twice a week instead of
once.

22.

Those game-type

-

except the possible addition of

more

ways

activities - other

to

values clarifying strategies.

reach affective goals.

My

students ask for structured class discussion - they do not V±e ’’new" thino-s I
need ways to liven up a class without seeming to be playing a game.
We need work with Methods in English - How to teach English or how to use
English to form attitude, values, etc. in the classroom.
,

23.

? -

I

liked

it

fine as

it

was.

think that the course would have been more helpful if it was a little
structured. The material should have been elaborated on a little more.
24.

I

Especially methods of going about teaching English, techniques and such,
25.

None,

26.

The

poetry

-

latter part of the course,

expanded.

i.

e.

,

How

to teach short story, novel,

more

Table 11 (continued)

How much

o£ an

uiHuence do you suppose
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course

this

will have on

your teaching?

The consideration given to "values" in this course
had a real effect on
goals as a teacher. However, at present
I'm attempting to see 'Values" in
perspect.ve and to consider the merits of factual
and conceptual learning with
^
regard to certain situations,
1.

my

2.

I

honestly can't say,

I thinlc the course has given
me a good background
or activities but Tm not so sure it's done much
more than that. As far as asking
the kinds of questions Sid Simon has incorporated

into his book,

I

do that naturally

anyway and from what I've observed at Gfd, most of the
teachers do there, too.
These questions seem to be the types of things an interested
person would ask
and don't most teachers go into teaching because they are
interested?
,

3.

I

m

about why

not sure whether
I

it

will have

any effect, but the course made

believe in the methods, etc,

,

that

I

me

think

do,

A great deal - it has taught me about values and sincerity and people
can't think of three more important things to make my teaching less
of a
teaching" experience and more of a listening/learning growth,
4.

I

A great influence, it already has had a big effect on me. The value ideas
5.
have been used in some of my classes, I quest on myself more as a teacher,
and
I hope that I'm now relating more to the students' needs,

A

6.

lot,

I

plan to use

many

techniques and ideas used in this class when

I

teach,

Cannot project on this question as yet

7.

12.
8.

I

value a value

more than I did before. That's a measure of
more towards the active now than before.

influence,

I

think I'm slanted a little

9.

in

has already had a great influence,
clases,

It

my

10.

Mucho!

11.

A

great influence.

It

showed me

I

have used

many

of the values exercises

that there are imaginative

ways

of

teaching.

Considerable, however I do not believe I will use them
rather I will use them to break up the week, period, etc.

in specific

teaching

Table 11 (continued)
13.
If I teach, I am sure I will use methods
also think up new strategies to be used.
14.

a

lot

15.
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I

learned

in this

course.

Hopefully a lot. I feel a lot more confident about
teaching now.
of creative ways to get to know people and
let them know me.

The course had influence on me which
to separate the course from the

It s difficult

I

will

learned

of course will reflect in my teaching.
influence of knowing you, Rick, and

the influence of having gone through it with Michele
last semester.
influence was on my reasons for teaching and what
I

teacher and those two things changed drastically.

A

I

The greatest

hope to accomplish as a

great deal.

I was a little skeptical at first but
I now see many valuable
lessons can be learned from listening to those who have had
an opportunity to
try out some new ideas in their classes.

16.

may

well be the most influential. Both in terms of listening to
what
Rick has said and the extra benefit of hearing what kids, who are
currently
student teaching, had to say. Being tremendously oriented toward
humanistic
education, this course and strength training have greatly determined
the way I
will approach teaching.
17.

It

A

good deal — many specific lessons which I shall use, A new outlaw on
grades and praising work - although I have not adopted the values presented to
18.

me.
Probably a great deal because I realize how important it is for the teaching
to go back to the students - put more responsibility in their hands by allowing
19.

them

to participate

presented

more

in their

own learning

- the

methods

to

do this were

in class.

Quite a bit, I think. It opened up an almost new world of values clarification.
have tried most of the strategies used in class and some in Values and Teaching
and hope to try others. It was also personally beneficial, in that it helped
me to recognize and clarify some of my own values.
20.
I

,

The course already has had quite a bit of influence on my teaching
21.
experience. I have used the "bomb shelter" exercise, the "tribal meeting," and
the "public auction, " with successful results. I will continue to use these
exercises, as well as other techniques 1 learned in the course,
Depends on what area of English I’m teaching. It can only have influence
on affective realms and not all the things done in class can be fit or molded into
every English class.
22.
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Table 11 (continued)
23.

I

think

24.

I

think that

to

make me

25.

A

I'll

use a

lot of influence -

75%.

examples from class

in

my

classes.

if I were to teach in the future
the course would have helped
less up tight about teaching a structured
class,

teach high school.
26 .

lot of the

so

much

that

I

no longer consider myself suited to

Table 11 (continued)
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What were

the best and worst features
of this

that learning can be tun as

course?

weTat
^

learning must be cognitive as well
as affective I
3.
that more attention wasn't
given to cognitive learning,

A

Best:

i

.

^

^

i-

issapointed

setting exposed to anything other
than values
toss up between the learned
activities and reinforced
confidence,

Best: the ideas that we generated
about things to
Worst: Sometimes we carried some
things on too long.
6.

try.

Best: values clarification, relationships
between people.
Worst: certain people manipulating discussion

4,

for their own spot light,

Best: good class atmosphere, good value
exercises, nice people
innovative way to look at teaching, good
professor.
5.

Worst: Not enough tangible lesson ideas and
rap sessions about teaching
experiences.
Best:

Worst:

I

Openness and frankness between everyone.
can only say that the room was uncomfortable.

Best: the exercises 1 liked.
Worst: The exercises I didn't lilve,
7.

8.
Best: many activities which were used by students
in their rooms -good
ideas - this course was full of enthusiasm - because
you were, I guess.

9.

Best:

Partaking

in exercises.
Talking with each other/sharing experiences.
Worst: Sometimes a particular exercise was carried too far.
I was bored at
13.
times lilce these.

My

ideas and expectations have been influenced - 1 have analyzed
my
reasons for having certain attitudes toward teaching and have modified
me.
10.

11.
not.

The best feature was that I was completely as ease. Which 1 am usually
The worst wus that we sometimes spent much time doing an exercise that

might have been explained.
12.

I

did not

course was fun

know where

this

course was going

at

times.

Best feature: This

to attend.

The best feature was the fun and sharing, non-critical way of having
The worst feature was possibly class size; too large for some activities.

class.

,

Table 11 (continued)

14.
I

15.
really

enjoyed note taking, the talks, the
aren't games). I loved the course.

'
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games" we played

(even though they

The course was set up in such a way that I feel I
taught myself what I
Situations were set up that I would not normally
have encountered
such a way as to learn as much as I did from them.
No
learned.

teaching or telling
disc ove ring.

me

about myself

16.

A.

were

too hypothetical because

Best!

Class discussions,
I

-

in

one was telling me about
was discovering or in some cases re-

I

B.

Worst; Having the feeling

all

my

ideas

haven't student taught.

17.
The best feature was the total involvement everyone felt Splitting
into small
groups was so benficial because it really helped me clarify a lot
of my own
values. There really were no bad features. Maybe the
worst was having to leave

class.

Best

19.

Worst
that

-

expression - we

- frustration -

came

up,

I

still

all

sometimes

had opportunity
I

learned, but

to express ourselves; new ideas.
frustrated by others' values or*something

felt
it

felt

crummy,

Best feature was group of minds working together
methods to improve teaching.
20.

to

suggest valuable

Best - the practical methods - the strategies themselves.
specific, but a sense of non-direction I frequently felt.
21.

22.

The best fearures

Worse

- nothing

course were the "methods" we learned, i,e,
bomb shelter, public auction English on trial, " class discussions. Worst
of the

feature - can't really think of any,

Best was interaction with a large group of people, all in same field and
most teaching at present. Worst was that it wasn't strictly related to English
courses.
23.

24.

It

was fun and

different.

25.

The

26.

Best

27.

Emphasis on values

It

tended

to

drag a

bit

near

enjoyed most were the activities, but
wasted by just throwing around blogne.
things

-

I

never bored

lesson plans, etc.

- things kept

moving during

clarification.

Lack

at

9

PM

times, time was

the class.

of constructive class criticism -
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Usefulness

To

of the Activities

further check how the students might use the activities for their

own teaching they were asked
to the following categories.

to rate

each activity used

in

the course according

This section of the research instrument was

designed to answer question seven

at the

beginning of this chapter, namely, how

useful will the activities of the course be in the students' own teaching.
1.

I

will use

2.

I

can think of no ways to use

3.

I

can think

myself

in

teaching,

of at least three

in

an English class.

ways

to use in an English

class.

ways

4.

I

can think of

5.

I

can think of at least twenty ways

at least ten

use

to

in

an English class.

to use in

an English

class.

6.

I

remember how

7.

I

remember

8.

I

do not

9.

I

will

10,

11.

The purpose

I

I

to

use

it,

using this activity.

will not use this activity,

it

was worthwhile

to learn.

have already used this activity

of these categories

which might be used

how

this activity but not related to English.

use

me

use this activity very well.

the activity but forget

remember

Although
for

to

was

in the future.

to find

in

teaching.

which activities have been used and

Although this does mean that the actual behavior
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has been or will be exhibited,
think they wi

11

in

Table

the total

number

The results

how

to see

of uses in

compares

this data

.

Then

the activities per

were then compared
and

activity),

from

to the

column one
2

,

of

These

uses (one for each student for each

uses category from Table

compared

in

week were tabulated from Table

to the total possible

the perceived use

to the data in

category one were tabulated each week.

This was done by adding the check marks for each activity

Table 12

of this question-

12.

As a possible check
1

does indicate the extent to which the students

attempt the behavior themselves.

naire are tabulated

Table

it

1

,

A

percentage was figured

The comparison

to the possible uses.

is

reported in Table 13,
Objectives 2^ 0-2,03 (see Chapter Three) were completed in one of the

A

sessions through an activity named the values grid,
activity

is in

the appendix.

met can be seen by looking
Objectives
sessions.

3,

at

indication of

Table

how well

the objectives

were

12,

0-3, 03 (see Chapter Three) were also done in one of the

Objectives 3,04-3,05 (see Chapter Three) stated that the students

would teach the lessons
gives the

An

description of this

number

indications of

how

in their

own teaching.

of activities that have already

The

last

column

in

Table 12

been taught, columns 3-6 give

the students perceive using the activities in an English class.

Column one gives some

indication of

how well these objectives were met.

<

<

(

I

<

I

I
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Table 13

comparison Between Weekly Ratings
and Student Uses

Week

Use from

Uses

Per cent

43

83

63

81

104

64

62

78

42

54

78

35

44

26

22

85

78

47

61

52

31

60

1.47

26

-

.

1,44

26

17

65

52

21

44

Table 2

One

Two
Three

Four
Five
Six

Seven
Eight

Nine

Ten
Eleven

Possible uses from
Table 7 Col. 1

of Activities

1.68
1.

1.

82
80

1.22

1.44
1,00
1,58

2,04

1,

43

52

78
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Objectives

0-4,2 (see Chapter Three) the class project that was

4,

assigned for each student

completed the task.
to

how

are

the project

in the

was

appendix.

taught, judging

A

to

perform

order

in

to

pass the course.

description of specifications was given to each student as
to

The specifications

be completed.

Although

it

was not actually witnessed

from the evaluations

of the lessons

it

Provisions were made for the non-student teachers
well.

Some used

Each student

the classrooms of the interns

the students in the course

who acted

in

for this

assignment

that the lessons

were

appears that they were.

to

teach their lessons as

Others taught

the course.

as high school students.

Others made

arrangements on their own.

The evaluation instruments have seemed
enough data

to indicate

answers

Further research

is

answer or

to the questions at the

needed

at least give

beginning of this chapter.

actual data, assumptions, and logical

The objectives were evaluated through
guesses.

to

to see

gruent with the indications stated here.

if

the teaching behaviors are con-

However

it

is the

opinion of this

researcher that there has been enough data generated for the purpose
study,

namely,

to

make

of this

the decisions of adoption, rejection or modification of

the course or any aspect of

it.

This task

analysis of the data in this chapter.

is

done

in the last

chapter through an

CHAPTER SEVEN
REDESIGN OF COURSE AND CONCLUSIONS

To ascertain whether

the

main goal was accomplished, namely,

students are better people and better teachers because of the course
difficult.

It is

been through twelve years

model

distinct

college with

very

just as difficult to imagine that one course, one semester long,

could have a longstanding, major impact on a person’s

him with a

is

that the

still

of public school with

of teaching behavior,

life.

After a student has

each of his teachers providing
and three to four years of

more teachers providing him models,

and, for the student

teachers, a semester with a cooperating teacher who has more effect on a

prospective teacher than any other influence one course that meets a
only forty-five hours is not likely to have a major contributing effect.
this kind of thinking

courses.

However,

would destroy the reason for teaching most teacher training

One course does not have

to be successful.

total of

Rather

it

to

be a major influence

in

a person's

life

should be part of a long sequence of small influences

lives and, in
that add up to a substantial force in helping students lead better

this case, be better teachers.

its

a

part for the students.

new process

(for

If,

Thus, each course, each experience, must do
in this

course, the students were able to begin

some) or receive some new ideas and help

in

an already on
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gomg process
chapter

is to

((or others), then the

course

the course was as well as

.

course entirely are open
first

that

at this time.

dimension

to be

analyzed

First of all the actual change that was

is

how much

measured was

how students marked a continuum before and

same question

If

is, at this point,

is

it

ment may influence

may

is

the differences

is

it

However, the problem
the possible changes.

usually 5%) then

to the

This

may

is

be assumed that the

a relationship between the two.

it is

(in

is that

On

is

That

indicative of

factors other than the treat-

the other

hand

if

the

change score

education the accepted level of

considered that chance alone did not lead to

the score differences and actual change has occurred.

be credited

between

significant change during the treatment

only be said that a change on the scale

above an accepted significance level

significance

Six) for the students.

after the class treatment.

evident then

second because there

a change in elarity.

is

was a

a significant change

first indicates the

of an effect did the

as how did the course cause students to change in clarifying

the issues but whether or not there

time period.

might make the course

of rejecting the course entirely or accepting the

course have in clarifying the nine issues (see Chapter

not the

intention o£ this

Chapter Six and decide how effective

in

recommend any changes

The options

effective.

The

The

look at the goals and objectives of the course as
stated in Chapter

Five and the results of the evaluation

more

is Justified.

Much

of that

change can

treatment which dealt directly with the issues being tested.
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An examination

of Table 4 indicates that the student teachers and

some

student teachers changed on

They both changed

same issues and on

different issues.

significantly on the following issues.

3.

Relationship between teacher and pupil.
Relationship between student and student
Grading.

4.

Testing.

1.

2.

It

of the

non-

might be said that the treatment was effective

in the

classroom,

in dealing with these issues.

Neither group moved significantly on issue three, enforcement of classroom
rules.

This probably indicates that this issue

dealt with in the

amount

be dealt with effectively
own.

is

too complex to be properly

of time available during the course, or that

until the student is actually in the

The student teachers changed

3,

How

I

relate to non-teachers in the school.

Non-student teachers did not show any change on these issues.
attributed to the fact that the kind of feedback required to
attitudes concerning these three issues

person who

is

must come from

This could be

make changes

The experiences

in the direction of clarity

in

A

real life situations,

not teaching or operating in a school would have trouble

any significant progress

his

significantly on issues:

2,

do

cannot

classroom on

What kind of teacher I consider lyself to be,
What kind of teacher others consider me to be.

1,

it

making

on these particular issues.

of others are not as helpful on these particular issues as they

are on others.

The reverse was
is

true for the enforcement of school rules issues.

somewhat confusing why

this issue should

It

have been clarified for non-student
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teachers and not for student teachers. One possible explanation

is that

the

solutions for the non-student teachers were idealistic rather than
practical.

Thus

the clarity

might be based on simplified notions

of school life.

teachers might have had a clearer understanding of the complexity
discipline issue and were, perhaps, a

student teaching experience.

little

This view

overwhelmed by

it

The student

of the

in their

own

only one explanation of what might

is

have caused the discrepancy.

From
the issues

the high degree of

from unclear

to clear,

movement by both groups on
it is

the majority of

evident that the treatment had a positive

effect on both clarifying specific issues and teaching a process for clarification.

Some

issues, such as, interpersonal relationships and class procedures, however,

are most appropriate for certain course experiences than others.
be considered

in the future

planning and teaching of the course.

The next dimension

that will be considered for analysis is

an effect did the treatment have on the students' perceptions

From Table

5,

their possible

was

it

how much

of

of teaching English.

can be seen that through the treatment the students increased

number

of alternatives for teaching English.

not unusually large,

it

was large enough

perceive that more alternatives were open

from

This should

this data that the subject of English

school subject than

it

to

to indicate that the students did

them.

of the beginnings of change.

It

can also be inferred

was perceived more broadly

was previously perceived.

or indicative of any great change

Although the increase

The evidence

is

as a high

not complete

in this regard, but is, rather, an indication
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Table

however, shows more clearly

6,

that the students’ perceptions

about secondary English changed after the
treatment.

Of the six categories listed

the student teachers changed quite significantly
in all but two categories.

two categories, however, are the most
in their teaching

because

fledged teachers.

except one.

It

These

difficult for a student teacher to
act

upon

of their status as student teachers
rather than full-

The non-student teachers changed

significantly in all categories

can be concluded that there has been considerable change
during

the treatment period in the students! relation to these six categories
of teaching

English,

It

can be further concluded that the treatment had much

change since the only other variable

would have been actual

field

that could have

to do with the

effected such a large group

experience and the change was slightly greater for

those without field experience.

The next dimension
in the

to

be analyzed

course be used by the students

not enough evidence to

make any

is

in their

how much

own teaching.

In

some

Table

every activity will be used by a least nine students and sixteen

twenty-four will be used by fifteen or more students.

Twenty

already tried by the students who were already teaching.
five of the twenty -four activities

in

Although there

positive statement, there are

that the students will use the activities in their teaching.
that

will the activities used

fifteen of

Many

them had

at least

9 it

were thought

to

shows

of the

were

Furthermore, only

were not considered by any students

of the activities

indications

activities

an English class, four which were thought to be helpful for use

situations.

is

to

have use

in other

have three or more uses, while

one person claiming to have twenty or

more uses

for
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them

in

an English classroom.

This data gives a strong indication that most

students will use most activities in their teaching.

The only way

can be

that this

verified is through a further study that examines the actual teaching
behaviors

who have experienced a similar course.

of teachers

This research

is

strongly

recommended and considered necessary.
The students, by answering

the six questions in Table 7 so positively,

have given strong indication that they perceived the course as worthwhile.

The lowest rated aspect
received a

of the

course was the category, ’’Readings" and

rating on a scale

2, 6

from 1-10 with

10 the lowest.

Thus,

it

this

can be

concluded that the students truly found the course a worthwhile experience.
explanation for the lower score on the readings

The purpose

of the readings

were

to

that they

is

Many

should have been discussed more formally.

There

mation, not documented, that indicates that not
done.

were never discussed.

supplement the course work and

information as a basis for decision making.

of the

The second

is

much

also

University bookstore.
of the reading

perhaps only

half, of the

These are not hard

was done.

provide

some informal

of the reading

books were checked out from the reserve desk

is that not all,

to

students felt that the readings

This evidence comes from two unobtrusive measures.

very few

One

The

infor-

was actually

first is that

in the library.

books were sold

in the

facts, but do indicate that not

much

Class discussions might have encouraged more students

to read, but this assumption needs further investigation.

The student responses
results in Table

1,

to the questions in

Table

7

can be compared

to the

This table indicated that the students both found the course
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useful and enjoyable on a

extremely positive.

week

to

week basis.

The scores on

this table

These scores combined with the six questions on Table

provide strong data that the students were favorable to the course
and

would be useful

to

were

them.

felt that it

These conclusions can be further demonstrated by

anecdotal reports inTable

8.

The reports by

the students in their

7

the

own words

strongly support the conclusion of the benefits of the course as the students
per=
ceived them.

However,

it

still

must be only an assumption

that the

course was

useful to the students and cannot be verified until the students become actual

teachers.

The data

is

students when they do

quite convincing that the course will prove useful to the

become teachers.

the students enjoyed the course.

for

it is

It

can be stated more positively that

This, in itself,

is

a noteworthy achievement

a fairly rare occurance for students to enjoy a methods course.

As

for the quest ions in the beginning of Chapter Six, they can be

answered as follows:
1.

How

useful did the students perceive the course? The

data indicates that the students found the course quite
useful.

will be

There

is

also evidence that indicates that there

carry over from the course

to the actual teaching

of the students.

2.

How

enjoyable did the students perceive the course?

All of the evidence indicates that the students found the

course very enjoyable.

This

is

significant because

it is
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the assumption of this researcher that there

is

more

likely to be carry over into a student’s life and into
his teaching that

which he, himself,

finds enjoyable

and useful,
3.

How much

of an effect did the course have in clarifying

the nine issues that the course dealt with?
that the course

was

effective on

some

It is

apparent

issues and not

others.

The reasons why

although

some explanation has been attempted.

assumed

that the issues dealing with concerns that are

this is true are not clear,

It is

directly products of a school or field experience environ-

ment are more useful
student teachers.

to the student teachers than

More

non-

issues were clarified than were

not and this indicates that the process for clarification was

somewhat

effective.

This data combined with the previous

data concerning use and enjoyment of the course tend to
indicate that

most

of the students will use the

of values clarification in their lives.

processes

Further, with the

addition of the responses to the question, how influential

was

this

course

in

your teaching? indicates more strongly

that the processes will

become a part

students' teaching behaviors.

of

most

of the
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4.

How many

alternatives for teaching English did
the students

discover?

It is

apparent that the course was somewhat

effective in this regard.

but
5.

is

indicative of

How much
how

The evidence

is

moderate success on

not overwhelming

this question.

of an effect did the course have in
determining

the students might teach English?

The data strongly

indicates that the course had an effect in making the
students*

,

beliefs on

how they might teach English broader and

in the

direction of humanism.
6,

How would
variables?

,

the students evaluate the course on the six
It

has already been shown that the students

answered very positively on these variables.
j

7,

How

useful were the activities in the course for the students’

I

own teaching? Although

I

this question cannot be

answered

I

without actually doing a case study on the students when they
I

I

I

are teaching,

'

this

i

it

can be shown that the students believe

time that the activities will be useful

to

them

at

in their

own teaching.
Questions eight and ten will be dealt with below.

Question nine has

j

j

been answered

in dealing with the other questions.

I

I

!

;

I

I

I
t

The next important issue
of the course met.

to

consider

is

how well were

the objectives

Objectives 1.0-1. 7 (see Chapter Five) have been considered
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in the previous discussion.

These objectives were met successfully

degree, although not totally.

measured without a case

As

it

to

some

has been stated before, they cannot be truly

study, but indications exist that indicate
moderately

successful completion of these objectives.
Objective

2. 0-2,

02 were done in a class activity (see appendix for

description of values grid).

occasion, so

degree.
they

it

seems

All

of the class

likely that this objective

were present on

was met

this

for all students to

some

WTiether or not the students will use the processes themselves when

become teachers remains

to use

members

them than

questionable.

It

appears that they are more likely

not.

Objectives 3,0 through 3,05 were each accomplished with every student
in the class, at least

limited reliability.

when judging by

However,

the data indicates that these objectives

completed more strongly than any evidence
that the course

was

Objectives

made up

at least partially

4.

own statements which have a

the students

to the contrary.

successful

in

can be concluded

meeting these objectives.

0-4,2 were completed by each student.

These objectives

the substance of the final project which was completed by each student.

(For four examples of student projects, see Appendix D.

from

It

were

)

It

can be concluded

the successful completion of these objectives along with the

more

than

likely success of objectives 2. 0-3. 5 that the students are able to use the values

clarification process in the teaching of English.

can be done, and have had some practice

in

That

doing so.

is,

they imderstand how this

Using

this information with
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the answers to the questions stated earlier,

it

can be concluded that most students

intend to use the values clarification approach and most students are able to use
it in

the teaching of English,

In

answer

to the

two questions that began

this chapter,

are the students

better people and better teachers as a result of the course? the following might

be stated.

If

the assumptions are accepted that the third force psychology and

philosophy are correct

and

if

in their

descriptions of good people and good teachers,

the assumptions are accepted that the values clarification approach helps

students

become closer

teachers, then
students

it

to the humanistic descriptions of

would be accurate to state

become better teachers and

that the

better people,

good people and good

course has helped the

Furthemore,

this

researcher

believes that the help in this regard has been substantial enough to warrant the
adoption of this type of English methods course for the education and preparation
of teachers.

Some changes

more

in the

course are

recommended

to help

make

the course

These are stated below:

effective.

1,

The students themselves, as
felt that

It is

well as this researcher,

there should have been discussion on the readings.

therefore

recommended

established for this purpose.

discussion

is

not

can easily resort

that small support groups be

The

recommended.
to teacher

responsibility for learning.

typical teacher-centered

This kind of discussion

dominance and teacher
Also, this kind of discussion
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leads to

passivity in the students.

Thus, support groups,

with the responsibility of discussion on the students,

would accomplish the goal of getting

more depth

into the reading in

without suffering the pitfall of large class

discussions.
2.

One common complaint from

the students and a felt need

from

more time be

this

researcher

is that

actual teaching of English.

spent on the

In order to accomplish this

goal during a single semester something must be deleted

from

the course in order to have time for the

tion to take place.

Thus

it is

further

recommenda-

recommended

that the

course be divided into two semesters, one semester

to

focus entirely on the issues in teaching, such as the nine
issues

in the

current course (more issues can be included

along with specific issues from the students themselves)
the second

semester

of English,

more depth
One

to deal specifically with the teaching

Such a set up would allow the class

to go into

into the different aspects of English teaching.

of the earlier hypotheses

was

that a specific

methods

course might be more effective than a general one.

recommendation suggests

This

that a combination of a general
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one followed by a specific one, might be the most effective.

These two recommendations could be put
destroying the process of the course.

into effect without

Each semester could

retain a focus on humanistic and value clarifying techniques
that

made

the course successful

up to this time.

Student

teachers and non-student teachers should each have their

own separate section.

In

order for the recommendations

stated above to be effective each semester might better focus

on tailor made or student oriented issues.

It

became

apparent through the data that the two populations have
different needs and

needs

in the

same

difficult to

it is

section.

meet both groups

Although the interaction between

the groups is valuable for both groups,

arranged under different conditions,
4,

of the class

learning.

is

It

is-

important

might be helpful to

more congruent with

in

might be better

in

Table

environ-

find a time and place that

the goals of the course.

come

8 the

creating a climate for

might have been scheduled earlier
students would not

it

*

As was suggested by various students

ment

of

in the

to class tired

The time

day so that the

from their student

seminar can be developed for the interaction between those
who are in the field and those who are not, (See Barbara lurhmann's dissertation
and this
describing such a project developed and implemented by Ms. Furhmann
* Perhaps a

researcher.
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teaching experience.

Early evening or

be more appropriate.

late afternoon

might

The room might be carpeted so

the students could sit on the floor.

More room might

that

help

so that the students would not feel as crowded as
they did
in this particular class.

The crowding made them

class was too large when, in fact,

it

feel the

was an excellent size

for the type of activities done.

The

final

tion of the course,

Although
students,

it is

it

conclusion
it

is that,

aside from

was mostly successful

difficult to

measure

in

some problems

meeting

its

in the

organiza-

goals and objectives.

the future effect the course will have on the

can be seen that there are many indications that the students have

been positively effected by the experience.
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APPENDIX A
Education 309/609 - Spring 1972

This

is

Rick Curwin

a value centered methods course.

In class

what we value and how our values affect our teaching.

we

will look at are;

we

will be looking at

Some

specific areas

relationships between teacher and student, student and

students, school and classroom rules,

by myself and others,

”How am

” grading, testing,

I

perceived

in the role of

teacher

composition, grammar, literature,

and creativity.

We

will use

many methods,

strategies, techniques, and experiences to

discover and clarify our values and see how we are affected by them.
learn how to use the

same techniques and methods

to

We

will

each secondary English.

Requirements

5.

Everybody's time is valuable.
Attendance. Most work will be done in class and cannot be made up,
Various small assignments at home and in class,
An I-think, I-feel card at the end of every class, (to be explained later.
A journal (not to be handed in,

6.

A

1.

2.
3.

4.

Promptness.

project consisting of five lessons using values clarification to teach
some aspect of English due the next to last class, (mor on this later.

Readings
Required:

Teaching Language and Literature, Loban, Ryan, and Squire; Harcourt,
Brace and World
or
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Student Centered Language Arts Curriculum K-12. Moffett; Houo-htonMifflin,

Values and Teaching, Raths, Harmin, Simon; Merrill Publishing Co.
Uses of English Muller; Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
.

Suggested:

Freedom to Learn Rogers; Merrill Publishing Co,
Teaching for Thinking. Raths, et al, Merrill Publishing Co,
The Open Classroom Kohl; New York Review Book,
Reach, Touch and Teach, Borton; McGraw Hill Book Company,
Don’t Smile Until Christmas Ryan,
Hooked on Books Fader and Shavetz; Berkeley Publishing Co,
Wadjaget, K irs henbaum, Simon and Napier; Hart Publishing Co,
Composition for Personal Growth, Simon, Hawley, Britton (pre-published).
Teacher's I- View: A Handbook for Perceptual Methods for Improving
Teaching Behaviors Curwin, Furhmann (pre-published edition).
.

;

,

,

,

,

Various articles will be made available

I

hope that

I

in class.

get a chance to talk with each of you fairly soon.

interested in your goals, problems, ideas, dreams, and
free to see

me

at

any time that

is

free for both of us.

My

YOU.

I

am

Please feel

number

is

549-0384.

APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE ACTIVITIES
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Activity

Number One: NAME TAGS
The students

fill

out a

name card with

their

name, six ”ing” words

describe themselves, their favorite song, someone
they admire

book that moved them the most, most
to gain

from

Rationale:

This activity

the student to

make

is

in public life,

influential teacher, three things they hope

The students wear

the class.

that

the

name

tags every class meeting.

a relatively mild form of self-disclosure that
allows

public statements about himself.

the process of public affirmation, of

It is

who they are and what

an initial

step to

they stand for.

As

the students interact with one another, they can see something about the
people

they are intereacting with.
than with people whose

This allows a

more meaningful

names and other information they

activity also helps build a

community

are not just nameless faces.

spirit in the

initial interaction,

did not know.

The

classroom as new students

Each student can be called by name by both students

and teacher and thus, make interaction more personal.
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Activity

Number Two;
Each member

know.

Each partner

NEW FRIEND
of the class pairs off with

another student who he does not

will have about five minutes to tell about himself.

are no guidelines about what can be said.
information on the namecards.

Some

talk will be initiated

There

by the

After both students have had their say, the class

will be brought together as a whole.

The class

is told that

they each just met

a new friend and, each taking a turn, they are to introduce the new friend to the
class telling something about him.

Each student has a turn introducing

the

new

friend and then being introduced.

Rationale:

This activity introduces a

of all there is

little

some apprehensiveness

risk because of two factors.

in having

someone

group of people, especially someone you do not know.
certain amount of fear

in

having to

tell

talk

First

about you to a

Secondly, there

a

is

about someone you don't know very well.

Trust comes from the diseovery that the person who spoke about you did a
nice job, and that the person you spoke about didn’t mind what you said, either.

Thus the two partners build up trust
class

is

going through the

for each other, and because the whole

same process, community

trust

is

developed.

through an empathetic understanding of the situation that each student
adds this community warmth.

It is

is that
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Activity

Number Three: PUBLIC INTERVIEW
The instructor

interviewed.

The class

will

ask the class for a volunteer

to

be publically

will be told the rules before a student
is selected.

The

questioner can and will ask the volunteer

many

The volunteer must answer each question

as honestly as possible, but he always

has the option

to pass.

The volunteer may ask the questioner any question used

interview once the interview

in the

different questions about him.

is

completed.

The same rules apply

the return interview in regard to honesty and passing.

from

the eight areas of eonflict and confusion

room.

The

eight areas are:

work, family, and politics.

The questions

which will be posted

money, friendship, love and sex,

for

will

in the

come

class-

religion, leisure,

At the end of the exercise the dynamics of the inter-

view will be briefly explained.

This activity

Rationale:

sharing

in

is

similar

in intent to the

Through

the risk of revealing, the instructor and volunteer as well as the

entire class

community.

who

is

involved intently while watching, will be building trust and

This activity

is

higher risk than the previous one, and should

bring the class even closer although there

is

question will slightly push the vokmteer to

tell

is

previous one.

also a lead into the next activity.

affirmation.

This

is

only one active participant.
about himself.

Each

This strategy

also another chance for public
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Activity

Number Four; INTERVIEW WHIP
Sitting in a circle

to

him one question.

each student will take a turn asking the person next

The same rules apply

as in the public interview.

questions must be answered as honestly as possible, but there
option to pass.

The questioner can be asked

person questioned.

Each student

the

same

is

All

always the

question in return by the

will be the questioner and questioned at least

once.

Rationale:

The same rationale

The difference
risk and

is that

it

is

true for this activity as the previous one.

gets everybody into the act.

community through

self

This holds true about the

exposure and communications.
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Activity

Number

Five:

UNIQUENESS

Euch student teurs u piece

of

puper into eight sections.

the students are to complete the sentence,

I

Am

should reveal eight qualities that the students feel

The sentenees

.

is

On ench square

unique about them.

The

instructor will collect one square (chosen by the student) from each student.

The squares
If

a student thinks

wrote the square

on round two.

is

to

is to

not to raise his hand.

is

The person who

raise his hand.
If

no one raises his hand, then the

did not pass

must submit another card
a

There are as msny rounds as

followed.

new card.
is

The

necessary for

have his card pass.

This activity

this activity they see in

They might also

many

him he

will read each square to the class.

The card can be one written previously or

same procedure

Rationale:

applies to

it

The teacher

Any person whose card

card passes.

each student

anonymous.

will be

is

another wa}^ to see what the students are

what ways they are similar and

find that

it is

very

in

like.

In

what \\^ys unique.

difficult to be different.

By

finding out that

of their coneerns and qualities are alilce, the students will find that they

are not

in a class of

strangers.

the students to share a

little

It

more

will also provide an interesting

of

themselves.

new way

for
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Activity

Number
The

Six:

WONDERS

last activity of the class will give the class an opportunity to share

what's on their minds.
anything that he
"I

I

is

Any

it

"

"I wonder^'

statement, about

"I

wonder" statement

a question

is

raised about something that seems

wants an answer, no reply need be given.

wonder why Judy said
time.

If

make an

An

wondering about.

wonder^

like

student can

that she hates school. "

is in

the form,

An example might

be, '1

Judy should not reply

at this

The

After class anything that people want to discuss can be talked about.

statements will be free flowing with students (and instructor) saying whatever they
are wondering about as they come.

The session should remain

in the

here and

now.

Rationale:

A

about what

it

lot of things will

has to do with methods, about lots of things brought up

the activities.

whole class.

be on the students minds about themeeting,

This activity gives them a chance
Sharing these wonders will

sharing and community.

to let

in

them from

them be heard by

let the class leave with a

the

sense of
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Rogerian or CREATIVE LISTENING
Misunderstanding and frustration often result not from a conflict
ideas, but rather from a breakdown of communication, which itself

When we

the result of inattentive, insensitive listening.

frequently misread what
into

what the
It is

is

fail to listen,

we

other person intends.
especially important, of course, for teachers to hear their students

To

stood immediately.

listen well, you

empathize with the speaker

To do

usually

being said, and project totally inaccurate meanings

with sensitivity and accuracy, for often a child will simply give up

ingly.

is

of

this,

- to

must be able

if

to concentrate

see the world as he sees

it

not under-

and to

and respond accord-

you must also be able to suspend your own value judgments

so that you do not impose them on the speaker.

To demonstrate

to yourself

difficult truly creative listening is, try the following exercise with two or

other persons.

how

more

Select one person to act as process observer; the rest of you

will be discussants.

Discussants should select a topic of mutual interest, but concerning which

you have varying opinions
any value-laden issue.
subject.

Each

- grading,

One

of

or tracking, or a new curricular approach

you can then

begin by stating your views on the

to argue or
of you will have an opportunity to state your ideas,

refute, but before doing so you

said to his satisfaction.

must

The process observer's

The process includes

what the last speaker has

first restate

job

the following steps.

is to

see that this

is

done.
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Speaker

1.

1

states his position,

Speaker 2 listens attentively, trying

2.

speaker

I’s position.

understand

to

Then he rephrases speaker

I's position,

Speaker

3.

1

acknowledges that speaker

him, or he indicates that speaker

2

2

understands

apparently has

not understood and attempts to clarify.
4.

Speaker

2 either tries again, or, if his analysis of

speaker

I's position

his

5.

own

to state

position,

The process continues.

Creative listening

When you

was accepted, goes on

is

not easy, but

feel relatively confident that

it

is

a highly productive process.

you can both listen creatively and

adequately monitor a creative listening exercise, try this with your students.

Adopting a habit of creative listening - responding by restating,

to the satis-

faction of the sender, what the sender has said - can be an important avenue by

which

real, open

and honest communication can be facilitated.
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FALLOUT SHELTER
The instructor
Imagine that your job

world has broken out
it is

your job

shelter

is

tells the class the following story:

is

guardian of the only operable fallout shelter and the

into

to decide

atomic war.

As keeper

who might enter

of the only working shelter,

the shelter and begin the

new world.

The

only equipped for six people, and becai se you are already contaiminated,

you must select the

six.

However, ten people wish entry.

Your

task, then, is

to choose six of the following ten people.

1.

A

sixteen year old high school dropout of dubious

I.

Q.

She

is

pregnant.
2.

A

35 year old male violinist who

3.

A

young female M. D. with an operation has has destroyed her

ability to

is

suspected of homosexuality.

bear children.

4.

A

40 year old ex-prostitute.

5.

A

20 year old black militant, unskilled, who

6.

Law

is

prone to

fight.

student, brilliant, 28 years old, with distinguished record in

school.

7.

Law
live.

student's wife, has leukemia, and has only two months to

The law student

refuses to leave her.
8.

is

very much

in love

with his wife and

Either they both go or neither of them will go.

Ex-policeman who was removed from the force because
excessive brutality.

He has a gun and

will take

it

of

with him into
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the shelter

9.

A

if

selected.

32 year old architect with flashes of brilliance,

some

things he has designed has been wonderful, others total

He has been

failures.

tried, but not convicted of selling

drugs to high school students.
10.

A

70 year old priest.

Once each student has decided on
groups of about six to eight students.
the selection.

his selection, the class is divided into

Each group must now reach consensus on

Once each group finishes

its

task,

if

able, the results are

The students are asked

reported to the whole class.

the following questions

which are answered privately.

Were you

a leader

Did you listen

in

to the

your group, or a follower?
other

members

Did you rehearse

carefully?

your next comment and thus did not listen very carefully?
Did you ask other members of your group for their opinions ?

Did you change your beliefs easily?

Was

there one issue on which you would not concede?

The purpose
act with one another.

of the fallout shelter is to give the class a chance to inter-

They also get a chance

great importance to any teacher.

to practice

This activity

demonstrate how third level teaching

is

is

group skills that are of

also an excellent one to

accomplished.

Using the structure

of

easily substituted ten characters from
the fallout shelter the students could have
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a novel or two, or the lead characters from five short stories they have read.

Thus the students have a chance

to

examine their

priorities, listen to other

alternatives, receive practice in group process skills, and at the

read and process literature

in a

productive and interesting way.

same time,
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FLOWER
Each member
might do the following

of the class is given a piece of
in duplicate.

carbon paper so

The class brainstorms a number

adjectives and descriptions of teaching; for example, friendly,

prepared, nervous, rigid, etc.
students

who know each other

The class

well.

is

words are sprinkled randomly throughout
a circle around

same words.

the paper.

him as a teacher.

the

same

The descriptive

word

it.

that he feels applies

The two partners exchange sheets and discuss

similarities and differences.

teaching.

papers

to their

Once he has finished he uses the duplicate sheet and does

for his partner.

explaining,

hostile,

In the center is the

Each student then circles each descriptive word
to

of

then broken down into pairs of

The pairs may add anything

that they wish providing both partners add the

"me” with

warm,

that they

Caution

The students do not have

is

the

given to avoid defensiveness and over-

to defend their

responses nor their

They should be honest and discuss with an open mind.

The purpose

of this activity is to have the students consider what

kind of teacher they believe they are and to compare this image with the image

another has of them.

In the discussion

that follows similarities and differences

lead to a clearer perception of both the student's self image and how he

perceived by others.

is
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Sample Flower

Structured

Rigid

Demanding

Impatient
Silly
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The Seven Processes

The class

is

of Valuing and the Values Grid

broken down into groups

of three to four.

The instructor

will introduce each of the seven processes with a task that requires each student
to tell about a time in his life

when he demonstrated

Prizing and Cherishing: Tell the

1.

members

that you prize or cherish that helped you decide to

Chosen freely

2.

in college that

Tell the

:

members

of

of your group

become

something

a teacher.

your group a course you took

was completely freely chosen,

Chosen from Alternatives

3.

the process.

:

Tell your group about one or two other

professions or majors that you realistically considered and why you chose to be

an English major or teacher.
4.

After heavy thought: Tell your group about a time when you had to

decide whehter or not you would maintain a close relationship and gave that
decision heavy thought.
5.

Acted upon

:

Tell your group about a time when you acted to help

the environment,

6.

morning

Pattern of

life

:

Tell you group what you do in sequence every

right after waking up.

7

.

Publicly Affirm: Tell your group about a time when you publicly

affirmed not liking something about UMass or a teacher here (another school
is

appropriate

if

a student did not attend

UMass

long enough).

.
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Aftsr G3.ch studGnt has had a chance to
the students will individually

do a values grid.

piece of paper:

Value

,

Prize
Cherish

Indicator

Public
Affirmation

tell his

group about each item

They draw

the following on a

-

Act

Chosen from

on

Alternatives

it

Chosen

After

freely

heavy

Pattern
of

thought

In the Space

marked ’Value

they think that they value.

can check

the student,

gray area.
process.

boxes.

off the

i,

e.

,

indicator” they list

some

of the things that

For each item they go through the grid

Whether they can check

whether they chose

Each student must decide

it

off

Life

a box or not

to see

is

if

he

relative for

freely as a subjective judgment with a

for himself whether the value fits the

The class shares anything they learned about themselves from

lesson, and any relevant subject or thought
the definition of a value from this process.

is

discussed.

The class

is

the

given
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TWENTY THINGS YOU

DID IN ENGLISH

This activity provides the student
with an opportunity to use his
past

experiences as a student

in a

secondary English class,

to

help formulate ideas

about behaving on the other side of
the desk as a teacher of English.
is to recall the

teach English.
the student

is

were part of

days when he was

in the

asked

to list

twenty activities that he did

novels, spelling,

Once the

student writes as

but

list is

many

worksheet.

if

English class that
on

vaeation, reading Victorian
writing, poetry

From

his list in the

the data on his sheet, each

things as he can that he will do differently as an English

The entire class reads their

is

summer

completed each student codes

in the following

guaranteed) and

liste

in that

grammar, sentence diagramming, poetry

manner described

is

planning to

Sone examples are, book reports, quizzes

characters’ names, compositions about

teacher.

is

After five or ten minutes of imagining
those days over again,

the curriculum.

scanning, etc.

grade or grades that he

The student

a student hears a

lists of

new behaviors

new behavior

appropriate for him, he adds

it

(the right to

pass

that he had not previously

to his list.
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CLASSROOM RULES

FORCED CHOICE

-

In this activity the students will be asked to rank twelve situations

concerning classroom rules.

The ranking

is to

be done as follows: The students

divide their papers into twelve boxes, three across and four down.

column

labeled most desireable, and the last row

is

As each

situation is read the students write a key

is

wish

may appear

in

word (which

to lease desireable,

No

ranl^ing of the situation.

to a better position.

will be ranked

from most

follows:

(the

key words are underlined,)

a week in advance and must be handed in on

no excuses accepted.

student will have to stay after school for extra help, but the teacher must

stay

3.

-

symbolic of

situations are read the students might

own box, and they

homework must be assigned

time
2.

its

is

1-12,

The choices are as
All

As

rearrange their boxes by moving a key word

to

Finally each situation will have

1.

a box.

first

labeled lease desireable.

the situation) in a box that appropriately describes their

Only one key word

The

if

students request

it.

Alphabetical seating plan will be maintained at

are working
4.

One

5.

No

lav,

in

all

times except when students

groups,

pass per period will be handed out to the first person who asks.

detention will be given but after two violations of classroom rules,

students will be sent to vice principal’s office.

6.

No reading assignment
teacher

may

will

exceed ten pages except on the weekend when the

assign any number of pages.
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7.

Students

may read whatever

book report on
8.

All

it

they choose for class providing they write a

strictly according to the teacher's format.

term papers must be typewritten and

the teacher will hand

them back

within two days.
9.

All test dates will be negotiated between students and teacher, but the
teacher
will give no clues as to what will be on the test.

10,

All students

must come

to class

written work done in class
11,

All students will use the title

and the teacher,
12,

if

with a pen and will have to

they forget, after school,

,

Miss, Mrs,, or Mr.

in turn will use the

same

titles

addressing the teacher,

in

with the students.

All students will raise their hands to be called upon, except

evolves about a subject that the teacher believes

Once

make up any

the class has had a chance to see

when a discussion

important.

is

where each member stood

in the

positioning of the situations and discusses implications of the positioning for the

classroom

in

handling classroom rules, the following task

is

presented.

Fantasy School Rules

You are about

to begin

your teaching career

a predominantly middle class school.

sophomores.

The established policy

You

file

with the principal.

Middlebrook High School,

will be teaching

of the school is that

the classroom rules for the students on opening day,

on

in

A

middle and low track

each teacher publish

copy must also be placed

The rules must be specific and

realistic.

I
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Task: Write six rules for your class (es).
of a small group, three—six students, and

come up

Share them with
with a group

members

list of

six rules.
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SCHOOL RULES CONTINUUM

A
an issue,

continuum
(2)

is

used for students

see other alternatives,

(3)

to (1) publicly affirm their position on

choose a position on an issue after weigh-

ing the consequences of different alternatives.

and

initials their

Each student

in the

class

marks

current position on the following continuum concerning school

rules.

Smoke Screen

/
Outdoors

Camels

Sam

Ollie

Carl

Because a continuum works best when
and

(2)

the middle position is an

/

(1)

the two ends are

extreme middle as well,

extreme positions,
(this is to

avoid having

an easy place on the continuum, so that each student must carefully consider

where

his position is).

Sam goes

The points are defined as

follows:

hunting for students who smoke.

He

will have

someone

expelled at the hint of smoke on their breath.

Carl buys cigarettes for his

students and smokes with them on occasion.

Ollie is afraid to confront the

issue.

He goes outside one door and

in

another rather than pass by the bathrooms

where students might be smoking.
These characters are representatives
following school rules issue.

Smoking

has marked their point, they each,
positions.

A

is

of different positions on the

only an example.

in turn,

explain

Once each student

why they have chosen

their

discussion of possible alternatives and their consequences follows.
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Finally a second continuum

mark

their

new

(or

is

drawn on the board and each student

same) position on the continuum

in light of the

is

asked

to

discussion.

)
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LITERATURE OPPOSITE QUADS
Each student divides
upper

left

quadrant,

lower right, "IV”.

do

in

’1”, the

In

his

paper

lower

into four quadrants, and labels the

left,

’ll”, the

quadrant ”1” the student

school with the study of literature.

upper right,

”III'»,

lists five things that they loved to

Examples are, book reports, character

analysis, poetry scanning, oral reports, etc.

In

quadrant ”11” they

things they did in school with literature that they really disliked.

'll!” they
In

list five

books (plays, poems, etc.

quadrant ”IV” they

list five

They next look
be like

to

at the activities in

lists carefully.

and the books

in

In

list five

quadrant

that they really enjoyed reading.

books that they disliked reading.

do them with the books

through the

and the

in

quadrant ”1” and fantasize what

quadrant 'IV”.

They do

the

same

They take

it

would

their time and go

for the activities in quadrant "II”

"III”.

They then write on

the

bottom or back of their sheets anything

learned about the teaching of literature from the activity.
a teacher of literature

in light of

their learnings.

that they

What they might do as

They share

their learnings

with a group of three-six other students in the class and add to their sheets anything that

is

appropriate for them that comes from the sharing.
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ENGLISH ON TRIAL
This activity

designed to give the students a chance

is

to think critically

about a secondary English program and decide what the most important
priorities are.

It

also teaches them a creative way to deal with what might

normally be a typical discussion.

The

first step of this activity is for

each student

to list on a sheet of

paper everything they learned from their high school English program
useful to them in their

Only things useful

students then compute how

program.

This does not include things that are useful to a

life.

higher grade or college.

many hours

The typical amount

is

in life out of

This situation

is

approximately 720 hours.

discussed

The second step
discussion.
(in this

A

is to put

if

They then compare

the cost is

high school English "on trial"

worth the

in light of the

judge, jury and team of lawyers for the plaintiff and defendant

case, High School English),

Witnesses are drawn from the remainder

A

three question limit

on the lawyers for any witness to keep the trial moving.
given and the class joins

school English.

The

by the class.

of the class at the discretion of the lawyers,

is

school can qualify.

they spent in their high school English

the amount of hours to the amount they learned and see
gain.

that is

in

Students then

for their teaching.

is

imposed

Finally, a verdict

giving recommendations about the state of high
tell the

class what implications the activith has
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TRIBUNAL DISCUSSION
In ordsr to encourage those

limit those

who never

who dominate any discussion

get a chance to speak and to

to a fair

share of time and control of

the discussion, the following system was borrowed from the tribes of
Africa,

Each discussant

is

given three logs (crumpled paper balls) that they must use

as payment for speaking.

When

Each log

is

worth one comment, question, or answer.

a student wishes to speak, he throws a long

basket

in the

in the fire (a

middle of the room) and says what he wishes

to ask a question or

answer one,

it

costs a log.

wastepaper

to say.

If

he wishes

Once a student has spent

all

his logs he cannot speak again.

The typical discussion using
enough, will have those who wish

and only say what

is

They are more

more meaningful

speak a

most important.

other hand, find the long silences
conditions.

to

this technique,

lot

if

the topic is interesting

carefully weight their

comments

Those who do not usually speak, on

more

of their responsibility than under

likely to speak.

the

normal

The discussion takes on a much

tone as students do not wish to waste their logs just to talk,

or to make unnecessary comments.
In the

course the discussion was about Postman's recommendations for

teachers which are on the following page.

Each student read the handout and

the discussion followed using the tribunal technique.

A

further discussion

followed in small groups to think of ways to use this technique in a secondary

English class.
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Here

a

proposals that attempt to change radically the nature of
Most of them will strike you as thoroughly
impractical but only because you will have forgotten for the moment that the
present system is among the most impractical imaginable, if the facilitation of
learning is your aim.
is

list of

the existing school environment.

1.

Declare a five-year moratorium on the use of

2.

Have "English teachers" teach math, math

teachers English, social studies
teachers science, science teachers art, and so on.

3.

Transfer

4.

Require every teacher who thinks he knows his "subject" well
book on it.

5.

Dissolve

6.

Limit each teacher

all the

all

elementary school teachers

all

textbooks.

to high school and vice versa.

to write a

"subjects," "courses" and especially course requirements.
to

three declarative sentences per class, and

15

interrogatives.

7.

Prohibit teachers from asking any questions they already know the answers

8.

Declare a moratorium on

9.

Require

all

all tests

teachers to undergo

to,

and grades.

some form

of psychotherapy as part of their

in-service training.

make

10.

Classify teachers according to their ability and

11.

Require all teachers to take a test prepared by students on what the students
know, and only those teachers who pass, can teach.

12.

Make every

13.

Require every teacher

class an elective and withhold a teacher's monthly check
students do not show any interest in going to next month's classes.

work
14.

the lists public,

in

some

to take a

if

his

year leave of absence every fourth year

to

field other than education.

Require that each teacher provide some sort

of evidence that

a loving relationship with at least one other human being.

he/she has had
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15.

There should be a general prohibition against the words and phraS.es such
the following from being used;

as

teach, syllabus, covering ground, I. Q.
make up, test,
disadvantaged, gifted, accelerated, enhancement, course,
grade, score, human nature, dumb, college material, and
,

administrative necessity.

From: Teaching

as a Subversive Activity
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VALUE SHEET
... a twenty-four year old teacher has been dismissed from a
Philadelphia elementary school for conducting a ’’sensitivity session” on
obscenities
1.
in his fourth grade class.
School officials said he had his students
write on cards the first obscene word that came to their minds, then exchange
the cards and whisper the words to their classmates. ”
2.

The Boston Globe
3.

Write your immediate reactions

to this

news item.

4,

Would you

hire this teacher?

Would you have fired him?

5,

Imagine yourself a student
assignment?

in the class.

How would you have

reacted to the

Write a statement concerning your position on the issue.

Rewrite the article imagining that you were the teacher.
that you might be fired for.

.

.

using the offense
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VALUE SHEET
an inadequate report of an inaccurate judgment by a
A grade (is),
biased and variable judge of the extent to which a student has attained an un1.
defined level of mastery of an unknown proportion of an indefinite amount of
.

.

materials.
2.

Paul Dressel, Basic College Quarterly.

3.

Jot

down your immediate reaction

to this statement.

4.

Are you
What?

in

emphatic agreement or disagreement with anything

in the

5.

Write a statement that positively states your position on the issue.

What have you done

What

will you do ?

that

demonstrates your position?

statement?

c

-
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VALUE SHEET
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of future

set

"To

this

tlie

column

is

are

better.

record straight,
not intended as

an indictment of

Many

all

le.ic'ncrs.

dedientod,

devoted

and a credit to their profe.s.sion.
Rut there is an unhappy tendency. gradually growing in volume, that ha.s made tlie cl.as.srnom an interlude in the life
of

the

chiid

as

well

S-S

the

teacher.

Warm, humane

teachcr.s are
teachers .siiould
relate to llieir subjects as well
Bring the
as their .studeiiLs.
mo't popular inoinher of the

prcciou.s.

Rut

faculty

not enougli.

i.s

atiorr.pt

a

some of the departments as
one of the ba.'es for t.ve rromo
tion of faculty members. Other
.'chools take it seriouslv also.
Knowing this, it is not hard
to
undcr.stand
v.'hv
teachers
want to be “buddies” with Uieir

the

cites

."Iassre',.‘m.

in

Graduate School

the

the.

—A

teachers closer together

in

draft age.

not rea-shen,

trend has developed in
schools and colleges wherobv
students evaluate tiieir teachers. With student grading of
teachers has come, in many instances, a reliance on students’
jud.gmcat
for
prorcot'on
or
tenure of professors. At Yale
University, for example,
the
“course critique” Ls recognized

when ca r

strikes has brought students and

pupils not to enter

^

h.

tli oi:

extremes and the

classroom. Frequc.atly, when on
teachers exhort their

-

,

leave

is

ment.

dent gets hn earful of propaganda but lilile p hy.x ics or .algebra. ATh'dhg li’.e* more 'important develootnenls that have
brought about the change in the

strike,

•

1

v.ill

pa.',-

profession over the vo.ars and
plan to remain in it uiiiii retire-

in-

ent-tcaclicr
relationship
these should be considered:
—More men are in die teaching profession today than ever
before. For the most part, they
are young men wlio entered
upon a teaching career in ordoi
to got draft deferment. U.'^uaily.
these are bright, alert young
men of draft age, jiist out of
other years
college, who in

“rapping.”

.

be

casual student-

which,

r.r.oti'.er

closer rapeoft with
their students than do' dac “'nldt'.mers” who have been in ihe

the change?

may

number

These young teachers
to

thi.^j

once they

liieii

they

stud

school

'

pupils titan to
are supposed

attitude

iTls'Farn '.f u

the students, it nut into
sharp focus U;e chang;ug place

bushy

or

relate

to

cidentally,'^;TTay~n'ori>o~all bad.

with

and

tv\

into

of cour.se, are

dedicated, but they .say ff.sakly
th.at,

migr.t, be.

variety of reasons

teacher

to

cross-legged

their

the cause of

of four students

ondary

to

Why
A

Grand

tcachor.s

Many,

profession.

v.h.itcvcr

or

hand

course they
be teaching.

demonstrations against

examine the killing
by the National
Guard at Kent Unive.-sitv indicted one of the teache s, along
set

subiccl at

tine

the “Establkshment.”

When

Spani.sh,

.-tudics,

younger, more nvililanl t.-:,<:ht_T
has emerged, rend.v tf go out
on the picket line, or ’.cad students

students,

of

rone ? drastic chance

t)io

wuind have gone

his de.sk.
of

of

teacher
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1.

2.

VALUE SHEET
Please write your immediate reaction to this article. Try not to carefully
think out your answer, but write rapidly. You do not need to use complete
sentences.

3.

4.

Circle the parts of the article with which you most agree.

5,

Underline the parts with which you most disagree.
6.

you could send a reply
what would they be ?
If

Write a

to the

title for this article

author of this article using only ten words,

using the word, 'T'.

Write a positive value statement about each part
circled or underlined.

of the article

that you

are you someone who.
On

.

.

the following page you will find a worksheet designed to help you take

a look at yourself.

The worksheet asks you

to

examine your attitudes and

practices concerning the issue of testing and grading.

check under YES

if it

applies to you, under

NO

if it

Next

to

does not.

each statement,

Be honest.

are unsure about an answer, think about how you typically behave
behave.

Of course, you

may

or would

the questions on a worksheet, review

circle at least ten which are the most meaningful for you.
to

you

always choose to pass.

Once you have completed

ones

If

them and

They might be

the

which you reacted most strongly, or the ones which were the most

difficult for you, or the

the issue.

In

ones that speak most consistently with how you feel about

your journal, write a positive value statement for each circled

response by completing the sentence beginning

'1

ments should be consistent with your behaviors
issues involved.

If

value.

in the

.

.

”

Your value state-

classroom concerning

the

there are inconsistencies, you might want to try writing a

different value statement, or you

may wish

to

consider changing your behavior.

In a group of three to six students discuss your responses and their

implications for teaching.

r
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WORKSHEET
YES

NO

PASS

!

A1?E

YOU SOMh:ONh; WHO... Toatlne;

jukI Gradlnt^

Are you someone who,,.
belioves IQ should be a factor in deciding a student's grade'?
gives a lot of weight to final exams?
believes effort should contribute to a student's grade?
gives one ma.ior test each marking period?
considers a student's popularity in deciding his grade?
considers class participation in giving grades?
considers your feelings for a student in assigning a grade?
gives better grades to students who conform to your wishes?
discourages students from taking issue with you?
grades on a standard grading curve?
would grade creative writing?
would emphasize grammar more than content in student work?
never gives many A's ?
never gives many P"s ?
believes that threatening quizzes will encourage students to
do homework ?
believes tests should be mostly subjective?
believes tests should be mostly objective?
would emphasize content more than style or grammcir?
takes off for spelling errors?
adds points for perfect spelling?
gives smrprise quizzes?
considers a paper’s neatness in assigning it a grade?
considers a low grade an incentive to try harder?
lets other teacher's opinions influence your grading?
considers a high grade an incentive to try harder?
thanks students for doing excellent work?
posts or announces all grades?
keeps all grades secret until the end of the term?
drops a student's grade for tairdiness?
negotiates a student's grade with him?
allows students to contract for grades?
is considered an easy marker?
is considered a tough marker?
p;enerally gives tests on Fridays?
assigns homework over vacations?
considers poor performance your responsibility?
uses tests diagnostically?
would fight standard grading procedures?
tries to fiiid acceptable alternatives to current grading
practices?
sends progress reports to pajrents of students doing poorly?
sends progress reports to parents of all students?
worries about students cheating?
makes make-up tests more difficult than originals?
allows students to grade themselves?
allows students to graide one another?
believes that boys and girls should be graded dlllerentiy
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Directions;

Design a test on the following poem. Consider who will take
and how long the test will take in your preparation.

Mending Wall
Something there

is that

doesn't love a wall,

that sends the frozen-ground-swell under

it,

And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The work of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Where they have left not one stone on a stone.
But they would have the rabbit out of hiding.
To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean,
No one has seen them made or heard them made,
But at spring mending-time we find them there.
I let my neighbour know beyond the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
To each the boulders that have fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some are nearly balls
have to use a spell to make them balance:
'Stay where you are until our backs are turned!'
We wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-door game,

We

One on a side.
There where it

He

is all

It

is

pine and

comes to little more:
we do not need the wall;
I

am

apple orchard.

My apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, 'Good fences make good neighbors.

'

Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head;
'Why do they make good neighbors? Isn't it
Where there are cows ? But here there are no cows.

Before

I

built a wall I'd

ask to know

What I was walling in or walling out.
And to whom I was like to give offense.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall.
to him
I could say 'Elves'
That wants it down.
But it's not elves exactly, and I'd rather
He said it for himself. I see him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top
'

the test

armed.
me,

In each hand, like an old-stone savage

He moves

in

darkness as

Not of woods only and

it

seems

to

the shade of trees.

He will not go behind his father's saying.
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, 'Good fences make good neighbors.

Robert Frost
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Picture of the Ideal Teacher - or -

THE EPITOME

Collaborate with three

newsprint with

good teaching

felt

member

You may use words

other persons to draw (preferably on

pens or crayons) what for you represents the epitome of

- the ’’ideal” teacher.

agree, but every

the ideal.

to six

of the

You may draw anything upon which you can

group must agree on every aspect

of the drawing.

only as necessary in the representation, not as descriptors of

Every member

of the group should contribute in

some way

to the

drawing.

Then, on another paper, draw what for you represents the epitome

bad teaching, following

the

same

guidelines as before.

If

of

your group wishes,

you may reverse the order of the drawings.

When both drawings are

finished, discuss with your group the implica-

tions these drawings have for your teaching, and

make

note of them in your

journal.

The Pictures can then be hung around

the

classroom so

class can observe them and ask questions about them.

that the entire
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THE AUCTION GAME
The auction game

is

a simulation

game designed

to

bring out some of

the attitudes and values that condition the choices students makes.

Upon entering

the fantasy world of the auction game, dreams and hopes can be bought.

items offered for sale represent a rich variety of personal goals.

has a

total of 2, 000 investment units.

completion of the game.

The sales are recorded on
There

is

the

Each student

will go up for bid,

The students are familiar with

the highest bidder gets the item.

before the bidding starts.

Twenty-four items

The

all of the

and

items

board for review upon

a debriefing discussion upon completion of the

auction with implications for a secondary English class.

Items
1.

An

exciting

life:

You

will lead an exciting, stimulating life - encountering a

wide variety of new experiences with the confidence that you are equal

to all

challenges and able to enjoy whatever comes your way.
2.

Financial security

:

You

will

have sufficient money to supply any material

needs or desires you have, plus enough surplus wealth
of your choice - be

it

pampering others, contributing

to use for

any purpose

to charity, or

assuring

social status,
3.

Personal freedom

to do

what you know

:

is

You

will

have a

life of

independence, always being able

right for you in the here and now, without any interference

from others.
4.

Pleasure: You will lead an enjoyable, leisurely

rushed by committments, and

all

life.

You

will not be

available.
possible pleasures will readily be
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5.

Closeness

to

God

A

will experience a

Him and

that you are serving

6.

You

:

world of beauty

You

:

communion with God

- will

know

that you will achieve His purpose for you.

will live close to the beauty of nature and to the

beauty of fine art, literature, music, and the theatre.
7.

Job satisfaction: You will be recognized by

profession, contributing

more

all as

being the best

in

your

than you ever hoped and achieving everything you

ever dreamed.
8.

A

long

life

and good health

:

You

will live far longer than the

normal

life

expectancy, but your physical and mental health will be superbly excellent.

You

will benefit

from both the

vitality of youthfulness

and the wisdom born of

experience.
9.

A comprehensive

personal library

:

You

will

possess a personal library

containing every bit of information ever recorded.

The information

will be

totally accessible - you will be able to receive immediately any item you

request, in printed or voice -recorded form,
10.

An

ideal setting

scenery

in the

facilities

You

:

world.

necessary

will

have a home overlooking the most beautiful

The home

to provide

will have all the

atmosphere, space, and

you and others of your choice with a perfect

environment.
11 .

A

perfect love affair

:

You

will experience a sexual and emotional relation-

- a person
ship with a person of great physical and emotional attractiveness

who

will

have the same expectations of the affair as you.

absolute control over

who

is

aware of the

affair.

You

will have
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12.

You

Political power:

will be in a position to control the destinies of

people in the civilized world.

program or

You

will have absolute

power

to institute

most

any

policy you choose, and will be able to gain the cooperation of any

person or organization required by your purposes.
13.

Social service

You

:

will have the opportunity, the skill, and the resources

to serve the sick and needy persons of the world.

Full effort on your part will

eliminate sickness and need in your lifetime.
14.

An

You

authentic world:

will live in a

world

in

which

all

people are open,

honest, and totally able to relate authentically with one another.

Whatever feelings

exist will be openly shared.
15.

Fame;

demand
16.

at

You

will receive the respect and admiration of all and will be in

prominent social occasions and decision-making conferences.

Universal brotherhood: You will live

for all and love of one's fellow
17.

A

perfect family

life

:

man

in a

world

in

which equal opportunity

are recognized as the primary values.

You and your family

will experience ideal relationships

together, each finding the needed love and security to assure personal growth

within the family unit.
18.

Inner peace: You will be free from

knowledge that you

will

all the

inner conflicts, secure in the

always make right decisions and continue effective

personal functioning.
19.

Intelligence:

perceive solutions

between ideas.

You

will function at full

to critical

mental capacity, being able

problems and

to

to

understand logical relationships
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20.

Creativity:

You

will be able to formulate innovative

perceptive understandings.

You

will have unusually find

ways

of

communicating

command

of several

art media, as well as verbal creativity.
21.

Wisdom

:

You

will have a

mature understanding

of life

and will be sought

out by others to furnish advice and council.
22.

Self-esteem: You will respect yourself, knowing that you are realizing

your potential and that you are a person
23.

Deep friendships

:

You

will

of great worth.

always have many close and meaningful

relationships with persons you would choose to
24.

Mature

love:

You

know

well.

will attain lasting sexual and spiritual intimacy with

another.

This game was adapted from Creative Learning Systems, Inc.,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
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PUPIL/PUPIL RELATIONSHIP RANK ORDERS

A
work

rank order

designed to examine possible choices and set the frame-

is

The students task

for positive action.

from most favorable,

to least favorable.

along with possible positive actions.

shares
I.

it

IIL

IV.

New

alternatives are then considered

Each student does

his

own rank order and

with the class or smaller group of three to six students.

Rank order

II.

to rate the following situations

is

the following

A.

A

B.

Two boys

C.

An in-group

couple

from hardest

to handle to easiest to handle,

holding hands at the back of the room,

is

are having a loud argument,
in class will not accept the other students.

In handling the first situation rank order the following actions.

A.

Let them continue without saying a word.

B.

Angrily yell

C.

Humiliate them into stopping.

at

them

to stop.

In handling the second situation (in

I)

rank order the following actions.

A.

Give them both a failure for the day,

B.

Keep them

C.

Send them to the

after school imtil they shake hands.

office.

In handling the third situation (in

I)

rank order the following actions.

A.

class.
Discredit the in-group and build up the rest of the

B.

Don't

C.

Use them

let

them

sit

as an

near each other

example

of the

in

power

class.
of friendship.

APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF FINAL PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

)
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APPENDIX C
Education 309/609

The

final project is a set of five lessons.

to each other in unit form.

1.

Spring 1972

Final Project

They may or may

The lessons must include

not be related

the following:

Each lesson includes:
A.

Audience who the lesson

aimed

is

(age, grade, interests,

at,

ability, etc,

2.

B.

Procedures

C.

Materials - what

D.

Goals - what the lesson

E.

Evaluation - were the goals met?

what

It

done,

given to the students

designed

is

must also include an

values clarification.
Learning,

In other

)

Why? Why

not?

English at any level

Human Teaching

for

(for

example,

Human

words, the lesson should involve third level learning,

At least one lesson must be original.

You may use whatever

The due date

appropriate)

accomplish

of teaching

More

This includes both the affective

original lesson

is fine.

activities you have learned in this course or any

other course for the non-original lessons,

5.

to

(if

affective component,

See handout from

and cognitive components.
4.

is

is

Each lesson should include some aspect
of specificiy.

3.

-

for the project is

May

12,

if

1972.

you wish.

appendix d

EXAMPLES OF STUDENTS' FINAL PROJECTS
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APPENDIX D

Lesson

Jerry Zamansky

I.

Audience:

11th Grade

Procedure: Take the game, ’’Fall-out Shelter” and use
characters from Hamlet.
five

men and

men and

five

three

women.

women

students would then go

Use ten

of the

The students

more

it

with the

notable and dubious characters,

will then, on their own, select three

that they will allow to enter the Fall-out Shelter.

The

home and write reasons and supportive arguments

for

their choices to be presented in class the following day.

Materials:

The only

thing

I

would give the students

is

a

list of the

ten

characters with brief descriptions of each.
Evaluation: The lesson would go well

would put themselves
right or

I

believe, because the students

into the selection of characters.

wrong answers, so the students would

There would also be no

feel free to do anything they

wanted.
Goals:

To exercise judgment and freedom

students handle character analysis.

of choice and to see

how well

The students can also learn about them-

don
selves by seeing which character traits they admire and which ones they

t.

)
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Carol Schuerfeuo

Lesson

I.

Character-Sketch Audience;

How Green Was My

Freshmen High School

Valiev^ Llewyn

students.

Procedure:
1.

Paper was passed out and

down one

the students

were asked

of their traits that they thought

to write

were unique

to

them

alone.

2.

The teacher collected them and read them

(without

names)

to class.

3.

If

the quality related to them, the students were asked to

raise their hand (except

if it

was written by them),

if it

not and no one else raised their hand then that person

4.

would know

wrote

it

asked

to only write

A

ditto sheet

that he

was unique.

(Students

did

who

were

down true statements.

was passed out

to aid the students in writing

their character sketches.

were asked

5. Students then

to write a

character sketch about

a character in the novel.

Materials:
1.

Paper for uniquness

2.

Handout of character sketch.
a.

How

test.

to pick out clues about a

b.

Review

c.

Example

of

character

paragraph structure.

of a character sketch.

in literature,

:
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Evaluation:

They were happy

to discover things about

them-

selves and able to carry this idea over into picking out things

about the characters

in the novel.

They also were able

to

write clear and perceptive character sketches.

Goals
1.

To

2.

To be

able to pick out clues about a character in literature.

3.

To be

able to write a good character sketch.

give them a value of themselves as unique individuals,
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Lesson: Value Grid Final Test

Gary Metras

Audience: 10th grade, low phased, Modern Literature class.

Procedure: As a

final test for

a value grid was designed and given
Materials:

Richard Wright’s autobiography Black Boy
to

each student.

The following was handed

INSTRUCTIONS: Next

to the

,

to each student:

number below, write at least five
Make your decision

things that you think Richard Wright values.

from the things Wright tells us he did, thought or spoke about.
Each value you choose, write the chapter in the book that gave you
Then, on the Value Grid below, put a check (/) under
each category, for each value, if you think that the value meets the
categories. Put a zero (0) if the value does not meet the category.
Use the back of this paper to answer the questions near the bottom.

that idea.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10 .

Value
Indicator

Prize and
Charish

Act on
It

Chosen from
Alternatives

Freely

After

Chosen

Heavy
Thought

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Pattern
of

Life

Publicly

Affirm

.
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What do you

1.

think Richard Wright might have done to

make

his value indicators into true values ?
2.

Do you share any values with Wright? What are they?

3.

If

you did not find ten values

of Wright,

fill in

the remaining

numbers with your own values. Use "I value,
" so I will
know that your values and not Richard Wright’s, and complete
.

.

the Grid.

you found that some things you wrote were not values, but
indicators, what do you think you could do to make them true

4.

If

values ?

Evaluation: After the initial exercise on race relations and values

recounted above, and some class discussion on the development of values by

Richard Wright,
the values of a

this

exercise was quite successful.

Negro growing up

in

the South and

The students perceived

how they developed, and were

able to offer suggestions, based on the realities of the Southern Negro experience,

on

how Wright’s value

defined by the Grid.

were able

to discover

indicators might have been turned into true values, as

By attempting

common

to define their

own values,

values with this Negro,

started thinking about, ways they could

make

their

the students

They also

did, or

own values indicators true

values
Goals: To discover the values of an American Negro and under tand how
they developed the major goals.
they shared any goals in
goals.

common

Other goals were for the students

to

see

with this Negro and to analyze their own

if
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Susan Roan

Procedure:
they

I

felt that the

would ask a class who had finished reading Hamlet whether

character Gertrude was guilty

of plotting to

murder her

husband, Old Hamlet, and to write a short paragraph (or a couple,

wanted

to) giving

short essays.

I

reasons for the choice they made.

would then ask the class

stage a trial of Gertrude as

it

to

engage

might have been

if

I

lawyer for the defense, witnesses,

they

would not collect these

in role playing,

and

to

suspicion of Claudius and

Gertrude had been raised enough before the last act of the play.

would be the same as the one we used

if

first

The set up

in class- judge, jury, prosecuter,

etc.

People would be asked

to volunteer

for the roles listed above and for roles such as Hamlet, Gertrude, Claudius,
etc.

The people playing

the characters of the play

information Shakespear gave
w-as

in the play, but in

would have

cases where the information

ambiguous or sketchy, they could elaborate and imagine, as long as their

testimony could not be contradicted by anidhing that was
the

to stick to the

mock

trial

was over,

the jury

would be asked

the play.

After

to give a decision.

Each

in

student would be asked to write a second short essay, stating whether or not

he agreed with the jury and his reasons for his decision.
Audience: This lesson would be for a high school English class.

It

be more appropriate for juniors and seniors or higher level tracks, but
like to try

it

at all levels in

imagination to give

life to

might
I

would

hopes that the idea of role playing and using

Shakespeare’s characters would interest students
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enough

to

make them

My

Goals:

willing to dig into what

is

a pretty difficult play.

goal with this lesson would be to get the students involved

enough with the play and

its

characters to care enough to make a value judgment

Allowing students to elaborate on the information Shakespeare

about Gertrude.

gave in the play would hopefully encourage creativity and an attempt to try and
relate to the characters closely enough to elaborate in a

My

might have.
that

I

that the character

reason for the two short essays before and after the

feel that the viewpoint of the students

character of Gertrude
to

way

more

might change as they looked

closely during the trial.

carry the experience over

trial is

at the

This might prompt them

into their lives outside the

classroom and think

about how they judged people.
Evaluation:

I

haven't got a class to try this out on, but

would be

when

I

my

etc,

the class

I

wouldn't want to have to push them into this.

class, not their class.

it,

were enthusiastic about

it.

it,

I

think

I

wouldn't do

suggested

if I

although

I

This would bother

the play and

me

knew what heppened,

surfacely with

it.

a

it

think

it

would be valuable

if

Another problem might be that the class

etc.

,

I

imagination and would probably be fun.

all the facts

about

but as long as the students had read

little,

wouldn't get upset

The role playing would

pages and into action.

Then

got a really negative reaction

wouldn't want to dig deep enough into the play to gather

Gertrude.

can see what might

Students might not want to engage in role-playing-shyness,

be a few problems.
fear of ridicule

I

It

still

if

they dealt too

encourage creativity and

would

at least get the play off the

